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Modern distributed computing developed from the traditional supercomputing community rooted ﬁrmly
in the culture of batch management. Therefore, the ﬁeld has been dominated by queuing-based resource
managers and work ﬂow based job submission environments where static resource demands needed be
determined and reserved prior to launching executions. This has made it difﬁcult to support resource
environments (e.g. Grid, Cloud) where the available resources as well as the resource requirements
of applications may be both dynamic and unpredictable. This thesis introduces a ﬂexible execution
model where the compute capacity can be adapted to ﬁt the needs of applications as they change during
execution. Resource provision in this model is based on a ﬁne-grained, self-service approach instead
of the traditional one-time, system-level model. The thesis introduces a middleware based Application
Agent (AA) that provides a platform for the applications to dynamically interact and negotiate resources
with the underlying resource infrastructure.
We also consider the issue of transparency, i.e., hiding the provision and management of the dis-
tributed environment. This is the key to attracting public to use the technology. The AA not only replaces
user-controlled process of preparing and executing an application with a transparent software-controlled
process, it also hides the complexity of selecting right resources to ensure execution QoS. This service
is provided by an On-line Feedback-based Automatic Resource Conﬁguration (OAC) mechanism coop-
erating with the ﬂexible execution model. The AA constantly monitors utility-based feedbacks from the
application during execution and thus is able to learn its behaviour and resource characteristics. This
allows it to automatically compose the most efﬁcient execution environment on the ﬂy and satisfy any
execution requirements deﬁned by users. Two policies are introduced to supervise the information learn-
ing and resource tuning in the OAC. The Utility Classiﬁcation policy classiﬁes hosts according to their
historical performance contributions to the application. According to this classiﬁcation, the AA chooses
high utility hosts and withdraws low utility hosts to conﬁgure an optimum environment. The Desired
Processing Power Estimation (DPPE) policy dynamically conﬁgures the execution environment accord-
ing to the estimated desired total processing power needed to satisfy users’ execution requirements.
Through the introducing of ﬂexibility and transparency, a user is able to run a dynamic/normal
distributed application anywhere with optimised execution performance, without managing distributed
resources. Based on the standalone model, the thesis further introduces a federated resource negotiation
framework as a step forward towards an autonomous multi-user distributed computing world.Acknowledgements
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Introduction
In recent years, the way computers are used has changed signiﬁcantly. The emergence of small elec-
tronic devices with excellent display capabilities and graphical user interfaces has completed the natural
evolution towards an interactive information society that was started by the desktop computer. Users
now expect such personal devices to perform tasks that are well beyond their processing or storage capa-
bilities and the idea of a portable, handheld “supercomputer” no longer seems a science ﬁction concept.
At the same time the supercomputer concept has changed signiﬁcantly. By connecting hundreds of read-
ily available workstations it is now possible to generate virtual computers with processing or storage
capabilities that rival those of the high cost, dedicated supercomputer. The advent of high-speed net-
works has enabled the integration of computational resources which are geographically distributed and
administered at different domains. Such distributed systems, normally managed by Distributed Resource
Mangers (DRMs) and resource co-allocators [CFK99], provide users with simple access to a distributed
set of computational resources to run resource hungry applications.
The computer revolution has not only increased our expectations regarding the power of personal
processing devices, it has also changed the way we operate these devices. The age where users were
prepared to formulate a problem, submit it and wait long periods of time for answers is long gone. The
user of today expects not only to receive continuous updates regarding the progress of an application
but also to steer its progress and these expectations remove some of the traditional assumptions about
high performance applications, namely that they are repetitive, predictable and that their results are not
urgently needed.
1.1 Problem Statement
To run an application in a distributed system, users are currently required to submit it to the DRMs.
They will in turn schedule resources, deploy application components and start executions on behalf of
users. In most systems, jobs are submitted to a batch queue where they will sit for some unknown
length of time until the required combination of resource becomes available. Or users can request a
reservation. Advance Reservation [Fos99] reserves the required resources in the future time slot and
ﬁxes the start time for the job. In order to be effective, detailed knowledge is required to predict the
execution time and perform more efﬁcient scheduling by using other approaches such as backﬁlling1.1. Problem Statement 16
[LZ07]. The job execution model is a classic batch processing environment: users submit jobs and wait
for results. Jobs are set up in advance so they can be run to completion without human interaction. It
is perfectly suitable for supporting the embarrassingly parallel workload or batch jobs where tasks are
independent of each other. Some examples include large scale face recognition that involves comparing
thousands of input faces with similarly large number of faces, computer simulations comparing many
independent scenarios, genetic algorithms and other evolutionary computation metaheuristics, etc.
This model requires an execution plan prepared before commencing the execution. For example,
how many resources are needed to run the job, what kinds of resources are capable and how long the
execution is going to take? Such information can be extremely hard to provide with any accuracy, espe-
cially if the application or the resource environment is dynamic. For example, during execution dynamic
applications may signiﬁcant change the structure and size of the datasets they handle as well as the way
they process the data and as a consequence their resource requirements may change signiﬁcantly if they
are to meet speciﬁc performance benchmarks. CFD-OG (Computational Fluid Dynamics using Object
Graphs) [LNS08, NLS07] is one of the examples in that respect. Such applications do not ﬁt within the
batch processing model because their behaviour is unpredictable. Furthermore, the assumption that the
resource remains static over long periods of time is unsustainable. New resources may unexpectedly
become available and resources may suddenly fail during the execution. This is common in the cur-
rent grid system [KF98]. An advanced resource allocation plan could be ruined or better choice could be
available. Moreover, since resource allocation is statically performed before starting execution, a job that
needs multiple resources could have to wait a long time to have enough resources available to run. This
weak point is especially prominent when supporting effective, high performance, interactive applications
where users require results to be seen in a very short time. For example, some form of visualization for
a simulated system.
One solution to the above problems is to make the execution environment more ﬂexible. A ﬂexible
execution environment should be able to adapt to changes to the resource situation rather than relying
on a static plan based on according outdated information. The execution should be able to introduce
more resources if the current allocation is insufﬁcient or replace resources when a more suitable variety
becomes available. In this way, execution can be started quickly as long as the minimum resource
requirements are met. Resource provision can then be justiﬁed according to the needs of the application
and the status of the resource pool. For example, if the processing requirements suddenly rise due to
steering by a user, the system can respond by immediately allocating more resources to the application
to maintain speciﬁc performance requirements, such as smooth time progression of execution [LNS07].
In addition to the ﬂexibility requirements, The modern processing environment also needs to be
transparent - the user should not need to worry about technical details. In distributed computing, trans-
parency is deﬁned as hiding the distributed nature of the execution of an application from its users so
that the application appears and functions as a local desktop application. Current distributed computing
support provides some transparency, e.g. resource allocation transparency so the users of a distributed
system do not have to be aware of the identity of a resource or where it is physically located. However,1.2. Research Scope 17
it lacks sufﬁcient resource selection transparency, i.e. users will still need to identify the quantity and
quality the resources they reserve. Users must write a work ﬂow description and submit it to the system
via some speciﬁed interface. Therefore users must be aware of the performance characteristics of the
available resources either based on queries to a resource information system (a system provides users
resource information such as processor architecture, CPU load, operating system) or through their own
experience, and be able to use this information to calculate the number and types of resources they need
to perform the execution. Users are also required to be familiar with the various job description lan-
guages and submission commands. Many users, especially those who do not have a computer science
background will not possess such knowledge.
In a high transparency computing environment, users should not be aware of speciﬁc services like
grid portals but be able simply to run a distributed application as easily as starting a “helloworld” pro-
gram on their local machine. Users should also be able to interact with the application anytime they
want and have no awareness of how the underlying distributed computing environment is dynamically
conﬁgured. From the user’s point of view, a distributed application should behave exactly like a lo-
cal desktop application, and the local computer should act like a virtual supercomputer to support such
massive computation.
Our mission is therefore to address these problems and to introduce ﬂexibility and high transparency
into distributed computing. The discrete, user-controlled stages of preparing and executing a distributed
application should be replaced with an end-to-end software-controlled and ﬂexible process.
1.2 Research Scope
1.2.1 Distributed Memory System
Main memory in a distributed system is either shared memory (shared between all processing elements
in a single address space), or distributed memory (in which each processing element has its own local
address space). In this thesis we focus on distributed memory systems like clusters and computational
grids where each computational entity (host) controls its own local memory and entities communicate
with each other by message passing.
1.2.2 Computational Distributed Application
There are two main reasons for using distributed systems and distributed computing. First, the very na-
ture of the application may require the use of a communication network that connects several computers.
For example, a MVC (Model - View - Controller) application in which the user interface, functional
process logic (“business rules”), computer data storage and data access are developed and maintained as
independent modules, most often on separate platforms. Second, there are many cases in which the use
of a single computer would be possible in principle, but the use of a distributed system is beneﬁcial for
practical reasons. For example, it may be more cost-efﬁcient to obtain the desired level of performance
by using a cluster of several low-end computers, in comparison with a single high-end computer. The
thesis focuses on the second case, particularly the problem that requires a great number of computer
processing cycles to improve the turnaround time, speed, or cost of execution.1.3. Research Contribution 18
1.2.3 User-Level Middleware
Distributed computing involves the integration and collaborative use of computers, networks and scien-
tiﬁc software owned and managed by multiple organizations. For this purpose, distributed computing
middleware implements protocols and algorithms with the aim to allow users easy access to distributed
resources. According to Buyya et al. [RS05], the middleware can be divided into two types. 1. In-
frastructure middleware offers services such as job scheduling, allocation of resources, storage access,
information registration and discovery, security, and aspects of QoS such as resource reservation. These
services abstract the complexity and heterogeneity of the physical resources by providing a consistent
method for accessing distributed resources. 2. User-level middleware utilizes the interfaces provided
by the low-level middleware to provide higher level abstractions and services to individual applications.
These include application development environments, programming tools and resource brokers for man-
aging resources and scheduling application tasks for execution on global resources. Here, we focus on
the user-level middleware that operates within the context of existing resource infrastructure middleware,
which is represented by DRMs such as Condor [TWML02] and the Sun Grid Engine [Gen01].
1.2.4 Dynamic Applications
Distributed applications can be classiﬁed by their resource request behaviours to be either static applica-
tions whose resource requirements do not change during executions, or dynamic applications that may
require very different resource support level during their executions (see details in Section 2.2). Al-
though our model is designed to support all types of applications, dynamic applications, especially those
which have speciﬁc execution QoS requirements are the ones supposed to beneﬁt most from our ﬂexible
execution model.
1.3 Research Contribution
The goal of this thesis is to use user-level middleware incorporating a new set of algorithms to construct a
distributed execution model that is ﬂexible, adaptive, and transparent. In this model, users can easily ex-
ecute both static and dynamic distributed applications with satisfactory execution performance, without
considering how to manage the underlying distributed resources.
It makes the following contributions:
 Two-layer Model: Instead of using centrally managed DRMs to control the execution, we design
a two-layer model to support the ﬂexible and transparent requirements. The lower layer takes
charge of constructing an exclusive execution environment as required; while the upper layer, the
application, is responsible for making the best use of the provided execution environment. This
design allows application programmers and users to be insulated from the resource management
issues and also provides the possibility to manage the execution environment in a self-service basis
during the execution.
 Application Agent (AA): The Application Agent (AA), which is the lower layer, is a middleware
that cooperates with existing DRMs to dynamically create an exclusive execution environment to1.3. Research Contribution 19
run a distributed application. It supports dynamic resource addition and release during the exe-
cution. By using the AA, users are able to invoke an application in their local machines and the
execution is transparently performed on remote wide-area resources. We provide the architecture
of the AA in the thesis as well as an implementation based on PVM [GBD+94]. This implemen-
tation is used to demonstrate, through experiment, that the performance can be enhanced through
the ﬂexible execution.
 On-line Automatic Resource Conﬁguration: Automatic resource selection is used to provide
the high-transparency of distributed computing. We propose a novel On-line Feedback-based Au-
tomatic Resource Conﬁguration (OAC) approach based on the AA framework to conﬁgure the
execution environment without the guidance of users or the application. By learning the applica-
tion execution behaviour and resource characteristics according to feedback from the application,
the AA uses the acquired knowledge to select effective resources on the ﬂy to satisfy the execution
requirements (e.g. a deadline, a speed, or a budget). The approach differs from other automatic re-
source selection approaches in that the AA does not require prior resource/application knowledge
and the conﬁguration process is dynamically achieved according to application’s requirements.
We introduce the Execution Satisfaction Degree (ESD), a measure of the relative satisfaction of
execution QoS requirements, for reporting the execution feedbacks. In this thesis we propose
two policies - the Utility Classiﬁcation and the Desired Processing Power Estimation (DPPE) - to
supervise information learning and resource tuning in the OAC.
 The Utilities Classiﬁcation Policy: The Utility Classiﬁcation policy embedded in the OAC classi-
ﬁes hosts according to their historical performance contributions to the application. According to
this classiﬁcation, the AA chooses high utility hosts and withdraws low utility hosts to conﬁgure
an optimum environment to satisfy user’s QoS requirements. An important feature of the policy
is that it does not require users to provide any information regarding applications nor resources
in advance. This unique feature helps users who do not have a parallel computing background
to execute distributed applications very easily. Moreover, the classiﬁcation can be used to guide
either manual or automatic resource selection in future executions.
 The Desired Processing Power Estimation (DPPE) Policy: The DPPE policy embedded in the
OAC dynamically conﬁgures the execution environment using the least amount of resources ac-
cording to the estimated desired total processing power needed to satisfy users’ execution re-
quirements. Its quick tuning process makes it suitable to support short running applications. It
is especially useful to satisfy deadline-constrain job execution without the need for the users to
provide information such as estimated job length in advance.
 Federated Resource Negotiation: Based on the ﬂexibility and transparency of the standalone ex-
ecution model, resources can be more effectively used among multiple AA-enabled applications
in a federated way. We introduce a federated resource negotiation framework where an application
is allowed to ask peer applications to donate resources in order to maintain certain performance.1.4. Thesis Outline 20
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework by using it to improve the application satisfac-
tions under a competitive resource environment. The framework points towards an autonomous
multi-user distributed computing world.
The contributions are partly based on the following original publications:
1. Liu, H. & Srenson, S.-A., On-line Feedback-based Automatic Resource Conﬁguration for Dis-
tributed Applications, Cluster Computing: the Journal of Networks, Software Tools and Applica-
tions, Accepted, 2010, DOI 10.1007/s10586-010-0123-x
2. Liu, H.; Srenson, S.-A. & Nazir, A., On-line Automatic Resource Conﬁguration for Distributed
Applications, 2nd IEEE International Workshop on Internet and Distributed Computing Systems,
2009
3. Liu, H.; Srenson, S.-A. & Nazir, A., On-line Automatic Resource Selection in Distributed Com-
puting, Cluster Computing and Workshops, 2009. CLUSTER ’09. IEEE International Conference
on, 2009, 1-9
4. Liu, H.; Srensen, S.-A. & Nazir, A., A Lightweight Approach of Automatic Resource Conﬁgura-
tion in Distributed Computing, High Performance Computing and Communications, 2009. HPCC
’09. 11th IEEE International Conference on, 2009, 506-511
5. Liu, H.; Nazir, A. & Sensen, S.-A., A Software Framework to Support Adaptive Applications
in Distributed/Parallel Computing, High Performance Computing and Communications, 2009.
HPCC ’09. 11th IEEE International Conference on, 2009, 563-570
6. Liu, H.; Nazir, A. & Sensen, S.-A., Preliminary Resource Management for Dynamic Parallel
Applications in the Grid, GridNets, 2008, 70-80
7. Liu, H.; Nazir, A. & Srenson, S.-A., Resource Management Support for Smooth Application
Execution in a Dynamic and Competitive Environment, SKG ’07: Proceedings of the Third Inter-
national Conference on Semantics, Knowledge and Grid, IEEE Computer Society, 2007, 438-441
1.4 Thesis Outline
The outline of thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the research background including distributed computing concept, common
distributed infrastructure, distributed applications, and the way to run applications on the distributed
infrastructure.
Chapter 3 introduces what motivated us to produce the thesis. We investigate the limitation of
current distributed computing model for supporting required ﬂexibility and transparency, as well as the
necessity to introduce a new distributed computing model by providing new middleware and algorithms.
Chapter4introducesthedesignofatwo-layerﬂexibleandtransparentdistributedcomputingmodel.
Wepresentthedescriptionofcomponents(Applications, theApplicationAgent, andDRMs)inthemodel
and how they interact with each other.1.4. Thesis Outline 21
Chapter 5 introduces the Application Agent software. We present how the AA provides ﬂexible
execution services, such as dynamic resource allocation, “run applications anywhere” and wide-area
computing. A C++ and PVM implementation is introduced. An experiment with Mandelbrot compu-
tation is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the ﬂexible execution model supported by the
AA.
Chapter 6 introduces the on-line automatic resource conﬁguration approach with the help of the
AA. Section 6.1 and 6.2 introduce its concept and framework. The rest of Chapter 6 introduces the
Utility Classiﬁcation policy and two simulation-based experiments.
Chapter 7 continues introducing the OAC approach by introducing the DPPE policy and two exper-
iments for the validation. The rest of the chapter discusses OAC related work and comparison of the two
policies.
(A more complex experiment (Lunar Surface Temperature Mapping) that evaluates the combined
contributions of Chapter 4  7 is given in Appendix D.)
Chapter 8 introduces the federated resource negotiation framework. An experiment that aims to
improve application satisfactions under a competitive resource environment is presented to show the
effectiveness of the framework.
Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the thesis work and outlines our planned future work in this area.Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we introduce the research background, including a brief history of distributed resource in-
frastructure, common distributed application types and the way to run applications in current distributed
computing.
2.1 Distributed Resource Infrastructure
From the middle of the 20th century, unprecedented complex scientiﬁc research such as High Energy
Physics (HEP) has been looking for extremely large amount of computing resources. Supercomputers
have traditionally been used to provide such immense processing capability, but in recent years, it has
been more feasible to build “supercomputers” by connecting hundreds of cheap workstations to generate
high processing capability. The ﬁrst example was the Beowulf [SSB+95] which was a supercomputer-
like system created from a collection of a number of desktop PCs connected by a high-speed network.
The advent of high-speed networks has also enabled the integration of resources which are geographi-
cally distributed and administered at different domains. In late 1990s, Foster and Kesselman proposed
the plug in the wall approach known today as grid computing [KF98], which aimed to make global geo-
graphically dispersed computer power as easy to access as an electric power grid. In the last two years,
a new word “Cloud Computing” [Gru08] has been introduced to refer to a technology providing elastic
and often virtualized distributed resources over the Internet.
2.1.1 Supercomputer
Supercomputers introduced in the 1960s were designed primarily by Seymour Cray, who was called “the
father of supercomputing”. Today, supercomputers are typically one-of-a-kind custom designs produced
by “traditional” companies such as Cray, IBM and Hewlett-Packard.
In early days, most supercomputers were dedicated to running a vector processor, such the well-
known Cray-1 installed in 1970s. Vector processing, normally with instruction pipeline, are designed
to efﬁciently handle arithmetic operations on elements of arrays by performing operations on multiple
data elements simultaneously. This is in contrast to a scalar processor which handles one element at
a time using multiple instructions. Such machines are especially useful in high-performance scientiﬁc
computing, where matrix and vector arithmetic are quite common. The Cray Y-MP and the Convex
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Recently, supercomputers are more commonly designed by massively parallel processing (MPP).
Today’s most powerful supercomputer are all MPP systems, such as Earth Simulator, Blue Gene, ASCI
White, ASCI red, ASCI Purple, and ASCI Thor’s Hammer. A MPP supercomputer is a distributed mem-
ory computer system which consists of many individual homogenous nodes, each of which is essentially
an independent computer in itself, and in turn consists of at least one processor, its own memory, and
a link to the network that connects all the nodes together. Node communicate by passing messages,
using standards such as Message Passing Interface (MPI) [mpi]. The cumulative output of the many
constituent CPUs can result in large total peak FLOPS (Floating point Operations Per Second) numbers.
Today, asthecostofcommoditycomputerscontinuestodrop, supercomputersarenowhighly-tuned
computer clusters using commodity processors (COTS) combined with custom interconnects. Clustering
can provide signiﬁcant performance beneﬁts versus price. For example, the System X was a supercom-
puter assembled by Virginia Tech in the summer of 2003, that was originally composed of 1,100 Apple
Power Mac G5 computers. System X ran at 12.25 Teraﬂops, (20.24 peak), and was ranked #280 in
the July 2008 edition of the TOP500 list of the world’s most powerful supercomputers. System X was
constructed with a relatively low budget of just $5.2 million, in the span of only three months, thanks in
large part to using off-the-shelf G5 computers. By comparison, the Earth Simulator, the fastest super-
computer at the time, cost approximately $400 million to build. Clusters now have become the low-cost
and standard platforms for distributed computing.
2.1.2 Cluster Computing
A computer cluster is composed of multiple computing nodes working together closely so that in many
respects they form a single computer to process computational jobs. Clusters are increasingly built
by assembling the same or similar type of commodity machines that have one or several CPUs and
CPU cores. Clusters are used in computational science typically when the tasks of a job are relatively
independent of each other so that they can be farmed out to different nodes of the cluster. In some
cases, tasks of a job may need to be processed in a parallel manner, where tasks may be required to
interact with each other during the execution. Specialist interfaces exists for the parallel jobs such as the
Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [GBD+94] and MPI, which enable the communication among tasks in
a distributed memory environment.
The process of allocating jobs to individual nodes of a cluster is handled by a Distributed Resource
Manager (DRM). The DRM allocates a task to a node using some resource allocation policy that may
take into account node availability, user priority, job waiting time, etc. Examples of popular resource
managers include Condor [TWML02], the Sun Grid Engine (SGE) [Gen01] and the Portable Batch
Queuing System (PBS) [BHL+99]. They typically provide submission and monitor interface enabling
users to specify jobs to be executed and keep track of the progress of execution. A job will be speciﬁed by
a job description including a collection of resource requirement, such as processor architecture, memory
size and operating system type; the ﬁles required for the execution, such as the executables and data
ﬁles; and the execution parameters such as arguments, and environment variables. The DRMs match the
requirements with the characteristics of available resources and allocate the eligible resources to run the2.1. Distributed Resource Infrastructure 24
job.
DRMs also provide resource information interface, proving users with the means to obtain resource
information that contains the resource availability, processor architecture, CPU load, operation system,
etc.
Two DRMs, Condor and SGE, will be regularly referred to throughout the thesis as primary exam-
ples of DRM system. More details of the two systems can be found in Appendix A.
2.1.3 Grid Computing
The ancestor of the Grid is Metacomputing. The initial idea of Metacomputing was to interconnect
supercomputer centers in order to achieve superior processing resources. One of the ﬁrst infrastructures
in this area, named Information Wide Area Year (I-WAY), was demonstrated at Supercomputing 1995
[iwa95]. This project strongly inﬂuenced the subsequent Grid computing activities. In late 90s, inspired
by the pervasiveness, reliability, and ease of use of the electricity grid, Foster et al [KF98, Fos02], who
lead the project I-WAY, began exploring the design and development of an analogous computational
power grid for wide-area distributed computing.
Since grid computing is still emerging, the concept of it is evolving. The deﬁnition given by Foster
is widely accepted and referred: grid computing strives to aggregate diverse, heterogeneous, geograph-
ically distributed and multiple-domain resource sharing and problem solving. The resources that grid
computing is attempting to integrate are various. They include supercomputers, workstations, databases,
storages, networks, software, special equipments, and even people. In this thesis, grid computing refers
to large-scale geographically distributed, heterogeneous computational resources that may be from mul-
tiple clusters or administrative domains. In this case, grid computing can be seen as multi-cluster com-
puting or wide-area distributed computing.
A typical grid computing architecture [CFK+98, Fel03] includes a meta-scheduler connecting a
number of geographically distributed clusters that are managed by local DRMs. The meta-scheduler (e.g.
GridWay [grib], GridSAM [gria]) optimizes computational workloads by combining an organization’s
multiple DRMs into a single aggregated view, allowing jobs to be directed to the best location (cluster)
for execution. It integrates computational resources into a global infrastructures in such as manner that
users no longer need to be aware of which resources are used to executing their jobs. Existing grid
infrastructures are such as e-protein project [epr], eMinerals [BDCT05], and the Tera Grid [Bec05]. E-
protein used the JYDE system [SSM+05, MSSJ05] to harness over 500 CPUs from 3 independent Linux
clusters from University College London and Imperial College. And eMinerals leverages three Linux
clusters located in Bath, Cambridge and UCL, a 40 node PBS cluster in Cambridge, two IBM pSeries
parallel computers located in Reading, a Condor cluster that consists of more than 1000 Windows hosts
in UCL, and a Apple XServ which is a 5 node cluster running Mac OSX.
One of main purpose of grid computing is to introduce common interfaces and standards that elim-
inate the heterogeneity from the resource access in different domains. Several grid middleware sytems
therefore have been developed to resolve the differences that exist between submission, monitoring and
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Globus Alliance provides a number of components to standardize various aspects of remote interactions
with DRMs. It provides a platform-independent job submission interface, the Globus Resource Allo-
cation Manager (GRAM), which cooperates underlying DRMs to integrate the job submission method;
a security framework, the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) and a resource information mechanism
the Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS). Interactions with the various components of the Globus
toolkit are mapped to local management system speciﬁc calls and support is provided for a wide range of
DRMs, including Condor, SGE and PBS. Similarly, GridSAM provides a common job submission and
monitoring interface to multiple underlying DRAMs. As a Web Service based submission service, it im-
plements the Job Submission Description Language (JSDL) [AA05] and a collection of DRM plug-ins
that map JSDL requests and monitoring calls to system-speciﬁc calls.
Inaddition, gridcomputingisintroducingasetofnewopenstandardsandprotocols(e.g. OpenGrid
Services Architecture (OGSA), Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF), etc.) as a mean of facili-
tating interpretability between independent systems. More information can be found in [ogf, FKNT02].
Although the grid originally was considered one of the most promising approaches to harnessing
wide area distributed resources, it has a lot of unique characteristics which make the computing in the
grid environments difﬁcult. The grand challenge imposed are such as resource heterogeneity, resource
dynamics, resource co-allocation/domain autonomy, resource access security, etc. We introduce three
challenges related to this thesis:
 Resource Heterogeneity Resources in the grid are usually heterogeneous in that these resources
may have different hardware, such as instruction set, computer architectures, number of proces-
sor, physical memory size, CPU speed and so on, and also different software, such as different
operation systems, ﬁle systems, and so on. The heterogeneity results in differing capability of
processing jobs. The heterogeneity makes the execution performance difﬁcult to access. Standard
performance measures such as wall clock and cumulative CPU time do not separate application
code and computing platform performance. Thus a resource which has a high SPEC (Standard
Performance Evaluation Corporation) rank does not necessarily provide high performance to a
speciﬁc application. In some case, we need to run the application on the resource to test its actual
performance rather than only rely on the resource characteristics provided by resource information
system such as MDS [CFFK01] and Network Weather Service (NWS)[WSH99].
 Resource Dynamic Behaviour In traditional parallel computing environments, such as a cluster,
the pool of resources is assumed to be ﬁxed or stable. In a grid, dynamics exists in both the net-
works and computational resources. First, a network shared by many applications cannot provide
guaranteed bandwidth. This is particularly true when wide-area networks such as the Internet are
involved. Second, both the availability and capability of computational resources will exhibit dy-
namic behaviour. On one hand new resources may join the grid, and on the other hand, resources
may become unavailable due to failure or usages from owners (non-dedicated). The capability of
resources may vary over time due to the contention among many parties who share the resources.
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 Resource Co-allocation The large number of resources available in computational grids leads
users to want to execute applications that are distributed across multiple domains; such as running
a large simulation on 2 or more clusters. The difﬁculty with this is that different clusters may have
different scheduling systems without any mechanisms to guarantee that an application obtains
simultaneous access to the multiple resources. To address this problem, a co-allocator is used to
coordinate with local DRMs and bring up the distributed pieces of the application. The Globus
ResourceAllocationBroker(GRAB)[CFK99]andDUROC[CFK99](inGlobusToolkit2.4)were
designed for this purpose. An important issue in the resource co-allocation is that the required
resources have to be available at the same time otherwise the computation cannot proceed. Globus
has been using advanced reservation to guarantee the availability of multiple resources to the
applications during speciﬁed time period [Fos99], in order to escape un-predicted waits.
2.1.4 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing [Dan08, clo09], evolved from grid computing, is a style of computing in which dy-
namically scalable and often virtualised resources are provided as a service over the Internet. Users need
not have knowledge of, expertise in, or control over the technology infrastructure “in the cloud” that
supports them. Besides virtualisation, Cloud computing has three features that distinguishing it from
other distributed computing types:
Elasticon-demandprovisioningofresourcesonaﬁne-grained, self-servicebasis. Theelasticnature
is interesting to some traditional cluster computing customers who have workloads that have tremendous
spikes and valleys. When these people need computing resources, they need a lot of it (hundreds, po-
tentially thousands of cores). But their workloads (often CPU-intensive models) do not need to run all
the time (like a webserver, or mailserver, or a CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) visualization). The
self-service nature of cloud computing allows them to create elastic environments that expand and con-
tract based on the workload and target performance parameters. This feature is similar to our ﬂexible
execution idea, where resources are provided dynamically according to the demand of the applications as
well as the availability of resource. However we focus on high performance applications like CFD, while
industry Clouds (e.g. Amazon EC2 [ama]) aims at enterprise applications like SAP, oracle databases,
and other business applications. In addition, we focus on constructing a lightweight virtual machine
that abstract over the communication mechanisms of computer clusters, while Cloud computing focuses
on hardware visualization which hides the physical characteristics of a computing platform from users,
instead showing another abstract scalable computing platform.
Device and location independence enable users to access systems transparently such as using a
web browser regardless of their location or what device they are using, e.g., PC, mobile. As infrastruc-
ture is off-site (typically provided by a third-party) and accessed via the Internet the users can connect
resources from anywhere. This feature is like our “transparency” idea which enables users to run an
application anywhere without worrying about underlying resource management aspects.
Cost is greatly reduced and capital expenditure is converted to operational expenditure. This lowers
barriers to entry, as infrastructure is typically provided by a third-party and does not need to be purchased2.2. Distributed Applications 27
(a) Embarrassingly parallel computation. (b) Parallel computation. (c) Workﬂow.
Figure 2.1: Distributed application types.
for one-time or infrequent intensive computing tasks. Pricing on a utility computing basis is ﬁne-grained
with usage-based options and minimal or no IT skills are required for implementation.
2.2 Distributed Applications
The application running on the distributed computing infrastructure is different from a desktop appli-
cation in that it is typically composed of a number of processes that run simultaneously on multiple
computational resources with more or less communication in order to solve a big problem. The ap-
plications, sometimes called jobs, can be classiﬁed by their communication structures into three types:
embarrassingly parallel computation, parallel computation and workﬂow. They can also be classiﬁed by
their resource requirements to be static and dynamic applications.
2.2.1 Embarrassingly Parallel Computation
In so-called embarrassingly parallel problems, a computation consists of a number of tasks that can
execute independently, without communication. Embarrassingly parallel computations can immediately
be divided into independent parts which multiple processors can work on simultaneously. Once the
work has been allocated, no communication is required between the processors, so a speedup of n is
possible, given n processors. Often the problem can be divided into many more parts than there are
processors available to work on the parts, so the maximum speedup possible via parallel implementation
is constrained by the number of processors.
An example is the Parameter Sweep Application (PSA), in which the same computation must be
performed using a range of different input parameters. The parameter values are read from a set of input
ﬁles, and the results of the different computations are written to an output ﬁle. See Figure 2.1(a).
Since tasks are independent of each other and normally do not need user intervention, they are
perfectly suitable for current DRMs that are based on queuing system. Various scheduling algorithms
can be applied to optimize performance (Minimum Completion Time) for this computation. Popular
scheduling algorithms [IK77, DA06, MYWWSZ00] include FCFS, Min-min, Min-max and Sufferage.
2.2.2 Parallel Computation
A parallel computation (Figure 2.1(b)) normally means its tasks must be running simultaneously. It can
take a number of forms, depending on the application and the software that supports it. We deﬁne the par-2.2. Distributed Applications 28
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Figure 2.2: A one-dimensional ﬁnite difference parallel application. From top to bottom: the one-
dimensional vector X, where N = 8; the application structure, showing the 8 processes, each encapsu-
lating a single data value and communicating to its left and right neighbours processes; and the structure
of a single process, showing its two inports and outports. [Fos95]
allel application as a collection of closely related processes, normally executing the same code, perform
computations on different portions of the workload, usually involving the periodic exchange of interme-
diate results by communication [GBD +94]. It is also called array processing or loosely synchronous
computation.
One typical example is the ﬁnite differences computation [Fos95]. Here we consider a one-
dimensional ﬁnite difference problem, in which we have a vector X(0) of size N and must compute
X(T), where
0 < i < N   1;0  t < T : X
t+1
i = (Xt
i 1 +2Xt
i + Xt
i+1)=4.
Thatis, wemustrepeatedlyupdateeachelementof X , withnoelementbeingupdatedinstep t+1 until
its neighbours have been updated in step t.
A parallel application for this problem has an SPMD (Single Process, Multiple Data) structure. It
has N processes, one for each point in X. The ith process is given the value and is responsible for
computing, in T steps, the values X
(1)
i , X
(2)
i ... X
(T)
i . Hence, as in Figure 2.2, at each iteration t, for
any process Pi, it performs computation and communication according to:
1. sends its data X
(t)
i to its left and right process Pi 1 and Pi+1.
2. receives X
(t)
i 1 and X
(t)
i+1 from its its left and right process Pi 1 and Pi+1.
3. uses these values to compute X
(t+1)
i .
Since all the processes are closely related, they have to be scheduled to suitable resources simulta-
neously. This may results in long time waiting for multiple resource allocation.
2.2.3 Workﬂow
A workﬂow [GF04] can be described by an acyclic graph, where nodes of the graph represent tasks to
be performed and edges represent dependencies between tasks. The Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) can
be used to represent a workﬂow application which is composed of a set of tasks where the input, output,
or execution of one or more processes is dependent on one or more other processes. See Figure 2.1(c).
Traditionally, aworkﬂowisrepresentedbyasimplescriptwritteninPythonorPerlorevenMatlab.
It is often submitted as a “batch” job to a mainframe without user intervention. Condor introduced a
meta-scheduler DAGMan [Con] to submit workﬂows. DAGMan submits the jobs to Condor in an order2.2. Distributed Applications 29
represented by a DAG and processes the results. An input ﬁle deﬁned prior to submission describes the
DAG, and a Condor submit description ﬁle for each program in the DAG.
The grid workﬂow engine provides a negotiation mechanism that allows users to negotiate with
services providers/resources owners on a certain service agreement with the requested Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS). Examples of workﬂow management engines include Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL) [EBC+05] and Vienna Grid Environment (VGE) [BBES05]. The BPEL is currently the standard
that supports QoS constrain expression that uses heuristic for scheduling workﬂow applications.
One limitation with a workﬂow application is the inﬂexibility it introduces. The execution must
follows the order of workﬂow therefore all the related resources must be available in a scheduled stage.
We propose an alternative ﬂexible task-based model where a master application controls when to run the
tasks according to their dependencies. Details can be found in Chapter 4.
2.2.4 Dynamic Applications
Most of distributed applications can be seen as static applications, i.e. their resource requirements do
not change during their executions. However, many other scientiﬁc applications, such as in astrophysics,
mineralogy and oceanography, have several distinctive characteristics that differ from traditional appli-
cations. They allow signiﬁcant changes to be made to the structure of the datasets themselves when
necessary. Some of the computations may generate additional work during the earlier iterations, while
work may be reduced in the later iterations. Consequently they may require resources dynamically
during executions to meet their performance requirements. These applications are called dynamic appli-
cations, evolving applications, or scalable applications. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is one of
the examples in that respect.
CFD is one of the branches of ﬂuid mechanics that uses numerical methods and algorithms to solve
and analyze problems that involve ﬂuid ﬂows. One method to compute a continuous ﬂuid is to discretize
the spatial domain into small cells to form a volume mesh or grid, and then apply a suitable algorithm
to solve the equations of motion. The approach assumes that the values of physical attributes are the
same throughout a volume. If scientists need a higher resolution of the result they need to replace a
volume element with a number of smaller ones. Since the physical conditions change very rapidly,
high resolution is needed dynamically to represent the ﬂux (amount per time unit per surface unit) of
all the physical attributes with sufﬁcient accuracy. Or users can interactively steer the resolution of
visualization. Consequently the whole volume grid is changing constantly, which may lead to dynamic
resource requirements (Figure 2.3).
The application therefore may have to demand additional resources (processors) to maintain the
required performance such as a certain execution time progression. Likewise, the application may want
to release redundant allocated resources when low resolution is acceptable. The dynamic resource re-
quirements on the ﬂy is a challenge for current distributed environment, because there is no well-deﬁned
interface for applications to communicate with the infrastructure to add/release resources at run-time.
Moreover, the unpredictable resource requirement is hardly applicable to the current distributed comput-
ing model, which needs the knowledge of application execution behaviour and resource requirements2.3. Distributed Application Execution 30
Figure 2.3: A series of slides of the ﬂow across a hump. The grid structure is constantly changing at
run-time to adjust the reasonable resolution. The resource requirements in the last slide are around 120
times those in the ﬁrst slide. [NLS07]
prior to the execution.
2.3 Distributed Application Execution
To execute an application in a current common distributed environment i.e. cluster computing and grid
computing, the most common way is to submit the job via grid infrastructure such as a DRM or meta-
scheduler, which will schedule eligible resources, deploy the application components (processes and
data) and start the execution. To submit a job, users need to write a job description (e.g. JSDL [AA05],
classAd [Con] and SGE script [Sge]) and submit it via a grid portal (e.g. a command line interface or
a graphical user interface) to request an execution. Once a job is submitted, the resource management
is fully controlled by the DRM systems in a central system-level basis and users cannot interfere the
resource allocation, job deployment and job startup. Job submission details in the referred Condor and
SGE systems can be found in Appendix A.
For most systems, jobs are submitted to a batch queue where they will sit for some unknown length
of time, according to the availability of resource and scheduling policies in DRMs. Specially, for the
parallel jobs that requires multiple resources, the executions normally have to wait for a longer time
since the execution cannot start until all the required resources are allocated. This limitation is one of
the reasons that we introduce the ﬂexible execution where no rigid resource requirements are needed to
perform the execution.
Alternatively, users can request a reservation to run a job. Advance reservation (AR) [Fos99] is a
process of requesting resources for use at a speciﬁc time in the future. Globus Architecture for Reserva-
tion and Allocation (GARA) [Fos99] was the initial work on AR that deﬁnes a basic architecture. AR’s
objective is to guarantee the availability of resources to users and applications at speciﬁc times in the
future. It is specially used for co-allocating resources in multiple resource domains, as well as solving
the parallel job starving problem: the serial jobs in and out of the execution slots fast enough that there
are never enough free slots at any given scheduling interval to satisfy the demands of pending parallel
jobs that need multiple slots in order to execute, which results in the larger parallel jobs languishing or
“starving” in the pending list for very long periods of time. In a busy environment, resource reservation2.3. Distributed Application Execution 31
Figure 2.4: Resource reservation with backﬁlling scheduling.
Figure 2.5: The long tail problem. An experiment of annotating the human proteome. This is the
throughput per hour measured by number of sequences annotated per hourly interval. [LRK+06]
helps DRMs to schedule big parallel jobs sooner. However, since reserved resources remain idle until
the big job starts by default, it greatly degrades the utilization of resources. Backﬁll scheduling [LZ07]
is therefore introduced to allow the reserved job slots to be used by small jobs that can run and ﬁnish
before the big job starts (Figure 2.4). In order to be effective detailed knowledge with respect to the
predicted execution time of each job is required.
The static with advanced reservation type execution has a few rigid conditions: (1) it assumes prior
knowledge such resource requirements or execution time prior to executions - users must provide such
knowledge to request or reserve a resource allocation; (2) it assumes that reserved resources would not
be subject to failure and are to start on time as speciﬁed by the user; and (3) for parallel applications, it
waits for all the required resources to be available and allocates them at one time. These conditions make
it difﬁcult to adapt to the current distributed computing where dynamics is a prominent characteristic.
Firstly, for dynamic applications involving user interaction like computational steering applications,
the limitation of condition (1) cannot be ignored. Acquiring prior knowledge of resource requirement2.4. Chapter Summary 32
and task execution time is not always possible for computational steering applications as the execution
behaviour change at run-time. Hence, it is not possible to acquire knowledge to reserve resources in
advance.
Secondly, due to the dynamics nature of resource environment, the availability of reserved resource
is hard to be guaranteed. Even if resources can be guaranteed upon initial application start-up, the
resource dynamic nature necessitates a constant evaluation of the application needs and resources’ avail-
ability, and an efﬁcient reallocation strategy. The advance reservations employ re-evaluation of resources
with the time constraints when there has been a time conﬂict or a contract violation, until an optimal
agreement is reached. The re-evaluation process is very costly and time consuming, particularly with
the restrictions and policies imposed at external domains. In systems with a large number of nodes, the
probability of failure signiﬁcantly increases. This can cause considerable performance degradation for
resource allocation. Hence, the management system scales badly when the number of sites and nodes
increase.
Thirdly, in a dynamic resource environment, more suitable resources could become available after
the resource allocation. Users may want to change to use these resources to improve the execution
performance, rather than statically stick to the pre-allocated resources. For example, in Figure 2.5 we
can observe the throughput decreases rapidly in the long tails phase at the end of the execution. When
the number of nodes exceeds the number of jobs that are left to run, the system should use the fastest
processors to maintain high throughput. However the system has lack of adaptivity to migrate jobs from
pre-allocated processors to idle faster processors.
Fourthly, since resource allocation is statically performed before starting execution, a job that needs
multiple resources (especially resource co-allocation in multiple domains) could have to wait a long
time to have enough resources available to run. This weak point is specially prominent when supporting
interactive applications where users require results to be seen in a very short time. For example, a
graphics rendering application that waits for user input to select an image to render. The rendering may
require a immediate burst of computation to produce the image on-line.
2.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have provided an overview of distributed computing. Current distributed computing
was developed from the traditional supercomputing community. Nowadays it is still rooted ﬁrmly in
the 1970th supercomputer culture with its batch management. This is reﬂected by dominated queuing
system-based DRMs, batch-type applications, and the static job submission approach. Many limitations
are inherited from the batch computing culture. The limitations make the computing model more suited
to support traditional “batch computing” or “high throughput computing” where users are not sensitive
about the execution response, rather than effective, high performance computing, especially the inter-
active applications in dynamic resource environments. The static and rigid job submission approach
also lowers the usability of distributed computing since users must know the steps to submit a job for
execution.Chapter 3
Motivation and Requirements
The initial motivation to produce this thesis came from an astrophysical project which was to map the
temperature of the lunar surface over a speciﬁed simulation period in order to ﬁnd the existence of ice
on or underneath the moon’s surface. In order to attempt to achieve the number of calculations within
a reasonable real-time frame, the problem has to be broken down into a series of calculations as well as
these calculations being distributed across several CPUs. The simulation therefore has to be built as a
distributed application that is able to leverage multiple computing resources.
What our expectation was to run and play with this distributed application as a desktop application
with the help of existing infrastructure. We wanted to run the application on our laptop and view the
visualization on-line with a reasonable speed in order to see the change of temperature over time. We
wanted to dynamically change some parameters of the model (e.g. improve image resolution) on-the-ﬂy
and the execution would accordingly reform itself to produce the changed output smoothly - we would
at most experience a sudden performance drop but soon have the satisﬁed speed of execution again. We
did not want to touch the complex resource management issues.
However we soon found that to run such an application was not easy. We used a common way
to deliver the execution - a SGE cluster for allocating computing nodes and MPI for communication.
We must specify a ﬁxed number of resources before we started the application on the cluster. It was
difﬁcult for us to steer the application, because the steering might lead to different resource requirement
which might cause different execution performance. For example, when we increased the resolution,
the application immediately ran much slower but we could do nothing than wait. Therefore we chose
to change the resolution off-line. Every time we made a change, we recalculated the potential resource
usage and resubmitted it to the cluster. In addition to the manual resource conﬁguration, we needed
to start the application on a speciﬁc machine (it is usually called the master node that has the role of
dispatching and monitoring the different jobs) via SSH. Since the application has a GUI that allows us
to view visualization on-line, we needed to setup the Linux remote GUI, such as X11 forwarding. This
brought additional workload to us.
We felt that current distributed computing infrastructure was not designed intentionally to support
interactive and dynamic applications but only for batch type jobs. Although we may still achieve on-line
steering and visualization via various plug-in and tricks, it will require lots of work for the application3.1. Flexible Execution 34
developers. The gap between our execution expectation and the actual implementation motivated us
to reconsider the distributed computing model, which is static and inconvenient however is enough to
support academic batch computing. Further investigation shows that the static way of execution causes
problems not only for interactive applications but also nowadays more diverse applications and resource
environments (refer to Section 2.3). In addition, the application submission process is a big obstacle
to attracting public to use distributed computing. That is why we decided to focus on the research of
ﬂexible distributed execution and distributed computing transparency provision.
In the rest of this chapter we will introduce existing work related to the ﬂexibility and transparency
in distributed computing, and demonstrate the demand of constructing a new model to satisfy our execu-
tion expectation.
3.1 Flexible Execution
Our strategy to address all the possible limitations caused by static resource allocation is to introduce a
ﬂexible execution model that enables a running application to re-negotiate the computational resources
assigned to it on demand at run-time, rather than only request or book resources in advance. Resource
provision in the model is based on a ﬁne-grained, self-service basis instead of one-time, system-level
basis. Resource can be dynamically added into or removed from the execution according to the demands
of the application. If the computing scale expands the application can always request to add more
resource during the execution to maintain certain expected performance metrics. If the computing scale
shrinks the application can release redundant resources to obtain high resource utilization. New available
resources will be allowed to replace the old resources if they are more suitable for the application. When
a resource becomes unavailable due to an unexceptional failure, mechanisms such as checkpointing or
load balancing should be taken to grantee the reliability of execution.
The ﬂexible execution notion is similar to the concept of elastic computing in Cloud computing. In
the distributed computing context, the ﬂexible execution has the two most important requirements:
 On-line Resource Allocation: A resource management system is required to support the on-
demand resource allocation. I.e., the application should be able to talk to resource management
systems to add or return resources during the execution.
 Dynamic Load Balancing: When resources are added or removed during the execution, a mech-
anism is required to dynamically perform load balancing on the re-conﬁgured resources to make
full use of them. For example, after adding a resource, the mechanism needs to perform either
process migration or data load balancing to make use of the added resource.
3.1.1 On-line Resource Allocation
Existing DRMs normally only provide the static execution way (submit ! resource allocate ! run)
but do not support on-line resource allocation. Once an application is started, DRMs treat later added
processes as independent jobs but do not deploy them as a part of the application (they cannot commu-
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add more resources at run time. The absence of infrastructure support is one of the major obstacles for
developers to consider ﬂexible executions.
Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [GBD+94] is one of the few resource management systems that
support resource provision at run time. Different from DRMs, PVM creates user’s own computing
environment (the virtual machine) by leveraging dedicated resources. It is widely used and accepted
by the scientiﬁc community particularly to develop high performance, parallel applications. It is based
on a message passing parallel programming model and is provided with features to support ﬂexible
process management and virtual machine dynamic conﬁguration, i.e. resources can be added or deleted
during the execution of application. Since PVM itself is restricted in single domain computing, several
extensions such as PMVM [PZ06], Beolin [Spr01] and ePVM [Fra05] were developed to enable PVM
to build multi-domain virtual machines.
All the PVM-family software is limited by the dumb resource management - the user has to man-
ually assign appropriate hosts to the virtual machine. They lack a good collaboration with underlying
DRMs for effective resource discovery. Although PVM can run with some DRMs such as Condor
(Condor-PVM, details can be found in Appendix A), it is mainly used as a message passing library as an
alternative to MPI [SO98] to build parallel applications that can be executed by DRMs. The ﬂexibility of
the virtual machine is limited by the DRM static job submission and centralized resource allocation. For
example, the user still has to provide a resource requirement to indicate how many resources is expected
to need; the process spawn is still fully controlled by the DRM based on a system-level management.
Therefore, there is a demand of software that resides between the application and the DRMs to
enable dynamic resource allocation in a user-level to make the application execution beneﬁted from
the ﬂexible, dynamic, and on-demand nature. We introduce the Application Agent (AA) under the
motivation to make the ﬂexible execution possible on the current resource infrastructure.
3.1.2 Dynamic Load Balancing
Anotherimportantrequirementoftheﬂexibleexecutionisthatsomemechanismshouldbeabletoperfor-
mance load balancing once the resources are reconﬁgured. Current DRMs manage loads in the clusters
based on rules associated with job types, load classes, etc. It is a system-level centralized manage-
ment strategy which works over all users and jobs but do not focus on the performance of a particular
application. Such examples are Condor and SGE checkpointing mechanisms.
Grid Application Development Software (GrADS) Project [DSB+04] introduces a rescheduler
mechanism to guarantee the performance contract [VAMR01] where expected performance is speci-
ﬁed when load in the system or application requirement changes. While the application is running,
application sensors embedded in the code monitors application progress by generic metrics such as ﬂop
rate or application-intrinsic measures such as the number of iterations completed. Meanwhile, resource
sensors are located on the machines on which the application is executing, as well as the other machines
available to the user for rescheduling. Application sensor data and the performance contract are passed
to the contract monitor, which compares achieved application performance against expectations. When
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actual rescheduling by either process checkpointing/migration or load balancing via process swapping
[SSCC04]. The whole monitor-reschedule process is complex. The re-scheduling only depends on the
processor load: when GrADs determines to re-schedule, it moves a process from a over-loaded resource
to an eligible under-loaded resource.
DLB [PYE+04] is another software providing application-level load balancing for individual paral-
lel applications. It ensures that all loads submitted through the DLB environment are distributed in such
a way that the overall load in the system is balanced and application programs get maximum beneﬁt
from available resources. Similar to GrADs, DLB also focuses on the processor load and balances the
computational load by moving the application’s data “blocks” from over-loaded processors to others.
David Jackson et al. [JH97] introduce an extension to the PVM software system, which acts like a
resource monitor to provide dynamic information needed for user-directed load balancing in a multiuser
environment. The information, actually the dynamic processor load, is provided to users through an
interface to perform a load balancing. Or, users can use the extended pvm loadspawn() function which
performs a load balanced spawn as an alternative to the round-robin spawning process provided by PVM.
It spawns by choosing the machines based on either the percentage of idle time only or the percentage
of idle time and the architectural speed.
From the above examples, a Service Level Agreement (SLA) approach [PDD05] and a PVM ded-
icated approach [MCSML07] we can see that present load balancing mechanisms mainly focus on the
processor load but do not or deliberately avoid taking account of other factors such as communication
delays or communication topology (although few of them claim to have such ability, no experiment has
shown the proof. [MCSML07] has considered some communication factors but it is heavily PVM based
and only optimizes message transfer time by ad-hoc techniques such as message aggregation.). As we
know, besides the processor load, the communication load unbalanced could be another performance ob-
stacle. The load balancing mechanism must take account of this issue. First, algorithms should consider
moving the processes that communicate frequently onto the close resources. Second, algorithms should
consider using the processing time with the communication time as the criteria to move processes or
data. For example, if a fast resource has a large communication delay with other resources, it should still
be assigned for fewer data. Such load balancing involves application communication topology which
could be so complex that a third-party sensor ﬁnds difﬁcult to detect. For example, Figure 3.1 shows an
example of a problem requiring unstructured communication. For such applications, a third-party soft-
ware is hard to perform appropriate data aggregation to avoid communication overhead only based on
sensor data. This is the reason that almost all the load balancing mechanisms only focus on the processor
load but ignore addressing the communication patterns.
Therefore, a good application-level load balancing should be performed by the application which
has the full knowledge of the computing problem. Our system will focus on the on-line and on-demand
resource provision, while we let the application perform load balancing to fully make use of the allocated
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Figure 3.1: Example of a problem requiring unstructured communication. In this ﬁnite element mesh
generated for an assembly part, each vertex is a grid point. An edge connecting two vertices represents
a data dependency that will require communication if the vertices are located in different tasks. [Fos95]
3.2 Providing Resource Management Transparency
In this thesis, transparency is deﬁned as hiding the distributed nature of the application execution from its
users so that the application appears and functions as a local desktop application. It can be divided into
two aspects. Firstly, resource access transparency, which hides the complexity to request and access dis-
tributed resources, is usually achieved by certain middleware that replaces the discrete, user-controlled
stages of job submission with an end-to-end software-controlled process. Secondly, resource selection
transparency, is a higher level transparency that hides the complexity to select suitable resources for
satisfying performance QoS requirements. It usually involves automatic resource selection polices and
associated middleware for supporting such policies. In the following, we will look through existing tech-
nologies and investigate their limitations as well as the requirement of introducing better transparency.
3.2.1 Application Frameworks
As we know, the traditional way to run an application requires the user to be familiar with different
submission languages and commands. There is a demand of integrating the job submission actions into
the application code so that the user can start the application as a desktop application and does not need
to worry about the job submission process. Application developers with no assumed background on
distributed computing typically wish to devote their time to their own goals and minimize the time spent
coding infrastructure functionality. A special type of application framework is therefore developed to
insulate application developers from the distributed resource infrastructure.
Grid Application Framework for Java (GAF4J) [Tec04] is a framework that abstracts grid semantics
from the application logic and provides a simpler programming model to develop Java grid applications.
It abstracts the details of interfacing with a Globus enabled grid infrastructure (GT 2), resulting in a
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applications.
Distributed Resource Management Application API (DRMAA) [TRHD07] is a high-level Open
Grid Forum API speciﬁcation for the submission and control of jobs to one or more DRMs within a Grid
architecture. The scope of the API covers all the high level functionality required for Grid applications
to submit, control, and monitor jobs to local Grid DRM systems. An application using the standard
DRMAA interface can be run on any DRM software that has adopted the DRMAA speciﬁcation.
Grid Application Toolkit (GAT) [ADG+05] deﬁnes a simple, platform-independent API to grid
resources and services. The GAT focuses on resource management (job submission and migration), data
management (access to ﬁles and pipes), event management (application monitoring and control), and
information management (application-speciﬁc meta data). The GAT is implemented as a runtime library
against which applications can be linked.
Similar to the above work, one of the functions of our proposed middleware AA is to replace
user-controlled stages of preparing and executing a distributed application with an end-to-end software-
controlled process so that users do not need to know how the resources are requested, discovered and
allocated.
3.2.2 Automatic Resource Selection
As we know, when users run an application they always wish the execution is performed according to
some rate, which is also called Quality of Service (QoS). For example, users want to run an application
by 100 iteration/second; or ﬁnish the application in 1000 minutes; or ﬁnish the application by 100 dol-
lars, or run the application as fast as possible. Requirements can be a single value or a combination. The
existence of computational grids allows users to execute their applications on a variety of different re-
sources to satisfy the QoS requirements. An obvious problem that arises is how to select resources to run
an application. Many factors go into making this decision: The processing capability of resources that
the user has access to, the cost of using different resources, the location of data sets for the experiment,
how long the application will execute on different computers, when the application will start executing,
and so on.
Since a long time, scientists select resources by themselves. Manual resource selection always
relies on the resource information systems (e.g. Globus MDS [CFK+98]) and scientists’ experiences to
acquire resources. Scientists ﬁrst need to know the resource’s characteristics and calculate what kinds of
resources and how many such resources can satisfy their execution requirements. Then they acquire such
resources by specifying certain resource requirements (e.g. the number of processor, processor speed,
processor architecture, etc.) using job submission languages. According to the speciﬁcation, resource
matchmakers (DRMs or resource broker [Afg04]) select and allocate suitable resources. However, due
to the resource environment getting heterogeneous and dynamic, it is very difﬁcult for scientists to know
all the resources’ execution characteristics. Moreover, because of the complexity of execution behaviour,
it is also difﬁcult for them to provide necessary resource speciﬁcation information to request resources.
A lot of research therefore has been targeting “automatic resource selection/conﬁguration”, which
aims to help users who have insufﬁcient knowledge about resources to perform the appropriate allocation3.2. Providing Resource Management Transparency 39
Figure 3.2: Steps in AppLes methodology
of resources for their jobs. Automatic selection is complex as the best choice depends on the application
structure as well as the expected availability of computation and communication resources.
Application-Level Scheduling (AppLes) [BWF+96, BWC+03], depending on NWS [WSH99] for
resource information, provides automatic resource selection and task scheduling suggestions consider-
ing both application intrinsic information and resource characteristics in order to minimize the execution
time. Although the implementation details differ for individual examples of AppLeS-enabled applica-
tions, all are scheduled adaptively and all share a common architecture. Each application is ﬁtted with a
customized scheduling agent that monitors available resource performance and generates, dynamically,
a schedule for the application. The agent can account for changes in resource availability by looping
back to resource discovery. The steps in AppLes methodology can be depicted by Figure 3.2. It requires
users to ﬁll in an application template to provide information about the general functional decomposi-
tion of the application, such as the data needed to start the application. AppLeS also developed a few
Templates that embody common characteristics from various similar (but not identical) AppLeS-enabled
applications. An AppLeS template is a software framework developed so that an application component
can be easily “inserted” in modular form into the template to form a new self-scheduling application.
Each AppLeS template is developed to host a structurally similar class of applications. To date, two Ap-
pLeStemplatesweredeveloped-APST(AppLeSParameterSweepTemplate)[COBW00], whichtargets
parameter sweep applications, and AMWAT (AppLeS Master-Worker Application Template)[Sha01a],
which targets master/worker applications.
Nimrod/G [BAG00, BGA00] introduces an economy-oriented scheduling methodology for para-
metric computational batch jobs. It collaborates with resource information systems such Globus MDS
for resource characteristics (e.g. cost, capability) and selects the most cost-effective resources to meet
applications’ execution deadline and budget constraints. The scheduling strategy can be changed accord-
ing to the execution performance response of the application (e.g. it will offer more powerful resources
with high cost if it cannot meet the deadline with current ones).
Huang et al. [HCC07] present an empirical model based on a workﬂow application (Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) structured) to generate the best number of resources in resource collection in
order to minimize the turnaround time. It ﬁrstly determines DAG characteristics that are likely to impact
the choice of resources and ﬁnds the law of the relationship between the best resource collection size
and the DAG characteristics by investigating a number of experiments. It then uses the law to determine
the best resource collection size given a DAG application. This approach is very ad-hoc and not repeat-3.2. Providing Resource Management Transparency 40
able for other applications. Moreover, users must be familiar with the application to provide the essential
DAG characteristics, such as the Communication-to-Computation Ratio, parallelism and DAG regularity
that are deﬁned in this paper.
Lindner et al. [LGR07] describe the integration of the performance prediction tool Dimemas
[TsGK+03] with the Grid Conﬁguration Manager (GCM) [LGR05] to optimize the resource selection
procedure for a given pool of resources. To propose an optimal resource conﬁguration, GCM takes into
account the currently available nodes on each machine and the communication pattern of the machine
respectively between the machines. Also, the user needs to provide information about the application
in form of a trace ﬁle which will be used by Dimemas. Based on the resource and application infor-
mation, GCM creates different “test conﬁgurations” for Dimemas, starts the Dimemas simulator, stores
and compares the results achieved. The resource conﬁguration with the lowest estimated execution time
will be offered to the user. This approach is heavyweight since a lot of experiments have to be tested in
advanced. It is specially complex when the resource environment has many types of machines.
From the above example and others such as Dail et al. [DSB+04], Subhlok et al. [SLL99], Kang
and Woo [KW05], and Nassif et al. [NNdA07], we can conclude that both manual and automatic re-
source selections are normally based on a static (off-line) principle, namely users or the middleware
select resources prior to commencing the execution. The selection process ends once execution starts.
This process works ﬁne in the high performance computing where applications are batch jobs and re-
sources are mainframe or homogeneous computers. However in the modern distributed computing, the
application can be dynamic and its execution behaviour could not be predicted in advance. For exam-
ple, the lunar temperature mapping application we presented at the beginning of this chapter. Moreover,
the required resources may be unavailable or other eligible resources may become available during the
execution. Therefore it is difﬁcult to plan resource allocation in advance in a grid environment.
Another limitation of current automatic resource selections is that they are heavily based on the in-
formation principle, which can be explained by a series of statements in paper [BWF+96]: “Application
and system speciﬁc information is needed”, “Dynamic information is needed for scheduling”, “Predic-
tion of application and system performance is needed”, and “All resources should be evaluated strictly
in terms of the performance to application”. Those approaches require users to provide more or less in-
formation about the application to obtain optimized performance, such as the communication topology
and I/O patterns. Normally, the more information is known by middleware, the better selection is made.
However, many users may have no knowledge of either the applications or the resources.
Furthermore, mostofexistingautomaticselectionapproachesaredesignedandtestedonadedicated
type of applications (ad-hoc), such as CFD, DAG, or bath type applications. They are difﬁcult to be used
as generalized approaches.
Therefore, there is a demand of introducing a new automatic resource selection approach that is able
to deal with the dynamic distributed execution, and also requires much less collaboration of users. Mo-
tivated by the control theory and reinforcement learning, we propose a novel on-line resource selection
approach which breaks the traditional rigid selection procedure.3.3. Chapter Summary 41
3.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we have introduced and discussed what motivated us to address the ﬂexible execution and
transparency provision problems, the limitation of current technologies for solving these problems, and
thedemandofintroducinganewdistributedcomputingmodel. Theprimaryrequirementsofconstructing
the new model can be concluded as:
 Flexible Execution
– On-line resource allocation
A software that resides between the application and the DRMs to enable dynamic resource
allocation in a user-level to make the application execution beneﬁted from the ﬂexible, dy-
namic, and on-demand nature.
– Dynamic load balancing
A good application-level load balancing should be performed by the application which has
the full knowledge of the computing problem, when the execution environment is changed.
 Resource Management Transparency
– Resource access transparency
A software to replace the user-controlled stages of preparing and executing a distributed
application should be replaced with an end-to-end software-controlled and ﬂexible process.
– Resource selection transparency
A new automatic resource selection approach that is able to deal with the dynamic distributed
execution and also requires much less collaboration of users.Chapter 4
Model Design
As we introduced in the motivation chapter, we need a new ﬂexible and highly-transparent distributed
computing model that is able to adapt to the dynamic and unpredictable behaviours of both the applica-
tion and the resource environment with the least management from users. According to the requirements
summarized in the motivation chapter, both the ﬂexibility and transparency expectations require a change
to the way applications are handled in distributed environments.
Instead of using centrally managed DRMs to control the execution, we therefore adopt an alterna-
tive approach where each application maintains its own exclusive execution environment through direct
negotiations with resource infrastructures (Figure 4.1). Each application is supported by its own soft-
ware, or agent. Rather than submitting the application via a portal and wait for the correct resource
combination to become available, the application will start in the normal way and rely on its associated
agent to construct the best execution environment possible from currently available resources. If and
when the resource environment or application’s requirements change during the execution, the agent
will adjust the resource conﬁguration to improve performance. Although each application is able to
make explicit resource requests to the agent in anticipation of a change in demand, the agent is also able
to make autonomous decisions and conﬁgure the execution environment without the direct guidance of
the application or the user (automatic resource conﬁguration). This process is transparent to the user
who will perform the same actions as when running a local application on a personal device. Moreover,
since the execution is initiated and controlled locally it is always possible for users to interact with the
application and monitor results on the ﬂy via the standard application user interface. Of course, if re-
quired, this model will still support the batch processing style. A workﬂow is now just one possible type
of application.
The model is divided into two layers, each of which has different responsibilities (Figure 4.2). The
lower layer is the user-level software (agent) developed by us, called Application Agent (AA), which
takes charge of resource management to construct the exclusive execution environment; while the up-
per layer, the application, is responsible for real problem solving and load balancing. Whenever the
application asks for a resource, the request is re-mapped to the AA, which then ﬁnds a resource from
the underlying resource infrastructure and adds it into the application’s execution environment. Once re-
sources are added, the AA passes the responsibility to the application to perform load balancing to make4.1. Application Agent (AA) Layer 43
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Figure 4.1: Traditional distribution computing model VS Proposed distributed computing model. The
execution procedure in the left diagram is an acyclic workﬂow and each sub-procedure cannot start until
the previous one completes. This lead to static execution and low end-user transparency. In the proposed
model, the execution environment is conﬁgured on a one-to-one basis by a middleware on behalf of the
user. The middleware can negotiate resources with the resource infrastructure and adjust the execution
environment during the execution.
full use of the new allocated resources. The two layers have explicit division of work. What happens
inside of a layer is transparent to another. This design allows application programmers to only focus on
high-level problem implementation and to be insulated from the distributed resource management issues
which are taken cared of by the AA.
In the following we introduce how we design the AA layer and the application layer respectively;
and how we provide high resource management transparency based on the two-layer execution model.
4.1 Application Agent (AA) Layer
The exclusive execution environment to run the application, which we call the virtual machine, is a
distributed computing platform consisting of a number of physical machines to execute the application
as if it was on a single computer. The “virtual machine” is not a hardware/kernel-level virtual machine
such as Xen [BDF+03]. It is a lightweight software abstraction of a distributed computing platform
consisting of a set of cooperating programs (daemons), which together supply the services (such as
communication) required to execute the application.
As we know, a distributed application is composed of several processes communicating with each
other by message passing. Each process is responsible for a part of computational workload. In our
model, one process runs on one processor/resource. During any time of execution, when an application
demands more resources to support its execution, it sends requests to the AA to add processes/resources.
The AA discovers resources or directly asks for speciﬁed resources by contacting DRMs, which will
returneligibleresourcesincertainforms. OncearesourceisgrantedbyaDRM,theAAdeploysarelated
process on the allocated resource. Subsequently, the AA establishes communication links between the4.2. Application Layer 44
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Figure 4.2: An overview of the two-layer model.
new process and old processes of the application. The new added process now becomes a part of the
application,whichcanperformloadtransferringtothenewprocesstousethenewresource. Bythisway,
resources are added into the AA virtual machine. Resource releasing is done by killing a related process
and return the resource to underlying resource infrastructure. Before releasing the resource, it has to be
vacated ﬁrst by migrating load to other allocated resources. Both resource addition and releasing are
unblocked so the application still runs during the procedures.
4.2 Application Layer
With resource adding or releasing, there is a need of mechanism to perform load balancing to make use
of the dynamically allocated resources. As we discussed in Section 3.1.2, a good application-level load
balancing should be performed by application programmers who have full knowledge of the problem.
Thuswelettheapplicationlayertotakechargeofautonomousloadbalancing,whiletheAAconcentrates
on the resource management issue. To distinguish with traditional applications, we call this kind of
applications as adaptive applications1, which is deﬁned as a distributed/parallel application that is
able to autonomously balance the computational load over resources at any time during the execution
to furthest make use of allocated resources (reconﬁgurable) . When a resource is added, the application
should be able to migrate load into the new added process on that resource; while before a resource is
released, the application should vacates the resource by migrating load to other resources.
Adaptiveapplicationsaredifferentfromtraditionalapplicationswhosepartitioning,agglomeration,
and process mapping [Fos95] are static. A traditional application can be re-written to be adaptive by
using a proper paradigm with dynamic load balancing polices. For example, by using process check-
pointing and migration. In this thesis we recommend two easy-implemented paradigms for this purpose:
the distributed object graphs and the master-worker.
1Sometimes they are called malleable applications.4.2. Application Layer 45
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Figure 4.3: Distributed automata graph: “Circle” represents object, black line represents inner commu-
nication, red line represents communication between processors. Objects are distributed into “herder”
processes. When a new resource is added, objects are migrated to the new added “herder” process.
Figure 4.4: The CFD-OG model.
4.2.1 Distributed Object Graphs
For most parallel applications, resource addition/releasing during executions may lead to load migration
deliveredbyprocesscheckpointing,communicationpreservingandprocessmigration[VD02,LTBL97].
The stop/migration process can involve large data transfer and restarting the application can incur ex-
pensive startup costs. The distributed object graphs [NLS07, LNS08, LNS09] (Figure 4.3) which is a
ﬂexibleextensiontothestandardcellularautomata(CA),providinganeasyandefﬁcientwaytomigrate
computation loads among computing resources for such applications. In this paradigm, users create an
object interface and connect it to the object through a pipeline that will pass a representation of the in-
terface call to the object. This simple action allows users to distribute the automata objects across any
collection of resources. An object will call the interface of the object it wants to communicate with in
the normal fashion and the call will take the form of a message being passed to the target object. If
the two objects are part of the same process, the transfer will be internal to the process, else it will use
some form of message passing service. The automata objects can be moved among resources. After4.2. Application Layer 46
a migration of an object, its interface will automatically update its reference to the object and make
sure future calls to the object can be transferred correctly. By this means, computational load can be
easily migrated among resources without addressing kernel level process checkpointing/migration prob-
lems. This allows a resource to be added to the application during the execution: the application simply
spawns another herder process on the added resource and then moves some automata objects on the
empty process. Work [BK99, LK01, FBCL91] introduce similar ideas to support the dynamic applica-
tion reconﬁguration based on the object migration.
One example of the object graphs we have experienced is the CFD-OG [NLS07, LNS08] (Fig-
ure 4.4). As we know, in CFD the usual method for introducing high resolution is to replace a volume
element with a number of smaller ones. This is a difﬁcult process in traditional CFD because it used
a Cartesian of indexed volumes (Vijk). To introduce smaller volumes into such a structure would re-
quire further hierarchical indexing leading to complex treatment. An alternative approach is the Object
Graph. Objects communicate by exchanging messages with their “neighbours”. A neighbour is an adja-
cent object in the model graph therefore two neighbours do not have to be physically close. A CFD-OG
application has two base objects: cells and walls. A cell represents the ﬂuid element and holds the phys-
ical values for a volume. It is surrounded by a number of wall objects known to it by their addresses
(pointers). A cell simply holds a number of wall pointers. The walls on the other hand only know
two objects: the cells on either side of the wall. This is a simple structure that is completely unaware
of the physical geometry and topology of the model. The advantage of the object graph is that it uses
reference by addressing only. It is therefore possible to change the whole grid topology when smaller
volume elements are introduced. This approach also beneﬁts the distributed processing since it is easy to
substitute the local addresses (pointers) with global addresses (host, process, pointer) without changing
the structure. That being the case, the objects can be distributed on the network computer nodes in any
manner. With object graph, a distributed CFD-OG application can be very dynamic and autonomic. The
application is composed of a number of processes executing synchronously and normally one process is
running on one nodes. In this context, each process holds a number of computational objects (cells and
walls) that can migrate from one process to another. As the application progresses, a built-in physical
manager monitors the local conditions. If it detects the local resolution is too low, it will ask the built-in
object manager to introduce smaller volumes. If on the other hand the built-in physical manager detects
superﬂuous resolutions, it asks to replace several smaller cells with fewer larger ones. This may result in
addition or release of resources and the object manager may subsequently attempt to balance processing
by moving objects onto light load nodes. A CFD-OG application therefore should be conﬁgured with
certain optimized algorithm for load balancing.
4.2.2 Load Balancing
Load balancing in this context means when a resource is added or deleted, load must be readjusted on the
new resource conﬁguration to fully exploit the beneﬁt of the provided resources. The motivation of load
balancing is a bit different from the fault-tolerant or performance maximization that current distributed
computing uses load balancing for. However, we can use the existing technologies to performance load4.2. Application Layer 47
balancing once the resource conﬁguration is changed.
Load balancing can be performed globally or locally. A global algorithm needs overall knowledge
of computation state to do load re-distribution on processors. Figure 4.3 shows a global load distribution
adjustment after a new resource is added: objects are migrated from the old three processes to a new
process accordingto a globalplan. In contrast, alocal load-balancingalgorithms compensate forchanges
in computational load using only information obtained from a small number of neighboring processors.
For example, a processor periodically compares its computational load with that of its neighbours and
pushes or pulls computation load if the difference in load exceeds some threshold [Fos95]. Because local
algorithms are inexpensive to operate, they are specially useful in situations in which load is constantly
changing. However, they are typically less good at balancing load than global algorithms and can be
slow to adjust to major changes in load characteristics. For example, if a high load suddenly appears
on one processor, multiple local load balancing operations are required before load “diffuses” to other
processors.
The application programmer must embed the load balancing algorithm2 into the application so that
the application can autonomously adapt to any resource environments provided. As we discussed be-
fore, we do not use the AA to perform load balancing is because we consider only the application layer
completely knows how to manage its computation load on the allocated resource to get the maximized
performance. For example, with the knowledge of geometric architecture of the dataset, the applica-
tion can be easier to control and minimise the “red” connectors in Figure 4.3, consequently minimise
the communication overhead. There are many well-known load balancing algorithms such as “recur-
sive bisection”, “nearest neighbours”, “probabilistic methods”, “cyclic mapping”, “work stealing”, etc
[Fos95, ZLP95, San99, RSM03, PVL+04, BL94] which can be performed with a comprehensive knowl-
edge of the computing problem. However, programmers are allowed to use existing load balancing
frameworks to simplify the development process in some simple situations, such as when load balancing
only involves processor load. Such a framework is seen as a part of the application layer.
4.2.3 Master-Worker (Task-based)
Master-worker paradigm [GLY99, Sha01a] (also called task-based) is another programming paradigm to
develop adaptive applications. In this paradigm, a master (or multiple masters for fault-tolerant) process
dispatches pieces of task to several worker processes, which then compute the tasks, send the results to
the master, and request for new piece of tasks (and so on). The number of workers can dynamically
adapt to resources in the virtual machine. The computation scale can expand with more workers added
when more resources become available or shrink with dismissal of workers when some of the resources
are released or fail. The dynamic load balancing hurdle can be circumvented by the automatic adaptive
distribution. Figure 4.5 shows the load adaption of the master-worker paradigm when resource conﬁgu-
ration is changed (replacing resource A with resource B). Before resource A is released, the master stops
sending load to the associated worker and release the resource once the worker completes all the left
2We will not investigate novel load balancing algorithms in this thesis. We use existing algorithms to support the ﬂexible
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Figure 4.5: The adaption of master-worker paradigm when resource conﬁguration changes - resource A
is replaced by resource B.
load. AfterresourceBisadded,themasterimmediatelysendsloadtotheassociatedworkertomakeuse
of the resource.
Algorithm 1 Generalized Master-Worker algorithm.
Initialization
Do
For task = 1 to N (one batch)
Partial Result = + Worker Function (task)
End
Master act on batch complete( )
while (end condition not met)
A generalized master-worker paradigm can be used to solve not only a set of independent tasks
(embarrassinglyparalleljobs)butalsotheproblemsthatrequiretheexecutionofseveralbatchesoftasks
(parallel jobs or workﬂow). Algorithm 1 shows an algorithmic view of this paradigm. A master process
will solve the N tasks of a given batch by looking for worker processes that can run them. The master
processmaycarryoutsomeintermediatecomputationwiththeresultsobtainedfromeachworkeraswell
as some ﬁnal computation when all the tasks of a given batch are completed. After that a new batch of
task is assigned to the master and this process is repeated several times until completion of the problem,
that is, K cycles (iterations). For example, for the ﬁnite differences computation in Section 2.2.2, the
master-worker algorithm can be:
At cycles t,
1. Master sends a calculation task with input X
(t)
i 1, X
(t)
i and X
(t)
i+1 to a worker
2. The worker completes the task and sends the result X
(t+1)
i back to master.
3. Master updates dataset.
The rewritten ﬁnite differences program then becomes dynamic and adaptive. It does not need a ﬁxed
number of resource to be allocated simultaneously but can run with any number of resources (workers).
Thegeneralizedparadigmiseasytoprogram. Allalgorithmcontrolisdonebyoneprocess,themas-4.3. Transparent Resource Management 49
ter, and having the central control to the schedule of the task. Basically, any problems can be mapped
naturally to this paradigm. N-body simulations [GF96], genetic algorithms [CP97], Monte Carlo simula-
tions [BRL99] and materials science simulations [PL96] are just a few examples of natural computations
that ﬁt in the generalized master-worker paradigm.
4.2.4 Developing Adaptive Applications
Developing an adaptive application is not much different from developing a traditional distributed ap-
plication. If programmers choose to use the master-worker paradigm, no extra work will be added. If
programmers choose to use the distributed object graph, programmers should design the object graphs
according to the above instructions. With applying the object graphs, load balancing policies should
also be embedded into the code. In the following chapters we will introduce several adaptive application
examples developed based on the two paradigms.
4.3 Transparent Resource Management
We establish the ﬂexible execution model by introducing the AA and adaptive applications. One of
advantages of the model is that the execution can adapt to the dynamics of the resource environment.
For example, if an application requires 100 processors to run, even though there is only 50 processors,
the application does not wait for all the processors but still starts and adds processors on the ﬂy when they
become available. The problem is, if there is a QoS requirement, e.g. a deadline, how the application
dynamically adds resources to meet the deadline? In this example, the application is supposed to run
on 100 processors from beginning to meet the deadline. However, as we start the application with only
50 processors (to save the resource assembling time), during the execution the application must need
more than 100 processors to compensate the time lost due to the insufﬁcient resources in the beginning.
The on-line resource allocation procedure could be complex with the QoS involved. In the meantime, it
must adapt to the resource environment which could change at any time as well as the dynamics of the
application behavior.
How to dynamically request and allocate resources to meet certain QoS is a challenge in the ﬂexible
distributed computing model. In order to introduce high transparency, the AA must be able to intelligent
conﬁgure the resources without application’s explicit requests. Current automatic resource selections
are based on the static (off-line) and information principles (recall Section 3.2.2), therefore we propose
a dynamic automatic resource selection approach.
From the overview of the mode (Figure 4.2) we can see, the AA acts like a private agent to au-
tonomously conﬁgure the execution environment; and the application is an autonomous system to adapt
to any environments that the AA provides. This is similar to the concept of a closed-loop control sys-
tem in the Control Theory. Motivated by the theory and reinforcement learning, we propose an on-line
feedback-based automatic resource conﬁguration to provide full resource management transparency to
the application layer. As Figure 4.6 shows, during the execution the application continuously reports
its execution feedback (i.e. a certain performance utility value) to the AA, which compares it with the
performance reference (a QoS related value) and adjust the input (execution environment) to make the4.4. Chapter Summary 50
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Figure 4.6: An overview of the online feedback-based automatic resource conﬁguration.
performance to approach the reference value. This approach is an autonomous closed-loop and does not
need the user’s participation.
Bythismeans,withtheAA’sotherservices,theAAprovidescomprehensiveresourcemanagement
including resource selection, resource discovery and resource allocation. While the application only
needs to make use of the provided execution environment to get maximized performance. The relation-
ship between the AA, the application, and the user can be interestingly described as a stage manager, a
rockstar, and audience, where the manager takes care of decorating the stage (conﬁgure the execution
environment), and the rockstar performs on this stage (application execution). If the stage is very good
the rockstar can perform very well. If the rockstar does not like the stage, the manager must do some
replacement (resource reconﬁguration). The show’s performance does not necessarily depend on the
stage but the stage deployment deﬁnitely inﬂuences the rockstar’s performance. Certainly, the audience
donotneedtodoanythingbutenjoytheshow(theuserdoesnotneedtoknowanythingaboutunderlying
management).
4.4 Chapter Summary
Inthischapter,wehaveintroducedtheproposalofthetwo-layerﬂexibleandhighlytransparentexecution
model. Thekeyquestionstoimplementingthismodelare: 1. howtheAAconﬁguresthevirtualmachine
to run applications with collaborating underlying DRMs, including how to contact DRMs to obtain
resources, how to deploy processes, how to enable communication, etc; and 2. how the on-line resource
conﬁguration is implemented, including how the application reports performance feedbacks, how the
AA learns from feedbacks and tunes the resource environment, etc. In the next chapters we give full
descriptions of constructing the model.Chapter 5
Application Agent
The Application Agent (AA) provides the platform and mechanism for the applications to dynamically
interact and negotiate resource with the underlying resource environment on a one-to-one basis. In
addition, it provides the mechanism for the applications to control computational resources irrespective
of the location of the resources. The primary services it provides are:
Flexible Execution:
 Service 1. On-line resource allocation: Resources can be added/released on-the-ﬂy according to
the demand of application.
Transparent Execution:
 Service 2. Transparent resource access: The user or the application can have no knowledge of
where and how resources are discovered and allocated. The application can be invoked as easily
as starting a desktop program, rather than using job submission in traditional grid computing.
 Service 3. Run applications anywhere: An application can be started on any Internet connected
machines and its components will be deployed on the remote resources automatically.
 Service4. Automaticresourceconﬁguration1: Therequiredresourcesareautomaticallyselected
to satisfy performance QoS requirements (e.g. deadline, budget, execution speed, etc), without
explicit resource requests from the application.
Except those four, we provide the wide-area computing service to make AA more practical in
current distributed computing ﬁeld:
 Service 5. Wide-area computing: An application can be deployed and executed on resources
from multiple clusters/domains.
In the following these services will be referred to explain how they are provided. The chapter is
further organized as follows: Section 5.1 introduces the overall picture of the AA architecture and how it
supports an application execution. Section 5.2 introduces the description of the API and how program-
mers embed its interface into their application code. Section 5.3 introduces the technical details of the
1We introduce this service in Chapter 6 & 7 - Online Automatic Resource Conﬁguration.5.1. Overview 52
architecture of AA. Section 5.4 gives the current implementation of the AA. In Section 5.5 we evaluate
the AA’s basic performance and demonstrate the ability of AA to support the ﬂexible and transparent
execution.
5.1 Overview
The AA is a software framework which is composed of a library of AA interface routines (API) that
enable an application to be integrated with the AA, and a set of daemons that reside on the physical
machines making up the virtual machine to execute the application. When an AA-enabled application is
started, daemons will be started by the AA library. Those daemons are dedicated to this virtual machine,
and have the same life cycle as the application. The AA has three basic types of daemon: LComm, PMW-
Comm, and RD, which respectively take charge of local communication, process management/wide-area
communication, and resource acquisition.
 LComm: Local Communication. Each process is associated with a LComm. It is responsible for
message passing for the process with other processes that belong to the same domain.
 PMWComm: Process Management and Wide-area Communication. Each involved domain has
one PMWComm. It is responsible for process startup/stop and cross-domain (cross ﬁrewall) mes-
sage routing.
 RD: Resource Discoverer. Each application has one RD. It is responsible for resource discovery
and allocation by contacting DRMs. It contains a NameServer component, which is responsible
for assigning domain ID to generate process ID.
After an application is invoked, a LComm daemon and a RD daemon will be started on the local
machine with the startup of the ﬁrst process M(normally the master process). The application then
requests to add processes/resources via AA API. After receiving a process addition request from the
application (actually from the process M), the AA library generates a resource request to the RD, which
broadcasts the request to one or multiple DRMs to allocate a resource. RD will make use of the ﬁrst
returned eligible resource and keep the resources returned from other DRMs in a buffer in case that a
similar request is made in the near future. After obtaining a resource, RD passes the granted resource
information (e.g. host IP address) to the associated PMWComm in the resource domain to deploy a
process on the resource. The PMWComm then ﬁnally passes the added process information back to
the process M. A host thus has been added into the virtual machine for the application. Each process
is assigned a Unique Process ID (UPID) which enables them to communicate with each other through
LComm and PMWComm daemons.
Figure 5.1 depicts where the three types of daemons are placed in an AA virtual machine and an
example of a virtual machine conﬁguration. In this example, the AA leverages eight remote hosts to
compose a wide-area virtual machine to run the application. Those hosts are from two environments:
four of them are allocated in a SGE cluster. The hosts are discovered and granted through a SGE DRM.5.2. Application Programming Interface 53
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Figure 5.1: The AA daemons create a wide-area virtual machine that contains 9 hosts (including the
localmachine)fromdifferentenvironments. Thenumbersintheﬁgureindicatehowthevirtualmachine
grows.
Other four hosts are allocated from a Condor cluster. The hosts are discovered and granted through a
Condor DRM.
5.2 Application Programming Interface
InordertousetheAA’sservices,applicationdevelopersmustbuildtheapplicationbasedontheprogram-
minginterfaceprovidedbyAA.Application’sbinaryﬁlehastobecompiledwithAAlibrary. Developers
can perform three basic operations through the API2: add processes, stop processes, and exchange mes-
sages among processes. These functions enable an application to request to add or delete resources at
any time during the execution without knowing how they are discovered and allocated ( Service 1&2).
TheAAallowsapplicationdeveloperstostartanamedprocessduringtheexecutionby AddProcess(
Name of executable ), which is a non-blocking function. Each function call should be associated with
a Name of executable.xml ﬁle, which speciﬁes resource requirements to run this process. The require-
ments include processor architecture, processor speed, CPU load, free memory, installation of required
software and operating system architecture. An example of such a ﬁle is provided in Listing 5.1. The
XML ﬁle will be parsed and transferred to a local DRM related job submission ﬁles such as ClassAd
and SGE script. If no requirement ﬁle is provided, the AA will assume that such process can be started
on any resources. As soon as the AddProcess() function is invoked, the AA will request a resource from
one or multiple DRMs. The application keeps running during the resource discovery process. As in a
non-dedicated environment the time it takes for a resource to be allocated is not bound, developers must
embed the GetNotiﬁcation() with PROCESS ADDED tag into the execution iteration to keep checking
if the process addition has done. If a process is successfully started on a new resource, the GetNotiﬁca-
2The automatic resource conﬁguration API, such as performance reporting, is introduced in Chapter 6.5.3. Architecture 54
tion() will return true. Developers can unpack the notiﬁcation message by Upk*(). The ﬁrst data of the
message is the Unique Process ID (UPID) which is used to identify the added process for communication
purpose. The related host information such as clock rate and CPU load are also returned for the purpose
of load balancing.
Listing 5.1: A resource requirement XML ﬁle
<?xml version=” 1.0 ” encoding=”ISO 8859 1”?>
<Request>
<Requirement name=”Arch” type=”=” value=” Intel ” />
<Requirement name=”Memory” type=”>=” value=”64” />
<Requirement name=”OpSys” type=”=” value=”Linux” />
</ Request>
Applications can release a process at any time by calling StopProcess( upid ). The function call
results in the process with the given UPID being killed and the related host being disassociated with the
virtual machine. The host will be returned to the underlying resource pool.
Developers should use the AA provided communication interface to pass messages among pro-
cesses. In order to make developers use the interface easily, the communication interface is deliberately
designed similar to PVM, which is a common message passing interface that has been used by many
scientiﬁc applications. In the interface, a message is a bytestream with an associated pointer. Support
functions allow programmers to remove a number of bytes from the buffer stream and return them as
one of the basic types (int, ﬂoat, double) or simply as a null terminated string of chars. A message is
built up in the same way. To send a message, programmers must ﬁrst initialize a send buffer by a call to
NewSendBuffer(). The message must be “packed” into this buffer using any number and combination of
PK*() functions. The completed message is sent to another process by calling Send(upid). A message
is received by calling either a blocking or non-blocking receive routine and then unpacking each of the
packed items from the receive buffer by Upk*().
A full description of the API can be found in Appendix B. An example of using API usage is shown
in List 5.2 of Section 5.5.2. The AA also provides a console mechanism for users to conﬁgure and
monitor the virtual machine. Information can also be found in Appendix B.
5.3 Architecture
In this section, we present the details of the architecture of the AA, including the UPID, the three types
of daemons, and how information is recorded and synchronized throughout the AA virtual machine.
5.3.1 Unique Process ID (UPID)
Before introducing the daemons, we ﬁrstly introduce the Unique Process ID (UPID). The UPID is the
only identiﬁer for processes to communicate with each other. It is generated by the associated PMW-
Comm when a process is deployed. It is similar to the tid in PVM and rank id in MPI, but contains more
information. It is designed to fulﬁll the three requirements:
 Inter-VM(virtual machine) communication (see more in Chapter 8)5.3. Architecture 55
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Figure 5.2: Unique Process Identiﬁer
 Wide-area cross domain communication
 Portability
Since the UPID is the only identiﬁer for process communication, it has to contain enough information
to satisfy any types of communication. To enable communication among different virtual machines of
applications, the UPID has to be globally unique, which means no process shares the same ID even
though they belong to different applications. This aim is also the reason for the name - Unique Process
Identiﬁer. To satisfy the second requirement, the UPID has to contain domain identiﬁers that can be
mappedtoassociatedPWMCommsforcross-domaincommunication. Tosatisfythethird, theUPIDhas
to be independent of implementation.
The UPID is made to ﬁt into the largest integer data type (32 bits) available on a wide range of
machines. The UPID contains four ﬁelds, as shown in Figure 5.2.
 F ﬁeld: This two bits ﬁeld is designed as a ﬂag ﬁeld which indicates the status of a process.
Currently it has not been assigned any actual meaning and is left for future use.
 A ﬁeld: This ﬁeld contains the application ID which is assigned by AA-Global-Server that serves
all the running applications in AA world. When an application starts up, the NameServer (in
RD daemon) contacts AA-Global-Server to get a unique application ID. This ID is synchronized
throughout all processes of the application. This ﬁeld is 8 bits wide, so up to 28 applications can
exist concurrently.
 C ﬁeld: This ﬁeld contains the cluster/domain ID assigned by the NameServer. When a PMW-
Commstartsup,itregistersitselftotheNameServer,whichwillassignadomainIDtoit(aPMW-
Comm is associated with one domain). All the process spawned through this PMWComm will
have the same domain ID as it. This ﬁeld is 6 bits wide, so up to 26 domains can be concurrently
leveraged for each application.
 T ﬁeld: This ﬁeld contains the process ID relative to each domain. Each domain is allowed to
assign private meaning to the T ﬁeld, because the LComm daemon in each domain may have
different implementation (e.g. based on different message-passing libraries). This ﬁeld is 16 bits
wide, so up to 216 process can be concurrently started in one domain.
Figure 5.3 explains how UPIDs are assigned.5.3. Architecture 56
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Figure 5.3: Two processes of an application are assigned UPIDs. UPID = 4259841, identiﬁes the 1st
process in the domain 1 of the virtual machine of the application 1; UPID = 4325379, identiﬁes the 3rd
process in the domain 2 of the virtual machine of the application 1.
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Figure 5.4: Local communication performed by the LComm implemented by PVM or MPI.
5.3.2 LComm
EachrunningprocessisassociatedwithaLCommdaemon,whosemainfunctionistoroutemessagesfor
theprocesstoothersinthelocaldomains. ThedestinationprocessisidentiﬁedbyitsUPID.TheLComm
daemon borrows the communication function that is provided by existing message passing mechanisms
suchasPVMorMPI.ThelibraryofAAﬁrstlytranslatesaUPIDintoaPVM/MPIrecognizableidentiﬁer
(maptheUPIDtotherelatedtidorrank,accordingtothelocalprocesstable. SeemoreinSection5.3.5.),
and then the PVM/MPI library is used to request PVM/MPI services to accomplish a communication
(Figure 5.4). A LComm can be implemented independently in different clusters/domains according to
the setup of cluster. This makes the AA portable for different environments.
The LComm daemon for the ﬁrst process is started with the invocation of the process when users
start the application. Other LComm daemons are started by PMWComm daemons when deploying
related processes.
5.3.3 PMWComm
NowadaysmanycomputationalclustersareconﬁguredwithonlyoneIPvisiblefrontendthathidesallits
internal hosts from the external world. In these architectures, it is difﬁcult to exploit the hosts since they
are located in a different network domain that is geographically and administrative separated, usually
shielded by ﬁrewalls. In addition, some of the clusters are conﬁgured to use network address translation
(NAT) and have private networks that are not accessible from external hosts. In order to leverage any5.3. Architecture 57
hosts on the Internet to build wide-area virtual machines to serve applications, we use the PMWComm
daemons which are placed on the frontend host of each domain as proxies to route messages and control
processes (Service 5). Since the local host always belongs to a different domain from the resource
domains, we also place a PMWComm on the local host to route messages between the host and remote
resources.
If communication is cross-domain (the sender and the receiver have different domain ID), the sender
ﬁrst needs to extract the domain ID from the receiver’s UPID and then to contact the receiver associated
PMWComm to ask it to route the message to the receiver’s LComm, which will ﬁnally accomplish the
message passing (Figure 5.5).
Another responsibility of PMWComm is to take charge of process management inside the local
domain. This includes deploying new processes and killing unnecessary processes. When a process
requests to add a new process by AddProcess(Name of executable), AA library ﬁrst converts this request
to a resource request with resource requirements provided by the related XML ﬁle, and passes it to the
RD daemon, which will then look for a resource. Since the found resource may belong to a domain
that is different from the requestor, the process deployment would involve one more PMWComms.
Once a qualiﬁed resource is found, RD sends the resource information including its IP address with
the original process addition request to the resource associated PMWComm. The PMWComm then
pulls the process’s binary to the destination resource and starts the intended process remotely. Once a
process has been started successfully, the PMWComm assigns a new UPID including the domain ID to
the new process and stores the process information into the local process table. Finally, the PMWComm
reports the new process’s information to the requestor. This is done by sending the information to the
PMWComm associated with the requestor, which in turn will pass the information back to the requestor
when the GetNotiﬁcation() is activated (Figure 5.6).
Upon receiving a process killing request, the AA library delegates the request to the PMWComm
associated with the destination process. The PMWComm will ﬁnally accomplish the process release.
The related host will be returned to the cluster pool.
Since resources in a virtual machine are dynamically discovered, the AA cannot know in advance
which clusters it will use during the execution. PMWComms are therefore spawned on-demand by the
RD daemon onto the frontend host of domains when it decides to use the hosts from those domains.
Each PMWComm is assigned a domain ID starting from 0. When a new PMWComm is spawned, its
information will be added into the domain table in the NameServer component(Section 5.3.5).
5.3.3.1 Multiple PMWComms and Domain Tree
Since some domains contain a number of subdomains, each of which has separate ﬁrewalls, multiple
PMWComms need to be placed to connect to the computing hosts. For example, the CS department
of University College London has a ﬁrewall and only conﬁgures a publicity IP visible frontend named
amy.cs.ucl.ac.uk for external machines to access. The HPC cluster in the department is conﬁgured by
network address translation (NAT) and has a frontend morecambe.cs.ucl.ac.uk. In order to access the
cluster hosts from a machine outside the CS department, PMWComms have to be placed on the frontend5.3. Architecture 58
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Figure 5.8: A Domain Tree.
of the CS department and also on the frontend of the HPC cluster (Figure 5.7).
One of our objectives is to enable an application to be started from any machines on the Internet
and the computing environment to be automatically conﬁgured ( Service 3). This requires that the AA is
able to ﬁnd the path to connect to the resource domain and place PMWComms on the relative frontends,
regardless of where the application starts. We therefore introduced the Domain Tree (DT) (Figure 5.8)
to store the topology of the domain connections.
Each node in the DT is a frontend address representing a domain. The root node is PUBLIC, which
represents the public Internet domain that everybody has authority to access. A node may have one or
more child nodes, meaning that the related domain may have one or more subdomains. Based on the
DT, a fundamental algorithm (algorithm 2) is introduced to ﬁnd the route to connect hosts of any two
domains.
Take the DT in Figure 5.8 as an example, we start an application in the IC domain and the AA dis-
coversresourceintheHPCdomain. Accordingtothealgorithm,theAAﬁndsthepath famy.cs.ucl.ac.uk,
morecambe.cs.ucl.ac.ukg toconnecttothehostsfromtheICdomain. ItthenplacestwoPMWCommson
thosefrontendsinthepath. ThemessagepassingfromtheICdomaintotheHPCdomainisthenachieved
by the requestor ! PMWComm on amy ! PWMComm on morecambe ! receiver chain.5.3. Architecture 60
Algorithm 2 Algorithm to ﬁnd the connection route in a DT.
Assume: Firewalls only restrict incoming trafﬁc.
Let: The start host belongs to domain A, frontend , the destination host belongs to domain B, frontend

Aim: To ﬁnd the path  from the start host to the destination host.
Algorithm:
1. In DT, ﬁnd the mutual ancestor node  of  and 
2. calculate  = .depth - .depth
3.  = f.parent[ 1], .parent[ 2], ..., .parent, g
Note message passing from the HPC domain to the IC domain needs involvement of other PMWComms.
Users can customize the DT and potential resource pools via AA’s console (Appendix B.4).
5.3.4 Resource Discoverer (RD)
The RD daemon takes charge of resource discovery and allocation for the whole AA virtual machine. It
listens to the resource requests and contacts available DRMs to request resources (Service 2). A DRM
job submission ﬁle (e.g. Condor submit description ﬁle) is automatically generated according to the user
provided resource requirement XML ﬁle in this stage. A resource request could be made on-demand
when a process addition request is made, or made in advance to hide the resource allocation delay. RD
does not submit the actual application processes to DRMs. Instead, it only requires the permission to use
certain resource (the actual process startup is performed by PMWComm, as introduced).
Current DRMs (e.g. Condor, SGE) perform resource allocation along with job deployment but do
not issue resource permits to third-party software. We therefore propose to submit a special job “probe”
to DRMs to simulate the permit acquisition. A probe is a small agent that does not perform computation
for the application. It is submitted with the resource requirement of an actual application process by the
RD to a DRM to request a resource. Once the probe is started on a host, it will contact RD to issue a
permit with the host’s information to the AA to use this host. The probe keeps running until the AA kills
it, in order to hold that host (in many DRMs, each CPU is only assigned at most one job). In this manner,
DRMs only act like resource schedulers but do not perform deployment. Figure 5.9 shows an overview
of how the AA works with DRMs.
In some situation, a process spawning would fail even if a host is granted. This is because the
granted host becomes unavailable due to sudden change of resource states (e.g. machine shutdown).
This failure happens because host information in the AA is outdated by the time the host is returned and
the AA attempts to use the host. We reduce the possibility of this failure by making a probe continu-
ously send “HEARTBEAT” messages to indicate that the host is still alive. The load of the host is also
synchronized at each time of “HEARTBEAT” sending.
Another issue is that the RD needs to perform remote submission and monitoring on DRMs. Cur-
rently only a few DRMs support remote submission via Web Service, such as the Web Services API
for Condor [Con] and the OpenDSP project for SGE [ope]. An alternative approach is to place private5.3. Architecture 61
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Figure 5.9: How the AA works with DRMs.
servers on submit machines. These servers listen to requests from the RD and perform the submission
either via System() call, relevant API provided by DRMs or the standard interface Distributed Resource
Management Application API (DRMAA) [TRHD07].
The RD is started on the host where users invoke the application. Sometimes a RD may need
PMWComms to communicate with DRMs. In this case the PMWComms will be spawned in advance
on the frontend in the connection path, according to the DT algorithm.
5.3.5 Information Record and Synchronization
There are four types of information used in an AA virtual machine: daemon, local process, domain, and
host. The latter three are stored in tables. Daemon information includes the contact details of process’s
parentPMWCommandtheRD.TheinformationispassedbyitsparentPMWCommwhenspawningthe
process. Ifsomeoftheinformationisdroppedsomehow,theycanbesynchronizedwiththePMWComm
daemon again. Both local process table and domain table are synchronized with the process’s parent
PMWCommdaemonon-demand: synchronizationisonlyperformedwhenitslocaltablesdonotcontain
required information. The information synchronization throughout a virtual machine is represented by
Figure 5.10.
5.3.5.1 Local Process Table
A local process table contains the information of processes in the local domain. It lists each process’s
UPID and its identiﬁer in the message passing mechanism (e.g. PVM tid or MPI Rank). Each LComm
daemon has a local process table.
Once a process is added, the associated PMWComm will put the process information into the local
process table, which can be downloaded from other LComms in later communication. For example,
when process A is sending data to process B inside a domain, it ﬁrst translates process B’s UPID into
PVMtidusingthistable,andusesthePVMcommunicationmechanismtocompletethecommunication.5.4. Implementation 62
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Figure 5.10: Information is synchronized hierarchically.
Table 5.1: A domain table
Domain ID LComms Implementation Cluster frontend (PWMComm contact)
1 Unix socket 128.16.6.250
2 PVM 128.21.3.197
3 MPI 128.1.8.12
5.3.5.2 Domain Table
A domain table lists the domain ID and the contact details of related domain. Contact details include
the LComm implementation approach of the cluster/domain, and the IP addresses of the cluster frontend
where the PMWComm is placed. For example, Table 5.1 lists the information of three clusters, where
LComms in cluster 1 is implemented by Unix socket, LComms in cluster 2 is implemented based on
PVM, and LComms in cluster 2 is implemented based on MPI. If any process in cluster 2 wants to
communicate with processes in cluster 3, it ﬁrst detects that the destination process is from cluster 3 by
extracting its domain ID from its UPID. Then it maps the domain ID to the related PMWComm contact
details. It ﬁnally contacts the related PMWComm and asks it to forward the message to the destination
process via the related protocol (MPI) in cluster 3.
5.3.5.3 Host Table
The host table lists the information of all the processes and related host in the virtual machine, including
host name and the related probe job ID. It is used to release the host when killing a process. When a
process is killed, the RD will look up the host table to ﬁnd out the related host and job information. It
releases the host by killing the probe job. e.g. qdel 4019372. It also provides users a global view of the
virtual machine when users use the AA console. This host table only stays in the NameServer and is not
synchronized to other daemons. An example of the host table is shown in Table 5.2.
5.4 Implementation
In this section we introduce how we implemented AA based on the architecture introduced.
In order to allow applications to run on wide-area distributed resources, LComm must adapt to5.4. Implementation 63
Table 5.2: A host table
UPID Domain ID DRM Job ID Host name Host attributes
4259842 1 Condor 12788.0 calvini.cs.ucl.ac.uk LINUX, INTEL 32
4259843 1 Condor 12789.0 eco.cs.ucl.ac.uk LINUX, INTEL 32
4325377 2 SGE 4019372 chico-13-17 LINUX, INTEL 64
4325388 2 SGE 4019373 chico-13-18 LINUX, INTEL 64
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Figure 5.11: The implementation of the AA.
various distributed computing environments conﬁgured with different software (Figure 5.11). This is
achieved by implementing common interface to various existing software that provide interprocess com-
munication and process management for the LComm daemon. The common communication interface
provides ﬂexible access to established communication methods such as Unix socket, PVM and MPI.
The common process management interface abstracts a number of function modules to leverage existed
methods such as SSH, PVM and LAM/MPI [BDV94]. To port the AA to different environments, the AA
programmers only need to re-implement the LComm interface. The current implementation of LComm
(Section 5.4.1) is based on PVM.
The PMWComm daemon is implemented as a XML-RPC [Win99, SSL01] server. XML-RPC is a
Remote Procedure Calling protocol that uses XML to encode its calls and HTTP as a transport mech-
anism. We chose XML-RPC instead of other protocols (e.g. CORBA [cor], SOAP [soa]) because it is
easy to use and its loose-coupling feature makes it possible to connect a large number of geographically
distributed clusters. Also the based HTTP protocol is ﬁrewall-friendly and enables the AA to deploy
proxies to any parts of the Internet without speciﬁc conﬁgurations. A PMWComm daemon talks to its
externaldaemonsthroughXML-RPC,whiletalkingtoitsinternalLCommsviatheLCommcommunica-
tion protocol which is based on the chosen library (Figure 5.11). The remote invocation of PMWComm
is performed through SSH.
The RD daemon is also a XML-RPC server. It communicates with other daemons via the XML-
RPC protocol. It is spawned via the fork-exec call on the local machine where users invokes an appli-
cation. The RD contacts cluster DRMs through a special program RAS (Resource Acquisition Server)
which is pre-placed on the submission machines of clusters. A RAS is another XML-RPC server which5.4. Implementation 64
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Figure 5.12: The process of obtaining a resource.
servesthehostrequestsfromallAA-enabledapplications. Currentlyitusesthesystemcalltosubmitthe
probejobforresourceallocation. WhenitreceivesarequestfromaRD,itgeneratesarelatedsubmission
ﬁle, and uses the system() call to execute the job submission command that will ﬁnally submit the job.
Forexample,inaCondorclusteritgeneratesaprobe.submitﬁleandsubmititbysystem(“condor submit
probe.submit”). Once a host has been allocated, the probe gains the host information (host name, op-
erating system, CPU architecture, and CPU load) by reading Linux /proc/ directory and reports the
information back to the requested AA. Figure 5.12 depicts the process of obtaining a resource from a
DRM.
The AA is currently implemented in C++. Communication security is provided by the standard
UNIX environment including SSH and RSH. File transfers are performed by SCP and RCP. The AA
takes advantage of the GNU LGPL software XmlRpc++ [xml] to implement the XML-RPC mechanism
and the AFPL software XMLparser [Ber] to parse the XML ﬁle.
5.4.1 PVM Implementation
PVM is a software system that enables a collection of heterogeneous computers to be used as a coherent
and ﬂexible concurrent computational resource. It has a ﬂexible process management system and a
communication system which the AA can make full use of.
Afterapplicationinvocation,theAAlibrarystartsaLComm(actuallyapvmd)bypvm start pvmd().
If a PVM has already been started on that machine, the LComm will attach itself into the system. To add
a process in the local cluster, the LComm ﬁrst adds a granted host into the virtual machine by placing
a new LComm on that host via pvm addhost() and pvm spawn(LComm), and asks the new LComm to
start the process. Since PVM is bounded to join resources that are located in the same network domain,
to start a process on an external domain host, the AA places a PMWComm daemon on the frontend of
the remote domain. After remote invocation, the PMWComm starts another PVM in the remote cluster,
and then adds the granted host to the PVM and starts the process by pvm spawn(). After successful
spawning, processes register themselves to the PMWComm which will then place (UPID - PVM tid)
pairs into the local process table.
The communication between LComms is based on PVM’s communication mechanism. To send a
message to a host in the same cluster, the message is packed into a PVM message buffer (pvm pk*())
and routed through pvmd by PVM send routine (pvm send(tid), where tid is interpreted from its UPID).5.5. Evaluation 65
To send a message to a host belonging to a different cluster, the message needs to be packed into an-
other message buffer which will be sent to the related PMWComm through XML-RPC protocol. The
PMWComm then packs the message into a PVM buffer and sends it to the destination process through
pvm send(). Since messages have to be packed before sending, LComms cannot know the addresses
of the destination process when performing packing. Therefore at each time LComms pack messages
into two buffers: a PVM buffer and a backup buffer. The backup buffer will be ignored if sending is
performed through pvmd in the local domain. It will be activated once LComms determine that mes-
sages need to be sent through PMWComm. This buffer is cleared every time the NewBuffer() function
is called.
When receiving a message from a host in the same cluster, the AA library converts the host’s UPID
to its PVM tid and uses PVM routines pvm recv(tid)/pvm nrecv(tid) to receive the messages arrived
from the host. When receiving a message from a host belonging to a different cluster, LComm receives
messages from the PMWComm of the local cluster, and uses the message tag in PVM to identify the
sender (pvm recv(PMWComm tid, Sender UPID)). In both situations, messages are placed into PVM
receiving buffers which will be unpacked through pvm upk*().
5.5 Evaluation
In the following, we report on three tests: a basic AA communication performance test, a feasibility
test to demonstrate that the AA satisfy the requirement of ﬂexible and transparent execution, and a
comparison test to demonstrate the performance beneﬁts of ﬂexible execution.
The test resource environment is composed of two clusters (Condor and HPC) in the computer
science department of University College London. The department has a ﬁrewall and only conﬁgures a
publicity IP visible frontend named amy.cs.ucl.ac.uk for external machines to access. The Condor cluster
is composed of 57 hosts, each equipped with a Intel(R) Celeron(R) CPU 2.80GHz, 502M of RAM, and
running Red Hat Enterprise Linux. The cluster is a sub-domain of the department. It has a local ﬁrewall
and a frontend named condor.cs.ucl.ac.uk. The resource scheduling is managed by Condor. AAs are
conﬁgured as normal users in this cluster, which means they have to compete for resources with other
users. The HPC cluster is composed of 198 hosts, each equipped with a number (1, 4, 8) of Intel(R)
Xeon(R) X5355 2.66GHz or Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5462 2.80GHz processors, RAM from 2GB to
30GB, running GNU Linux. The cluster is conﬁgured by network address translation (NAT) and has a
frontend host (morecambe.cs.ucl.ac.uk) that interfaces thecluster to the outside. The resource scheduling
is managed by SGE. AAs use the default queue all.q to submit resource requests to the cluster.
5.5.1 Basic Performance Test
In this test the overhead introduced by AA daemons during the interaction among hosts is measured. The
test measures the round-trip time (RTT) for passing different message sizes by the AA and PVM. The
test assumes that the difference in latency caused by the network itself (bandwidth, distance, and trafﬁc)
can be ignored.
We ﬁrst test the RTT for intra-domain communication (interaction between two hosts belonging to5.5. Evaluation 66
theCondordomain/cluster)performedbytheAAandPVM.Sincetheintra-domaincommunicationinan
AA is based on PVM, the difference in time between the AA and PVM measures the overhead introduced
by the interactions among the AA daemons. As Figure 5.13(a) shows, there are no signiﬁcant differences
between the AA and PVM except when passing the ﬁrst message(1KB). This is because during the ﬁrst
communication the sender LComm needs to contact the PWMComm in order to download the process
table to interpret the UPID of the receiver. Once the receiver information is stored into its local process
table, it does not need to contact the PWMComm again, which avoids overheads in the subsequent
communication.
1 0 5 0 5 0 0 1 0 0 0
(a) Round-trip time in intra-domain communication.
1 0 5 0 5 0 0 1 0 0 0
(b) Round-trip time in cross-domain communication.
Figure 5.13: Basic performance test. The result is based on 20 trials. Standard Deviation error bars are
also shown on the ﬁgures - RRT values have very small variations.
The second test measures the overhead of cross-domain communication in the testbed, i.e. interac-
tion between two hosts belonging to the Condor cluster and the HPC cluster. As Figure 5.13(b) shows,
the difference between intra-domain communication and cross-domain communication is within 20%.5.5. Evaluation 67
Algorithm 3 A local load balancing algorithm
Every 10 seconds:
Send current computing load Lme(the number of left objects) and processing capability Pme to left and
right neighbours.
Receive computing load value Lneig and processing capability Pneig from neighbour processes.
Calculate proposed load:
Lproposed = b(Lneig + Lme)=(1:0 + (Pneig=Pme))c;
If Lproposed < Lme
Push (Lme   Lproposed) objects to the neighbour process
Else if Lproposed > Lme
Pull (Lme   Lproposed) objects from the neighbour process
This is mainly due to the overhead of message routing by PMWComms daemons.
5.5.2 Feasibility Test
This experiment demonstrates that an AA-enabled application is easy to run by end-users (transparency),
supports dynamic resource allocation (ﬂexible execution), and supports wide-area distributed comput-
ing. A more complex experiment that demonstrates the ability of the AA for supporting interactive and
dynamic applications is given in Appendix D.
We chose to use a simple application, Mandelbrot computation for the demonstration. The calcu-
lation of the Mandelbrot set is an excellent candidate for parallelization. The set of dots that must be
calculated can be divided up and allocated to different processors, and no communication is required
between the processors to calculate the value for each pixel. The only communication required is the
gathering of all of the results into a single processor so that the dots can be plotted.
The Mandelbrot computation is a typical example of traditional static parallel application (e.g.
gmandel, http://gmandel.sourceforge.net/). The static partition method is to divide the workspace into
n equal rectangles, where n is the number of processors. A contiguous number of rows is computed
by each processor. Resources are allocated in advanced of the execution and cannot change during the
execution. Here we change the application by introducing a dynamic load balancing algorithm to make
the application adapt to the dynamic environment so that the application is suited to ﬂexible execution.
The tested application draws a Mandelbrot set on a 3000  3000 dots canvas with magniﬁcation =
1.0. The benchmark iteration is 500,000. The workspace is broken down into 3000 computing objects,
and each object takes charge of the computation of a row. The objects are distributed to a number of
“herder” processes. Processes compute objects and send results back to a control program, which mon-
itor the execution progress. The canvas is updated from the top down. The application is implemented
with a simple dynamic load balancing policy: each process balances the load with its two neighbour
processes every 10 seconds, as stated in Algorithm 3. One of the advantages of the local load balancing
algorithm is that the adaptation is performed without the participation of a central process, which is nor-
mally started on user’s local machine that might be far from the computation cluster. This algorithm only5.5. Evaluation 68
distributes the data to computing nodes from a central node once, reducing the distribution overhead that
is introduced in the master-worker algorithm, where a master/central process distributes data to worker
processer once they become idle. The maximum number of the “herder” processes are expected to be
30. A fragment of the control program Man control.cpp is shown in List 5.2.
Listing 5.2: Control program code
# include <AA. h>
. . .
/ / start an AA.
AA aa = new AA( arge , 0);
. . .
/ / Request to add 30 ‘ ‘ herder ’ ’ processes .
for ( int i =0 ; i <30; i ++)f
aa  >AddProcess ( ”Herder” );
g
/ / Distributes objects to the f i r s t added process .
while ( true )f
if (( aa  >GetNotification (PROCESS ADDED)) > 0 ) f
/ / Get process ’s UPID
int upid = aa  >UpkInteger ( ) ;
/ / Distribute 3000 objects to the f i r s t process
. . .
break ;
g
. . .
g
. . .
while ( true )f
/ / More processes are being added for the computation
if (( aa  >GetNotification (PROCESS ADDED)) > 0 ) f
int upid = aa  >UpkInteger ( ) ;
/ / assign neighbour processes ’ UPID to the the added
/ / process for local load balancing .
. . .
g
/ / Receive results , draw Mandelbrot set
if ( aa  >NReceiveFrom ( WILDCARD )>0)f
. . .
We started the application on a laptop which was connected to the Internet through a BT R  home
router. The invocation was simply achieved by :=Man control, rather than any job submission lan-
guages. Once the control process was started, the AA was automatically invoked to deploy the virtual
machine to run the application. It started related daemons on the local laptop, and automatically placed
PMWComms on the hierarchical domain frontends: amy.cs.ucl.ac.uk, condor.cs.ucl.ac.uk and more-
cambe.cs.ucl.ac.uk, in order to connect the cluster resources. Figure 5.14 depicts how the AA discovered
the path to allocate resources and deploy processes in the two clusters.5.5. Evaluation 69
According to the demand of the application, the AA contacted the Condor and SGE clusters to
obtain resources and deployed processes on the allocated resources. The AA could not collect 30 re-
sources immediately, due to resource competitions from other users. Instead of reserving and waiting
for resources, the AA started the execution with available resources immediately and added resource to
the execution on the ﬂy. The dynamic resource conﬁguration is shown in Figure 5.15. From Figure 5.16
we can see after the ﬁrst process was added from the condor cluster, the master sent all the 3000 objects
to it and started the execution (left objects was decreasing). Later 4 more resources (1 from Condor
cluster and 3 from HPC cluster) became available (probably other users ﬁnished their work) and the AA
immediately deployed 4 processes on them. The load in the ﬁrst process was immediately migrated to
the 4 processes for load balancing. In the rest of the execution more resources/processes were gradually
added for the computations and the load was continually migrated to the under-loaded processes. The
whole execution ﬁnally leveraged 30 hosts including 12 from the Condor cluster and 18 from the HPC
cluster. The execution took about 10 minutes.
The execution speed changed when more processes involved in the computation. During the exe-
cution, the control program drew the Mandelbrot set on-the-ﬂy when it received ﬁnished dots. The user
setting in front of his laptop viewed the Mandelbrot set drawing but had no idea how the underlying
resources were managed.
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Figure 5.14: The AA deploys an application in the Condor and HPC cluster from a laptop.
5.5.3 Flexible Execution VS Static Execution
Table 5.3: Flexible execution VS static execution. Testbed: the Condor cluster with no resource compe-
tition. The result is based on 10 trials.
Invoke time Exec. start time Exec. complete time Assembled hosts Time saved
Static 0 40 542 30 –
Flexible 0 4 445 30 20%5.5. Evaluation 70
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Figure5.15: TheAAvirtualmachineexistedfor578seconds. Thenumberofhostsinthevirtualmachine
changed dynamically according to the resource availability.
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Figure 5.16: Dynamic process addition for the Mandelbrot application. “Red” processes were added in
Condor cluster, and “green” processes were added in HPC cluster. Load (left objects) was continuously
migrated to under-loaded processes according to the local load balancing policy when more processes
were added.5.6. Chapter Summary 71
The below experiment shows how the ﬂexible execution is able to enhance execution performance
by eliminating the waiting time from multi-resource allocation. In Section 7.1.3.1 we introduce an ex-
periment to demonstrate that the ﬂexible execution with our automatic resource conﬁguration can also
improve the resource usage. In Appendix D we introduce an experiment to show how the ﬂexible exe-
cution supports an interactive application that has dynamic resource requirements during the execution,
which static execution feels difﬁcult to support.
The traditional Mandelbrot application (static partition) requires all the processes to be placed on
resources otherwise the execution cannot proceed. In this experiment, we use the same Mandelbrot
application to demonstrate the effectiveness of the ﬂexible execution, comparing with the traditional
static execution approach. In order to see the difference in execution time and resource usage, we only
use the Condor cluster for the experiment to make sure both execution approaches will use the same
resources. The usage of the cluster was set to zero in the beginning, i.e. no other jobs. We have run the
experiment ten times and obtained the average performance.
For the static execution, even though there was no resource competition, it still took 40 seconds on
average to assemble 30 computers before commencing the execution. The assembling time was due to
the intrinsic scheduling time of Condor and other communication overhead. It ﬁnally took 542 seconds
on average to complete the execution.
For the ﬂexible execution, it started to run once the ﬁrst resource was allocated at second 4 on av-
erage. During the execution, more resources were added and normally at second 45, all the 30 resources
were added. It ﬁnally completed the execution by an average of 445 second. The 20% time saving
comparing with the static execution was because of two reasons. 1. Flexible execution eliminates the as-
sembling time. This advantage is especially prominent when the assembling time is long in a competitive
resource environment. 2. With the static parallel algorithm, since the Mandelbrot computation amount
distributed to each process is not identical, there are problems whereby some processor will ﬁnish their
allocation of work and remain idle while other processors are still working. While ﬂexible execution
fully makes use of every allocated resource by load balancing.
5.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced the agent AA, including its API, architecture and implementation.
The AA provides the platform and mechanism for an application to interact and negotiate resource with
the standard grid resource environment. We have demonstrated that the ﬂexible execution supported
by the AA can enhance the execution performance by eliminating the long waiting time from multiple
resource allocation. In addition, we have demonstrated that with the help of the AA, users can transpar-
ently start a distributed computing on any computers without knowing how resource are discovered and
where they are allocated.
By using the AA, users are able to interact with a running application anytime (This is demonstrated
by Appendix D). There is some existing work related to the application interaction in a grid environment.
The glogin [RV04] provides a direct connection to the grid-node where submitted job runs to enable
users to interact the application. Similar work includes Virtual Network Computing (VNC) and X115.6. Chapter Summary 72
forwarding. The AA differs with them by providing the interaction through an application framework
rather than a user tool. The UK RealityGrid project [Har03] provides a steering library that enable
calls which can be embedded into its three components that are simulation, visualization, and a steering
client. The collaborative online visualization and steering (COVS) [REF+07] enables users to observe
the intermediate processing steps and also allows for computational steering to inﬂuence the computation
of the simulation during its run-time on a supercomputer or cluster. The AA differs with them in that
the AA is based on general opportunistic resource environments supported by DRMs while their work
is dedicated to certain grid platform such as Globus and UNICORE [Erw01]. Most importantly, the
AA focuses on addressing the dynamic resource requirement problem that the computing steering may
cause. However none of the above work has considered this aspect.
The AA is the fundamental software for our research. Based on the ﬂexible execution principle,
we propose an online automatic resource conﬁguration approach, which further helps users to run a
distributed application without requiring them to provide any resource speciﬁcations.Chapter 6
Automatic Resource Conﬁguration and the
Utility Classiﬁcation Policy
The Application Agent (AA) provides a mechanism that allows the dynamical creation of a virtual ma-
chine to execute an application without requiring users know how the resources are integrated. However,
users still have to know what kind of and how many resources they need to run the application to satisfy
the performance QoS requirements, e.g. a deadline, a speed, or a budget. For example, programmers
need to specify the number of processes/resources to add in the code, or provide an interface for users
to specify. In order to provide full transparency, i.e. a system where users and programmers have no
responsibility for the conﬁguration of the distributed machines, the AA needs to handle all aspects of the
virtual machine management. This does not only include resource requesting, process deployment and
communication providing, but also automatic resource selection (Services 4). The prospect is that the
programmers should only provide the binary ﬁles and the AA will automatically choose sufﬁcient and
appropriate resources to satisfy given performance requirement.
In this and the following chapter, we will introduce the Online Feedback-based Automatic Re-
source Conﬁguration (OAC) in an attempt to break with the traditional resource selection approach
referred to in the Section 3.2.2. In this alternative approach, the AA adds, replaces and deletes resources
during the execution of application rather than statically selects resources before commencing execution.
The application is treated as a black-box able only to provide feedbacks expressing its level of satisfac-
tion. The AA listens to the feedbacks and according to the feedbacks it learns the execution behaviour
and intelligently re-conﬁgures the execution environment that is able to support desired execution per-
formance.
We will introduce two policies for the AA to learn from the feedback information and tune the
execution environment: the Utility Classiﬁcation policy and the Desired Processing Power Estimation
(DPPE) policy. Each policy will be validated by an iterative application and a non-iterative application
to demonstrate that both policies are general for most kinds of applications.
The chapter is further organized as follows: Section 6.1 introduces the deﬁnition of the Execution
Satisfaction Degree which is proposed for reporting the execution feedbacks. Section 6.2 introduces the
framework of the OAC. Section 6.3 introduce the Utility Classiﬁcation policy applied to the approach.6.1. Execution Satisfaction Degree 74
In Section 6.4 and Section 6.5 we introduce two experiments based on a two-dimension heat equation
application and an economy-based task farming application used to validate the OAC with the Utility
Classiﬁcation policy. Chapter 7 will continue this chapter by introducing the DPPE policy as well as
other OAC related work.
6.1 Execution Satisfaction Degree
Before introducing the approach, we ﬁrst give the deﬁnition of the Execution Satisfaction Degree (ESD),
which is proposed by us. The ESD(t) is a measure of the relative satisfaction of execution QoS re-
quirements at time t. It is inspired by and similar to the concept of utility in economy [Ing87], which is a
measure of the relative satisfaction from, or desirability of, consumption of various goods and services.
Therefore it can be regarded as the happiness of the users with respect to the resource services. The ESD
is deﬁned as a single real number starting from 0.0. A value of 1.0 indicates that the QoS is excellent
and thus the application is highly satisﬁed. The ESD can be a representation of a single type of QoS
requirement or can be summarised as the satisfaction of multiple types of execution requirements. For
the latter case, ESD = 1:0 means that all the requirements are met. Generally, ESD is a function of a
set of observed values and related desired values:
ESD = f(f1(observed value1;desired value1);f2(observed value2;desired value2);:::;
fn(observed valuen;desired valuen))
For example, consider users that wish to run an iterative applications by 100 iteration/second and
also on a budget of 1 pound/second. If the actual running speed of the application is 120 iteration/second
with a cost of 2 pound/second, the ESD is deﬁned as 0.5 based on the following function:
ESD1 = observed speed=desired speed(ifESD1 > 1:0 : ESD1 = 1:0)
ESD2 = desired cost=observed cost(ifESD2 > 1:0 : ESD2 = 1:0)
ESD = min(ESD1;ESD2)
We can also deﬁne the ESD = 0:5  ESD1 + 0:5  ESD2 = 0:75. The difference between the
two functions is that users are greedier in this ﬁrst case than the second case. It is like asking users “Is
half a cup of water half empty or half full?”. In the ﬁrst case users will answer half empty while in the
second case they will answer half full.
Users or application developers need to deﬁne the ESD function by themselves to represent their
execution satisfaction on certain execution stage. There are many ways to deﬁne it, as long as the
ESD result represents the satisfaction of the execution requirements. Normally, there are three ways to
combine ESDs, according to the indifference curve [BL06] in microeconomic theory :
 Cobb-Douglas function1: ESD = ESD
1  ESD
1 
2 0   < 1.  is the user preference for
1In economics, the Cobb-Douglas functional form of production functions is widely used to represent the relationship of an6.1. Execution Satisfaction Degree 75
ESD1. For example, users have two QoS requirement: execution speed ESD1 and cost ESD2.
The marginal utility of speed, holding cost constant, is decreasing with the increase of speed. It
means that if only the speed gets faster, users would never be satisﬁed. To make the ESD to
reach 1.0, we have to increase the satisfaction of both speed and cost, with different increasing
rate probably. If the speed is the user’s primary goal, the satisfaction degree of speed should have
bigger Elasticity of Substitution, i.e. satisfying the speed is more important in order to satisfy
users, but not the only requirement. In this case,  > 0:5.
 Perfect substitutes function2: ESD = ESD1 + ESD2.  is the substitutability degree of
ESD1 for ESD2.  is the substitutability degree of ESD2 for ESD1. For example, ESD1
represents the satisfaction of speed and ESD2 represents the cost,  =  = 0:5. We do not need
to satisfy them at the same time. We can satisfy one of them to compensate the unsatisfactory of
another. That is to say, the user can be satisﬁed if the speed is very fast (twice the requirement)
regardless of the cost factor.
 Perfect complements function3: ESD = min(ESD1;ESD2).  is the complementarity
degree of ESD1 for ESD2.  is the complementarity degree of ESD2 for ESD1. By using
this function, we must satisfy both measures at the same time. Increasing the value of only one
of them will not increase the whole satisfaction degree. Moreover, by increasing e for ESD1,
we must increase 
e for ESD2. However if ESD2 is much larger than ESD1, e.g. ESD2 >
(1 + e)ESD1, nothing needs to be done for ESD2.
For each way, users’ preferences of requirements are quite different. Figure 6.1 shows the ESD plots
of the three functions. We can see that, even under the same execution behaviour (the same ESD1 and
ESD2) the user’s total satisfaction degrees are different in the three types of function.
The advantage of ESD is that it combines all the requirements to a single value that can represent
the execution satisfaction of users on any execution stages. A series of ESD values also reﬂects the
ESD function, i.e. the trend of user’s demands (which requirements should be satisﬁed ﬁrst if users have
multiple QoS requirements) in certain execution stage. This ESD signal can be easily passed to a third
party to investigate the execution behaviour. This way is different from traditional performance mea-
surements which use application instrumentation to capture performance data such as communication
frequency or instruction/second [RVR+98, MCSML07, KG96, LDM+01]. We use the human utility
value to measure the performance rather than using speciﬁc performance metrics. By this way it is pos-
sible to include more general performance information such as cost which traditional measurements ﬁnd
it difﬁcult to involve. A similar utility-based performance measurement has been applied to network
output to inputs. For capital K, labor input L, and constants a, , and , the Cobb-Douglas production function is: Y = bKL.
If  +  = 1 this production function has constant returns to scale.
2In economics, one kind of good (or service) is said to be a substitute good for another kind in so far as the two kinds of goods
can be consumed or used in place of one another in at least some of their possible uses.
3A complementary good or complement good in economics is a good which is consumed with another good. It is two goods
that are bought and used together. This means that, if goods A and B were complements, more of good A being bought would
result in more of good B also being bought.6.2. Online Feedback-based Automatic Resource Conﬁguration 76
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Figure 6.1: The plots of ESD functions.
buffer management [FS05].
6.2 Online Feedback-based Automatic Resource Conﬁguration
The Online Feedback-based Automatic Resource Conﬁguration (OAC) approach relies on the ﬂexible
execution model that we have introduced in Chapter 4 and the middleware AA we have introduced in
Chapter 5. The application needs to be an adaptive application, which is able to autonomously balance
the computational load over resources when the execution environment changes. The AA uses this
approach to automatically conﬁgure the execution environment to run the application.
Figure6.2showshowtheAAcollaborateswithunderlyingresourcemanagementinfrastructureand
interacts with the application to automatically conﬁgure the virtual machine, or the Resource Conﬁgu-
ration (RC) (a set of hosts where an application runs). The application and the AA have different level
functions. The application is responsible for making full use of the allocated resources (RC) by load
balancing or migration, as well as reporting ESDs. Meanwhile, the AA takes charge of the intelligent6.2. Online Feedback-based Automatic Resource Conﬁguration 77
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Figure 6.2: How the AA performs the OAC.
resource management to create an optimal execution environment. Initially, the AA randomly selects
some hosts to run the application. During the execution, the application periodically (e.g. every n itera-
tions) reports a ESD value to the AA. The AA learns the relationship between the execution behaviour
and the resource characteristics based on the reported ESD feedbacks and resource allocation history.
The AA keeps updating the information every time a report is made and uses the history gathered to
adapt its resource management policy. Once resources are added/replaced/deleted, the application will
be notiﬁed and will reform itself to adapt to the current RC in order to fully exploit the beneﬁts of pro-
vided resources. In most cases, if the RC is better (e.g. including more fast hosts), the performance will
improve. Gradually, the AA tunes the RC to a satisfaction level that is able to fulﬁl user’s execution QoS
requirements.
The AA uses the embedded learning and resource tuning policy to intelligently conﬁgure the RC.
In the following we will introduce two policies (the Utility Classiﬁcation and the DPPE) for the AA to
gather the necessary information and tune the RC based on the on-line and interactive way.
6.2.1 Implementation
In this section we introduce how we extended the AA architecture and API to support the OAC approach.
6.2.1.1 The AA Side
In order to provide the automatic resource tuning service, we introduce another daemon called the
Automatic Resource Tuner (ART) to replace the control process of the application and take charge of all
the resource management issues (Figure 6.3). If programmers set the second parameter of the function
AA(arge;1) as 1, the AA will start the ART daemon on the computer where the master process is - nor-
mally the local computer. The ART relies on the reported ESD values to automatically generate resource
requests. The requests will be sent to the RD daemon which in turn will contact the underlying DRMs
to request resources. Once a process is deployed on a new resource, the host addition notiﬁcation will be
reported ﬁrst to ART, which will use the host information to calculate further RC tuning. ART will then
generate a process addition notiﬁcation and pass it to the application. When ART decides to kill a certain
resource, it will ﬁrst send a PROCESS KILLING notiﬁcation to the related process. Upon receiving the
READY FOR KILLING notiﬁcation from the process, ART will ask its associated PMWComm to kill6.2. Online Feedback-based Automatic Resource Conﬁguration 78
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Figure6.3: ThisdiagramshowshowtheARTcollaborateswithotherdaemonstoperformtheautomatic
resource conﬁguration. A solid arrow indicates an ESD reporting. A double-line arrow indicates a
resource request to the RD. A dotted arrow indicates other processes or PMWComm daemons notifying
a process addition/releasing to the ART.
theprocess. Noteuserscanalsomanuallyaddordeleteresourcesby AddProcess() or KillProcess().
Manual actions will also be notiﬁed to ART to calculate future RC conﬁguration. Different from other
daemons, ART is implemented as a special user-level process based on the AA library. The communi-
cation between ART and other daemons and processes is managed by the AA communication services
(LComm, PMWComm).
6.2.1.2 The Application Side
As we stated above, in the AA model only a single process runs on each resource. The addition/re-
lease/replacing of a resource is associated with the addition/release/replacing of a process. After each
action, the AA only needs to inform the result of the action to the application. On the other hand,
the application checks if any actions are performed by using GetNotiﬁcation(int tag). Two types of
tag PROCESS ADDED and PROCESS KILLING/PROCESS KILLED are respectively used to check if
a new process is added or a process is killed. Adding a host is straightforward: after added a host, the
AAsendsthe PROCESS ADDED notiﬁcationtotheapplication,whichcanunpackthenotiﬁcationmes-
sage by Upk*() and then migrate load to the new host to make use of the host. Releasing a host is a
three-phase process:
 1. Before killing a process, the AA sends a PROCESS KILLING notiﬁcation to the application to
indicate its desire to kill the process.
 2. Upon receiving the notiﬁcation, the application vacates the process, and sends a
READY FOR KILLING notiﬁcation to the AA by invoking ReadyforKilling() to indicate that
the process is ready to be killed.
 3. Upon receiving the READY FOR KILLING notiﬁcation, the AA kills the process and releases
the related host. The AA sends a PROCESS KILLED notiﬁcation to the application to indicate
that the process has been removed.
The replacement process is decomposed to an addition of new process and a killing of the replaced
process. AnotiﬁcationmessagewhichincludesthetargetprocessUPIDandbasichostinformationsuch6.2. Online Feedback-based Automatic Resource Conﬁguration 79
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Figure 6.4: The automatic resource conﬁguration: application code structure.
as processing speed and CPU load are returned when GetNotiﬁcation() returns true. Application reports
ESDs via API ReportESD().
AnAA-enabledapplicationshouldhaveacontrol/masterprocess,whichisresponsibleforlistening
for the process addition notiﬁcation and reporting the ESD; and a number computation processes which
computes the real problem. The master process could also be one of the computation processes. For
example, here we have an adaptive application which is developed based on a local load balancing
algorithm. When a new process is generated, the master tells the related process that a new neighbour
has been added. The process then migrates its load to the new added neighbour. Gradually, the load of
all the processes will be balanced through the periodical balancing. Figure 6.4 shows the code structure.
Listing 6.1 and 6.2 show code fragments.
Listing 6.1: Master process code
// start the AA and enable the automatic resource configuration service .
AA aa = new AA( arge , 1 ) ;
// Tell the AA the process name to add / delete .
aa  >DeployProcess (”Worker” );
while ( true ) f
//A process / resource is added .
if (( aa  >GetNotification (PROCESS ADDED)) > 0 ) f
int upid = aa   >UpkInteger ();
float p = aa   >UpkFloat ();
float load = aa   >UpkFloat ()
// tell related processes a new neighbour (UPID) is added .
. . .
g
//A process / resource is released .
if (( aa  >GetNotification (PROCESS KILLED)) > 0)f
g
// Monitor ESD according to a ESD function .
. . .
// report ESD value to the AA.6.3. The Utility Classiﬁcation Policy 80
ReportESD ( value );
g
Listing 6.2: Computation process code
while ( true )f
/ / computation
. . .
/ / Periodically load balancing with i t s two neighbour processes .
. . .
/ / Receiving the process k i l l i n g signal .
if (( aa  >GetNotification (PROCESS KILLING)) > 0 ) f
/ / Migrate load to two neighbour processes .
. . .
if ( process is vacated )
aa  >ReadyforKilling ( ) ;
g
. . .
g
6.3 The Utility Classiﬁcation Policy
Resources in the candidate resource environment (e.g. a grid) are usually heterogeneous in that these
resources may have different instruction sets, computer architectures, number of processor, physical
memory size, CPU speed and so on, and also different operation systems, ﬁle systems, and so on. The
heterogeneity can result in signiﬁcant variations in the processing capabilities and cost of executing
applications. The resources can be classiﬁed by these characteristics. For example, Figure 6.5 shows a
testbed composed by 11 types of hosts classiﬁed by their characteristics such as location, MIPS ranking,
and price.
A Resource Conﬁguration (RC) is composed of a number of the same or different types of hosts
from the resource environment. In order to ﬁnd an optimum RC4which can satisfy the execution require-
ment (ESD  1:0), we must know which types of hosts are effective for the execution and how many
such hosts are needed to fulﬁll the requirement. The heterogeneity makes the execution performance dif-
ﬁcult to assess. Traditionally, people select hosts according to resource characteristics obtained from the
resource information systems such as MDS and Network Weather Service (NWS). For example, people
prefer to select hosts that have higher processor speed or MIPS ranking. However, standard performance
measures such as wall clock and cumulative CPU time do not separate application code and computing
platform performance. Thus, a resource which has a high SPEC (Standard Performance Evaluation Cor-
poration ) rank does not necessarily provide high performance to a speciﬁc application. The performance
indices could depend on many factors including communication delay, memory size, operating system,
cost, or even personal preferences. It is difﬁcult to evaluate all these factors and ﬁnd the “good” hosts
before execution.
4The optimum RC may not be unique and may change according to the change of execution behaviour or resource environment.6.3. The Utility Classiﬁcation Policy 81
Figure 6.5: A WWG testbed composed of 11 types of resources. [BM02]
One solution to this problem is to test the hosts to see if they could bring positive effects or not. By
using our on-line resource conﬁguration technology, we are able to classify hosts on the ﬂy according
to the actual historical performance effects they brought to the application. In this section, we introduce
the Utility Classiﬁcation policy to automatically and dynamically conﬁgure the optimum RC. It aims to
accomplish two goals: 1. To classify hosts according to whether they are appropriate or unsuitable for
the application. 2. To conﬁgure sufﬁcient effective hosts by adding or releasing until the RC satisﬁes the
execution requirement.
6.3.1 The Policy
The theory behind this policy is to use host utilities to classify hosts. A high utility host is regarded as a
good host, which means that adding such a host to the execution should improve the performance. The
utility of host type X to an execution context a5, denoted by AU(X;a), can be calculated as the average
value of the historical ESD rewards that the host type has made to the execution context. To simplify,
AU(X, a) is written as AU(X) and the term of utility is abbreviated as AU (average utility). In the rest
of the chapter, unless explicitly stated, the utility to the application execution context equals the utility
to the application. The reward a host type X brings to an execution context a at time t is denoted by
5An execution context includes an application, the application’s setup (input, users) and QoS requirements.6.3. The Utility Classiﬁcation Policy 82
R(X;a;t). To simply, it is written as R(X).
R(X) is calculated as:
R(X) =
8
<
:
ESDafter adding X   ESDprevious Adding X
ESDprevious   ESDafter deleting X Deleting X
(6.1)
Note that R(X) is evaluated when a host is being added or deleted but replaced. This is because R(X)
only reﬂects the value of one type but replacing involves two types of hosts (the one replaced and the
substitute).
The AU(X) records the average rewards the host has brought to the application all the time. It tells
how good the host is in general. It is calculated by:
AU(X) =
X
R(X)=n (n = evaluation times) (6.2)
For example, if after adding a host type A the ESD increases 0.2 (R(A)1 = 0:2), this means the
host type A made a 0.2 contribution to the application at that time. AU(A) = 0:2. Next time, after
adding another type A the ESD increases 0.1 (R(A)2 = 0:1), then AU(A) = (0:2 + 0:1)=2 = 0:15.
The third time, adding a type A causes the ESD decrease by 0.1 (R(A)3 =  0:1), then AU(A) =
(0:2+0:1 0:1)=3 = 0:067. The AU is updated in this manner. For each ESD report, the AA evaluates
the AU of the host class that was added/deleted in the last update; and use the evaluated AU values as
the basis for adding/replacing/deleting a class of hosts in order to make the ESD approaching 1.0. The
AA keeps updating the AU values iteratively and use them to deal with the resource conﬁguration in the
coming turns - basically, the higher AU a class of resource holds, the higher the probability that the AA
will choose and keep its members.
A host AU table is recorded as:
Host Type AU Selection Probability Evaluation Times
A 1.001 48% 5
B -1.19 1% 1
C 1.122 51% 10
The AU can be negative, indicating that resources of this type generally bring negative effects to the
application. Another factor in the AU table is the selection probability (SP), which is calculated based
on the AU to decide which class of hosts to be added. In the above example, type C has the greatest
possibility to be selected. Although type B currently provides negative utility to the application, we still
consider that this type may be helpful in the future therefore assign 1% selection probability to it. We
will explain this later. The ﬁnal factor in the table is the Evaluation Times, which tells how many times
the related hosts have been evaluated. This information however is not taken into account for current
resource selection process but may be used for future upgrading of the policy.
Below, Algorithm 4, 5, and 6 will describe the rules for AU update, SP calculation, and the RC
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Algorithm 4 AU Update
1. In the ﬁrst execution, before the ﬁrst time of updating, each host type has an initial AU " = 0:5
(default utility). At the ﬁrst time of updating, " changes to zero.
2. Except the ﬁrst execution, the initial AU at the beginning of execution equals the value from the last
execution.
3. Update AU according to the equation 6.1 and 6.2.
Algorithm 5 Selection Probability (SP) Calculation
1. Copy all the AU values to AU0.
2. Shift all the AU0 values by adding all numbers with the absolute of the most negative (minimum
value) such that the most negative one will become zero and all other number become positive.
3. Shift all the AU0 value by adding a very small number if any AU0 value = 0.
4. SP(X) = AU0(X)=
P
AU0.
For rule 1 of algorithm 4, each resource type is initially assigned a default utility ". In this way
every type will have the same selection probability and will be attractive to be chosen and evaluated at
least once. The rule 2 of algorithm 4 makes use of the information obtained from last executions (the
AU table, representing the host classiﬁcation) to guide host selection in order to save tuning time. For
rule 3 of algorithm 5, a small number is added because we still want to give a small chance to the current
worst type. In algorithm 6, there are three parameters 	, , and 
. They can be customized according
to the actual execution condition. The default conﬁguration of 
 =  1 aims to give chances to more
“bad hosts”.
In this policy we have chosen the average utility AU as the benchmark to determine how good a
host is. There is another utility value in this context - the marginal utility (MU). MU(X) = R(X).
It reﬂects the instant utility the host brings to the application at a speciﬁc time. Different from AU, It
tells how good the host is in the current situation. However, as we know, the reward R(X) is not only
inﬂuenced by the previous action taken but also the current state, i.e. the current allocated hosts, the
MU(X) cannot always represent the true utility of a host. For example, given an application has been
provided 5 hosts with very large communication latency, the addition of any host may bring down the
performance because of the latency bottleneck. If host Y which has not previously been evaluated is
added now, even though Y is supposed to be a good host, its MU will still be negative. In this situation,
its MU cannot represent its true utility. Moreover, due to the change in execution behaviour and resource
environment, the contribution a host brings to the application could dynamically change, with the MU
changing accordingly. The MU could oscillate dramatically throughout an execution, and this could
make the host classiﬁcation difﬁcult. Therefore we did not choose the MU as our benchmark to classify
hosts.
Although the reward a host type brings to the application can vary, its AU will gradually approach
its true value as more evaluations are performed. Consider the above example. If host Y is really a good
host, its AU will increase in other situations (e.g. no latency bottlenecks). If it is not, its AU will still be6.3. The Utility Classiﬁcation Policy 84
Algorithm 6 Tuning Algorithm
	 = Tuning Amplitude, the number of hosts to be added/replaced/deleted at each time. Default
	 = 1.
 = Tuning Interval, the number of ESD reports between two action attempts. Default  = 1.

 = AU Criterion, the borderline AU to determine a good host - AU(good host) >= 
. Default

 =  1.
Add Action: According to the SP, the AA chooses to add 	 type X hosts. If A(X) > 
 and all
X are available, the AA adds X to the execution. If not re-do the add action.
Replace Action: Replace 	 lowest AU host type X in current RC with 	 available host type Y whose
AU(Y ) = maxAU(all the other available hosts), AU(Y ) >= 
, and AU(Y ) > AU(X).
Delete Action: Delete 	 lowest AU hosts.
Procedure:
The AA starts with the “add” action.
While ESD < 1:0:
In each  reports
1. Update: The AA updates AU, SP.
2. Attempt: The AA tries one of the three actions “add”, “replace” or “delete” per time. If a certain
action improves ESD, the AA keeps performing such action in the next turn. If not, it tries an alternative
action. The AA changes the action according to the order “add! replace! delete! add”.
negative. Basically, the more evaluations, the more accurate the AU will be. This is the reason we do
not use the exact utility value to select hosts. Motivated by the Certainty Factors in the expert system,
we choose to use the selection probability to make the decision. It is also the reason we retain a ﬂoor for
the worst utility hosts. This protect us from losing these hosts due to a possible misleading evaluation.
6.3.2 Policy Evaluation
In the experiments below we will investigate the effectiveness of the Utility Classiﬁcation policy. We
have chosen to use a simulated framework for this purpose. There are three reasons for doing so. Firstly,
we need a large number of heterogeneous hosts to fairly evaluate the ability of host classiﬁcation. Sec-
ondly, we need to be able to deliberately make changes to the resource environment (such as resource
availability) in order to prove the adaption of the policy. Thirdly, we need to test different applications,
different application requirements, and different resource environments to show that the policy is general
to suit any situation. Overall, by using simulation we have more control over the applications and the
resource environments.
We will evaluate the policy by two simulated experiments, based on two types of applications - an
iterative parallel computation and a non-iterative embarrassingly parallel computation.6.4. Experiment I - Two Dimension Heat Equation 85
6.4 Experiment I - Two Dimension Heat Equation
A large number of scientiﬁc and engineering applications exhibit an iterative nature. Examples include
partial differential equation solvers, particle simulations, and circuit simulations [CMK+94]. We have
chosentoexperimentatﬁrstwiththeclassofiterativeapplicationsfortworeasons: thisclassisimportant
in the scientiﬁc and engineering communities, and its iterative behaviour is easy for the AA to learn. In
this experiment, we use a two-dimension heat equation application as a typical example of iterative
applications. Obviously, the heat equation is not only restricted to heat. Many other physical phenomena
share the same form of the heat equation such as mass transfer, momentum transfer, and Schrodinger’s
equation. Mathematical detail of heat equation can be found in [Ro04].
6.4.1 Simulation Setup
We ﬁrst simulate 5 clusters of host (A, B, C, D, and E). In each cluster the hosts are homogeneous and
classiﬁed by their processing capability (P) and location (L). A RC to execute the application can then
be represented by ffP0;L0g;fP1;L1g;:::fPi;Ligg. The latency among hosts inside a cluster is ﬁxed,
denoted by La. The delay for sending d data units inside a cluster is assumed to be d  La. For cross-
cluster communication, we assume that the delay is only affected by hosts’ distance. We use h to denote
a host and hi denote the ith host in the RC. The communication delay for sending d data between host
i and j in a cross-domain environment = d  jhi:L   hj:Lj. In the testbed, the P of the 5 host type
are respectively P(A) = 100 UD(unit data)/UT(unit time), P(B) = 200 UD/UT, P(C) = 300 UD/UT,
P(D) = 400 UD/UT and P(E) = 500 UD/UT. Their locations are changeable according to speciﬁc
experiments.
For the application, a 2D (1000  1000) mesh of cells is used to represent the problem data space.
At each iteration, the new value of each grid cell is deﬁned to be a function of itself and its four nearest
neighbours during the previous iteration (Figure 6.6). Typically, the grid computation is parallelized by
partitioning the grid into rectangular regions, and then assigning each region to a different host. This
decomposition strategy is favourable because a processor need only exchange the value of the border
cells for its region during each iteration. The amount of computational work scales as the area of each
region, whereas the amount of delay due to communication is not affected by the scale of the region. In
the application, the grid is decomposed into 1000 rectangular regions, called computational elements.
The application distributes the elements onto hosts according to their processing capability. A load
balancing algorithm 76 is used to make the application adapt to the provided RC (Figure 6.7). Once the
RC is changed, the master process, which is the ﬁrst process in RC, autonomously gathers values of all
cells in other processes, and re-distributes the cells with their current values according to the algorithm
to maximally make use of the allocated hosts.
The simulated application processes are created by Java threads. A thread is spawned on one “host”.
A sleep() function is used to simulate the computation time, which is calculated with the allocated host’s
6This algorithm is not an optimum algorithm since it does not take into account the communication delay. As we introduced,
load balancing is beyond our research scope. Our goal is to provide the best-effort execution environment to run the application
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Algorithm 7 A simple global load balancing algorithm
Pi = the processing capability of host i in RC.
Ni = the number of elements distributed on host i.
for n from 1 to 100
ﬁnd k in (1,...i) such that (Nk + 1)=Pk is minimum;
Nk = Nk + 1;
Figure 6.6: 2D heat equation computation.
processing capability. Updating a cell needs to compute 0.01 UD. Updating a rectangular region then
needs to compute 10 UD. The communication delay is also simulated by sleep(), which is performed by
a separate “send” thread. Passing a cell value needs to send 0.01 UD data. It will be totally sending 10
UD data for 1000 cells in the border region in one time of message passing. For a unit time (UT), the
simulation sleeps for 1000 milliseconds7. The simulation details can be found in Appendix C.
6.4.2 Simulation Validation
We ﬁrst validate the simulation by setting La = 0. We repeated run experiments allocating 5, 10,
15, 20, 25 hosts of type E (P = 500) to execute the application. The theoretical execution speed
(iterations/UT) is 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25. Figure 6.8 shows the average experimental speed. We can
see that although the actual speed is relatively lower than theoretical values due to simulation and speed
monitoring overheads, it still displays a linear speedup because we have neglected the communication
delay.
We then set La = 0:1. Due to communication latency, the execution speed is supposed to restricted
in (1:0=(0:1  10) = 1:0 iterations/UT. We now again allocate 10, 20, 30, 40 hosts of type E to execute
the application. Figure 6.8 shows the experiment result. As we can see, the speed increases linearly
according to the host number when allocating less than 20 hosts. In this situation the computation
time is longer than the communication delay (1 UT), so the speed has a linear relationship with the
total processing capabilities. When allocating more than 20 hosts, the communication delay starts to
dominate the execution time. The execution speed therefore is limited by 1.0 iterations/UT. Due to
simulation overheads, the maximum speed is around 0.98.
In the simulation the execution speed oscillates iteration by iteration due to unsynchronized pro-
7Higher sleep time can avoid the overhead introduced by simulation, e.g. CPU overload caused by simulation.6.4. Experiment I - Two Dimension Heat Equation 87
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Figure 6.7: The grid cells are distributed into a type A host, a type B host, and a type C host.
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Figure 6.8: Simulation validation.
cessing speed (thread sleep simulation). Sometimes the oscillation gets very strong. The oscillation also
happens in the real world due to unstable processing capability and network factors. Because of the
unstable execution behaviour, the reported ESD will therefore ﬂuctuate. The ﬂuctuations may lead to
AA’s overreacting. For example, a temporary ESD drop may cause the AA to add redundant resources.
In order to remove the ESD noise signals, the AA uses the average ESD as the representative benchmark
to determine the tuning. The AA will not perform any actions until the average ﬁltered ESD is stable,
which can be detected through the variability or dispersion of a series of ﬁltered values. The AA renews
the average ﬁlter for every new RC. Figure 6.9 shows an actual ESD record and its ﬁltered value.
6.4.3 Experimental Setup
In order to demonstrate the adaption of the Utility Classiﬁcation approach, we build different resource
environmentsbasedonthetestbedinthefollowing4subexperimentstoruntheapplication. Theresource
setup for the 4 experiments is shown in Table 6.1.
The user’s QoS in all these experiments is a single requirement - execution speed, given in iterations
per UT. Such execution rate requirements are common in real world especially when performing on-line6.4. Experiment I - Two Dimension Heat Equation 88
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Figure 6.9: The ﬁltered ESD is much smoother.
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Figure 6.10: Results of experiment I.1 - homogeneous environment, QoS = 0.8 iterations/UT
parallel rendering. The execution rate is important for smooth rendering. The ESD is deﬁned as:
ESD = observed speed=desired speed.
The application reports ESD to the AA every iteration, except for the ﬁrst iteration after each RC’s
reconﬁguration because of the overhead from the time cost to gather cells and re-distribute to processes.
The AA’s job is to tune the RC to make the execution satisfy the QoS requirement. Neither the
application nor the resource manager provides the AA with information. It only knows that there are
5 host types but has no idea how they will work for the application. The AA conﬁgures the RC from
scratch, and relies fully on the ESD feedback to perform resource classiﬁcation and RC tuning.
6.4.4 Experiment I.1 - Homogenous Environment
In this experiment we only use cluster E as a resource environment (Table 6.1). We aim to show the
ability of the AA to automatically add the right number of resources (type E) to satisfy the QoS require-6.4. Experiment I - Two Dimension Heat Equation 89
Experiment Number Cluster Host Type P La Location Availability Probability
Experiment 1 E E 500 0.1 0.0 100%
Experiment 2
A A 100 0.1 0.0 100%
B B 200 0.1 0.0 100%
C C 300 0.1 0.0 100%
D D 400 0.1 0.0 100%
E E 500 0.1 0.0 100%
Experiment 3
A A 100 0.1 0.1 100%
B B 200 0.1 0.2 100%
C C 300 0.1 0.3 100%
D D 400 0.1 1.0 100%
E E 500 0.1 0.4 100%
Experiment 4
A A 100 0.1 0.1 100%
B B 200 0.1 0.2 80%
C C 300 0.1 0.3 60%
D D 400 0.1 1.0 40%
E E 500 0.1 0.4 20%
Table 6.1: Simulated resource environment for experiment I.1  I.4.
ment. We conﬁgure the tuning policy with 	 = 2 (add/delete 2 resources at a time in order to shorten
the tuning time),  = default, 
 = default. The desired speed QoS = 0.8 iterations/UT.
Figure 6.10(a) shows the application execution behaviour. The short and heavy drops during the
tuning phase were due to RC reconﬁguration overheads. After about 32 iterations, the execution speed
was tuned to the satisﬁed level 0.8. The ﬁnal resource number to satisfy the requirement was 20. Fig-
ure 6.10(b) shows the history ESD and the average-ﬁltered ESD. The ﬁltered ESD was much smoother
than the raw ESD. We can see that even though there was a temporary ESD drop due to simulation
overhead around iteration 34, the AA did not add any hosts because the tuning was done according to
the ﬁltered ESD and the AA only took action when ﬁltered ESD was stable. The AU of the host dur-
ing the execution was relatively stable, around 0.11. This was because of the homogeneous resource
environment and the iterative execution behaviour. As we know, the execution speed increases linearly
according to the number of hosts when allocating less than 20 hosts. Therefore the AU, which was the
average of the ESD rewards, remained the same.
When we raised the QoS requirement to 1.0, interesting results showed up. As we showed in valida-
tion, “0.98” is the maximum speed the execution can reach due to various overheads. As Figure 6.11(a)
shows, the ﬁnal tuned speed vibrated around 0.98. The ﬁltered ESDs could not reach 1.0 and that made
the AA keep taking actions to tune the RC. Figure 6.11(c) shows how the AA continuously added and
deleted resources to try to ﬁnd the optimum number to make ESD = 1.0. However this was impossible6.4. Experiment I - Two Dimension Heat Equation 90
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Figure 6.11: Results of experiment I.1 - homogeneous environment, QoS = 1.0 iterations/UT
because of communication overhead. After a couple of repeated reconﬁgurations, the AA stopped tuning
and remained at a host number 24. The interesting result is the AU of type E. As we know, the speedup
is limited by the communication delay when allocating more than 20 hosts E. The AU of type E started
to decline after the resource number increased to 20 (Figure 6.11(d)), because adding a type E would
make no difference for the execution speed (MU(E) = R(E) =0).
Comparing the two experiments, AU(E)(QoS = 0:8) > AU(E)(QoS = 1:0). This does make
sense. Type E is not a desirable host when the QoS =1.0 because even though it could bring positive
performance effects it cannot completely satisfy the requirement.
6.4.5 Experiment I.2 - Heterogeneous Environment
In this experiment, the resource environment contains 5 host types A, B, C, D, E. Their locations are
set to be all the same (Table 6.1). There is only an internal latency = 0.1 among them. This experiment
aims to demonstrate that the AA is able to automatically classify the hosts according to their utilities
to the application without application and host information provided in advance, and use the learned6.4. Experiment I - Two Dimension Heat Equation 91
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Figure 6.12: Results of experiment I.2 - heterogeneous environment, QoS = 0.8 iterations/UT
information to guide the resource tuning. We conﬁgure the tuning policy with 	 = 2,  = default,

 = default. The desired speed = 0.8 iterations/UT.
In the ﬁrst execution, the speed was tuned to the satisﬁed level after about 35 iterations. During
the execution, the AU of each type of hosts were evaluated, as shown in Figure 6.12(a). As we can see,
all the values were stable throughout the execution. This was because the speedup was only effected by
the processing capability but not communication latency due to relatively small QoS requirement we set.
TheirAUswereassignedaccordingtotheirprocessingcapabilities. Forexample, AU(E)  5AU(A),
which is consistent with the fact that P(E) = 5P(A). Note that the evaluation of each type started at
different time, because the AA only added and evaluated one host type at a time. Figure 6.12(b) shows
the total number of hosts used during the execution. We can see that in the beginning almost the same
number of each type was used. However, after tuning a larger number of the E type were used. This
was because all the hosts had the same default " = 0:5, and therefore the same selection probability to
be chosen in the beginning. With the evaluation of AU, type E received a higher selection probability
therefore the AA preferred this type. The RC tuning process ended with 12E, 4D, 4C, 2B, 2A, totally 24
hosts to satisfy the 0.8 speed requirement.
After the execution, the AU table became:
Host Type AU Selection Probability
A 0.023 7%
B 0.044 13%
C 0.066 20%
D 0.088 27%
E 0.109 33%
By obtaining the AU values, the AA classiﬁed these hosts into 5 levels. Type E is the preferred
type, having a 33% selection probability. This is in line with the fact that type E is the fastest and most6.4. Experiment I - Two Dimension Heat Equation 92
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(b) The number of resources in RC.
Figure 6.13: Results of experiment I.3 - heterogeneous environment with cross-domain delay, QoS = 0.8
iterations/UT, central locus = cluster E.
useful host in the current execution situation. In the subsequent execution the AA can either conﬁgure
the optimum RC found from last execution, or use the existing AU table to tune the RC from scratch to
the optimum level by using the best hosts rather than selecting them randomly. The experimental result
was that the AA took 28 iterations8 (fewer than the ﬁrst time) and used 14E, 4D, 4C to satisfy the QoS
requirement. This time the AA did not use relative bad type A, B but used more type E.
6.4.6 Experiment I.3 - Heterogeneous Environment with Cross-domain Delay
In this experiment, the locations of the ﬁve host types we set as shown in Table 6.1. The aim of the
experiment is to show that the AA is able to classify hosts and remove the bottleneck hosts to satisfy
the QoS in a relative complex environment. The classiﬁcation will take into account both the processing
capability and the communication delay (location). We conﬁgure the tuning policy with 	 = 2,  =
default, 
 = default. The desired speed = 0.8 iterations/UT.
Figure 6.13(a) shows how the execution got tuned to the required level. We notice that the speed
does not increase steadily as more resources are added. This is due to the communication delay some of
the hosts introduces. For example, around iteration 10 the speed drops signiﬁcantly due to the introduc-
ing of type D, which is located far from the allocated type E hosts therefore brings large communication
delays. Between iteration 40  90, the speed gets stuck around 0.5 and does not increase. This is
because the RC during this time includes both type B and type E. The communication delay between
these two types (theoretically 10  (0:4   0:2) = 2:0) dragged the speed down to 0.5. Fortunately by
learning and updating the AU table the AA ﬁnally removed the bottleneck type B and made the speed
raise rapidly to 0.9. From Figure 6.13(b) we can clearly see how the AA initially tried each type and
gradually removed the unsuitable hosts D, A, B and only added the positive hosts C and E. Finally the
AA successfully tuned the RC to satisfy the requirement by using 16E and 8C. In this execution the AA
8The tuning process (30 iteration) was also affected by the Tuning Amplitude 	 - bigger 	 would lead quicker tuning process.6.4. Experiment I - Two Dimension Heat Equation 93
chose cluster E as the central locus [BWF+96], and hosts in the RC were gradually assembled to be
close to cluster E to avoid long communication delay. After the execution, the AU table became:
Host Type AU Selection Probability
A 0.008 5%
B 0.013 9%
C 0.045 29%
D 0.000 1%
E 0.086 56%
The table tells us that type E is the most suitable hosts and type C is the second best choice. In later
executions, the AA will prefer adding type E and C. The result is a reﬂection of that applications need
close hosts. In this execution, the AA chose cluster E as the central locus and other hosts were evaluated
based on that choice. Even though type D is the second fastest, it is regarded as the worst host because
of its location.
Without any prior knowledge, the AA successfully found the satisﬁed RC and classiﬁed the re-
sources by autonomously learning and tuning. By using the existing classiﬁcation, the AA is able to tune
the RC faster. During the second execution, the AA only took 50 iterations to satisfy the requirement.
The selection of a central locus is automatically done by the AA. As type E is the fastest host and
is relative close to other hosts, it always has the biggest AU. The AA therefore choose cluster E as the
central locus. However this is not always the case because of the randomness in the policy. Interestingly
in one of the experiments the AA also chose cluster D (D is the second fastest) as the central locus,
although this situation was very rare. In this experiment the AA used a total of 24 type D to satisfy the
requirement. All the other types were abandoned. Figure 6.14(a) shows the RC tuning process. It took
around 250 iterations to ﬁnish the tuning. This was mainly because type E had a very high AU in the
beginning. It took a long time with repeated adding and releasing for the AA to learn that type E was
actually bad when choosing cluster D as the central locus. Figure6.14(b) shows the AU updating history.
The AU of type D is the only one increasing. For all other types the AU decreased. After the execution,
type D had the highest AU, and a selection probability around 60%.
Incaseswhereitisdifﬁculttodeterminethecharacteristicsofanapplicationandhowwellresources
will perform for it, this approach is undoubtedly great help to users who do not need to provide any
conﬁguration information. The feature is very different from the current techniques (e.g. AppLes) that
calculate resource selection according to the information provided in advance.
There is another situation the current resource selection techniques ﬁnd difﬁcult to deal with. As
we know, the allocation delay in a grid environment is always not bound. It is difﬁcult to predict which
resources will be available at a speciﬁed time. If we make the resource selection in advance and only
use the candidate hosts it may take a long time to assemble sufﬁcient hosts. In contrast, we here try
any available host as long as it is able to improve the performance of the application, even if it is not
necessarily the best. In the next experiment, we will see how the AA deals with a dynamic resource6.4. Experiment I - Two Dimension Heat Equation 94
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Figure 6.14: Results of experiment I.3 - heterogeneous environment with cross-domain delay, QoS = 0.8
iterations/UT, central locus = cluster D.
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Figure 6.15: The number of resource in RC in experiment I.4 - dynamic environment, QoS = 0.8 itera-
tions/UT
environment.
6.4.7 Experiment I.4 - Dynamic Resource Environment
In this experiment, we change the resource environment to be dynamic. We assume that due to competi-
tion from other jobs, the required hosts are not always available to the AA. The availability probabilities
are set to 100%, 80%, 60%, 40% and 20% respectively for type A, B, C, D, and E (Table 6.1). For
example, the 80% availability probability means that if the AA requests to add type B 10 times, the
request will on average fail twice. In a real-world scenario the availability probability can also change
dynamically. Here we use a ﬁxed probability because it makes it easier to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the approach. We conﬁgure the tuning policy with 	 = 2,  = default, 
 = default. The desired
speed = 0.8 iterations/UT.
In the dynamic environment, through about 120 iterations tuning, the AA ﬁnally used 25 type C6.5. Experiment II - Economy-based Task Farming 95
and 4 type B to satisfy the requirement. Figure 6.15 shows the historical host number in RC. We can
see now the AA gradually abandoned other types and started selecting type C and B. This result reﬂects
the availability probabilities in the clusters. Because it was difﬁcult to obtain type E, the AA chose the
alternative type C as the central locus. Other hosts were then assembled because they were close to type
C. Since type C has lower processing capability, the number of total hosts in the ﬁnal RC was larger than
that in experiment I.3. After the execution, the utility table changed to:
Host Type AU Selection Probability
A -0.036 20%
B 0.043 26%
C 0.069 29%
D -0.3 1%
E 0.015 24%
As we expected, cluster C has the highest AU because of its relative high processing capability
and high availability probability. Type E however is not regarded as good as experiment I.3 because
resources of this type were too difﬁcult to obtain. Type B replaced type E to be the second preference
because resources of this type are close to those of type C, has a reasonable performance and a high
availability probability. The utility table thus does not only represent the static attributes of hosts but
also the dynamic characteristics such as availability as demonstrated here.
Based on the AU table, the AA will prefer to choose hosts in cluster C and B, because they are
good, and also easy to obtain.
6.5 Experiment II - Economy-based Task Farming
In the last experiment the Utility Classiﬁcation policy showed its effectiveness in supporting iterative
applications. The execution requirements of iterative applications are always some kinds of execution
rates (iteration/sec, cost/iteration). The ESDs are independent of previous iteration behaviour and do not
change frequently under the same RC.
For task farming applications which are usually non-iterative, the QoS requirements will involve
the whole execution (e.g. execution deadline and budget). The ESD is therefore more heavily affected
by previous behaviour and could dynamically change even under the same RC. This brings additional
difﬁculty to the tuning. In the following experiments we will demonstrate that the AA is able to support
non-iterative applications and can also support multiple QoS requirements.
6.5.1 Experimental Setup
The Parameter sweep application [BGA00, BMA02] is a common task farming application. This model
contains a large number of independent tasks operating on different data sets (Single Program Multiple
Data (SPMD) model). A range of scenarios and parameters to be explored are applied to the application
as the input values to generate different data sets. Each task therefore take similar time to compute. In or-
der to compare the effectiveness of our approach with existing techniques, we build the experiment based6.5. Experiment II - Economy-based Task Farming 96
Host/Type Process ability (UD/UT) Cost (unit cost(UC)/UT)
0 1 10
1 1 12
2 1 14
3 1 16
4 1 18
5 1 20
6 1 22
7 1 24
8 1 26
9 1 28
Table 6.2: Simulated resource environment composed of 10 heterogeneous hosts.
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Figure 6.16: Simulated parameter sweep application, resources and the AA. The master thread reports
the ESD and the AA thread decides to add/replace/delete worker threads.
on paper [BGA00], which introduce the well-known deadline and budget constrained (DBC) scheduling
algorithms.
We simulate the 10 hosts classiﬁed by their costs in Table 6.2 according to paper [BGA00].
The adaptive application is created by a master Java thread and a number of worker Java threads.
The master thread has 100 tasks and each tasks has 90 units of data to process. The master thread
continuously distributes the tasks to idle workers to process. Worker threads simulate the processing
delay by sleeping 100 millisecond for 1 UT. For example, if a worker is spawned on host 0 then its
processing capability is 1 UD/UT. To compute 1 UD, it will take 100 millisecond in real time. One
worker is spawned on one host. The maximum number of workers is therefore 10. The job of another
Java thread of the AA is to add/replace/delete hosts (worker threads) for the application according to the
policy to satisfy its execution requirements - the deadline and budget (Figure 6.16).
The optimal deadline for this experiment is archived when all the hosts are allocated for the appli-6.5. Experiment II - Economy-based Task Farming 97
cation, which should be ideally 900. Due to simulation overhead, the simulation always takes more time
to ﬁnish (our model took 92641 millisecond and 926 UT when allocating all the hosts). We therefore
set the optimal deadline to be 900  (1 + 10%) UT. The lowest budget of 126000 UC is the budget
required to execute 20 tasks on each of the 5 cheapest queues. For this value, the deadline of 990 UT is
not feasible and a deadline of 1980 (990  2) is required.
In the experiments the QoS speciﬁed by the user is 1980 UT deadline with a budget of 126000 (the
reason we have chosen this QoS is that it is relatively difﬁcult to achieve according to paper [BGA00]).
As there are two requirements (deadline and budget) we need to deﬁne two sub ESDs and combine them
in some way. Here we use the Cobb-Douglas function to create the ESD function.
1 = Actual computing rate (UD/UT) at time t.
"1 = Desired computing rate (UD/UT) at time t = (Total data   computed data)/(Deadline   t).
2 = Actual cost rate (UC/UD) at time t.
"2 = Desired cost rate (UC/UD) at time t = (Budget   used cost)/(Total data   computed data)
ESD1 = 1/"1. if ESD1 > 1:0;ESD1 = 1:0
ESD2 = "2/ 2. if ESD2 > 1:0;ESD2 = 1:0
ESD = ESD
1  ESD
1 
2
ESD1, which represents the deadline satisfaction degree, is displaced in Figure 6.17. ESD2 rep-
resenting the cost satisfaction degree, is inﬂuenced by ESD1. The budget requirement is more difﬁcult
to fulﬁll because the budge is the lowest. The budget ESD therefore has a bigger inﬂuence on the total
ESD. So (1   ) > 0:5. Meanwhile, we still want to satisfy the deadline as much as possible, so 
cannot be too small, otherwise the ESD feedback is difﬁcult to represent the deadline requirement. So
we set  = 0:3.
The application reports ESD to the AA every 10 UT. The tuning policy is conﬁgured by 	 =
default,  = default, 
 = 0. Thereasonweset
 = 0isthatwedonotwanttogivetoomanychances
to the “bad” hosts in order to save the tuning time, which has a great impact on the completion time. This
is different from iterative applications where the performance is rarely related to the completion time.
6.5.2 Experiment II.1
As the policy has some randomness at the start of the tuning process, we run 5 tests to get an average
result. Table 6.3 shows the results of the 5 tests. For the ﬁrst executions (executions without learning
the AU tables), the average completed percentage is 91%. We can see there are some differences among
tests for the ﬁrst executions. This is due to the randomness of resource selection in the beginning.
For example, in test 2 which has the worst performance, the AA unfortunately chose several bad hosts
like 6, 7, 8, and 9 in the beginning. Since those hosts still brought positive effects to the application
(increased the deadline ESD) in the early stage of execution, the AA initially regarded them as good
hosts. Gradually, the AA realized that those hosts were not so good (damaged the budget ESD) and
re-evaluated them. The re-evaluation process extended the tuning process and additional costs were6.5. Experiment II - Economy-based Task Farming 98
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Figure 6.17: The application is expected to run as the “desired speed” from time t in order to meet the
deadline. We calculate the satisfaction degree of the deadline at time t as actual speed=desired speed.
First Execution Second Execution
Completed Time Cost Completed Time Cost
Test 1 91% 1797 126000 97% 1858 126000
Test 2 82% 1027 126000 97% 1765 126000
Test 3 87% 1410 126000 95% 1884 126000
Test 4 100% 1860 126000 100% 1862 126000
Test 5 93% 1783 126000 99% 1980 125724
Average 91% (SD = 6.7%) 98% (SD = 1.9%)
Table 6.3: Test results in experiment II.1. The “ﬁrst executions” are performed without any information
provided before execution, and the “second executions” are performed based on the AU tables obtained
from the “ﬁrst executions”. Completed: the percentage of the completed tasks in the total tasks within
the Deadline and Budget. Time: total competition time, which cannot go beyond the deadline. Cost:
total cost, which cannot go beyond the budget.6.5. Experiment II - Economy-based Task Farming 99
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Figure 6.18: The historical AU of type 5  9 in the ﬁrst execution of test 2.
incurred during the “try and release” process. Even so, the AA ﬁnally realised their real utilities with
respect to the application. Figure 6.18 shows the AU evaluation process for type 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 in
the initial execution of test 2. As we know, to satisfy the 126000 budget, the application can only use
5 cheapest hosts, i.e. type 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. Other types should have negative AUs to the application.
From the ﬁgure we can see that although type 6, 7, 8, and 9 gave positive AUs in the beginning, their
AUs gradually declined to be negative when more evaluation were performed. The AU values were very
useful for later executions - during the second execution of test 2, based on the learned AU table, the
execution performance was improved to 97%.
The opposite example to test 2 is test 4, in which the AA luckily selected the very suitable hosts
0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 from the beginning. Since the ESD was already satisﬁed at that stage, the AA stopped
tuning and just used the 5 hosts to execute the application. Therefore the tuning process was very short
and the execution performance was very good (100% success in the ﬁrst execution).
Based on the AU table produced by the ﬁrst execution in each test, the performance of the second
execution in each test is much better and more stable. The average completed percentage rises up to
98%. We can see that no matter how good or bad the ﬁrst executions are, the AA can still produce AU
tables that will enhance the performance of subsequent executions.
Let us take test 5 as an example (other tests have similar behaviour) and use it to investigate some
detailed information from the tuning process. In this test, the application completed 93% tasks within
the deadline and budget (1783 UT, 126000 UC). Figure 6.19(a) shows the historical ESDs. In this
Figure ESD1 was higher than ESD2 on average, because the deadline that ESD1 represents is a looser
requirement. The ESD kept changing due to the tuning. In the end stage of execution, the ESD dropped
quickly no matter how the AA tuned. This was because the processing and tuning had already ruined
the satisfaction regarding deadline and budget. Figure 6.19(b) shows the history of host number in the
RC. Even though the number oscillated, the average number was about 5. After the ﬁrst execution, the
AU table became:6.5. Experiment II - Economy-based Task Farming 100
Host Type AU Selection Probability
0 0.608 22%
1 0.674 24%
2 0.151 12%
3 0.621 23%
4 -0.192 5%
5 -0.259 3%
6 -0.138 6%
7 -0.289 2%
8 -0.323 2%
9 -0.408 1%
Inspiringly, without any knowledge of the resources, the AA managed to ﬁnd the desirability of
resources from the on-line learning process. We can see now the AA assigned high AU values to types
0  3. This is consistent with the fact that these hosts have the highest cost performance and highest AU
to the application under the requirement (as we know, in order to meet the requirement the application
only needs the 5 cheapest hosts: host 0  4). Type 5  9 were assigned negative AU values because
they could only bring negative effects to the application under such requirements. Their utilities were
descending and host 9 had the lowest AU, because it is the most expensive host. One small error is
associate with the host 4, which was supposed to have a higher utility value. One of the reasons for this
discrepancy is that the AA had randomly selected too many hosts in the beginning and this reduced the
host requirements in terms of completion time afterwards, which made host 4 less important.
Having established the AU table, it is much easier for the AA to tune the RC during subsequent
executions. In the second execution, the AA completed 99.9% tasks by 1980 UT, with 125724 UC.
Figure 6.20(a) and Figure 6.20(b) show the ESDs and RC history. As we know, the number of hosts in
the optimum RC is supposed to be 5, since the budget of 126000 units is only enough to complete the
application if the cheapest 5 nodes are used. However because of the initial spike in the RC tuning, the
AA ran out of money in the later stages of execution. The AA therefore was forced to release one host
to safeguard the budget. This action slightly slowed down the execution and the application could not be
100% completed before the deadline.
6.5.2.1 Comparing with the DBC Scheduling Algorithms
Table 6.4 shows a summary of performance comparison between the Utility Classiﬁcation and the DBC
scheduling algorithms. Here the Utility Classiﬁcation policy shows its clear effectiveness. For the QoS
of 990 and 17100, to complete 100% tasks all hosts much be allocated. Since the Utility Classiﬁcation
algorithm only deals with one type of host at a time, it takes time to add all the hosts to the execution -
the adding procedure reduced the performance about 0.1%.
We must stress that the Utility Classiﬁcation policy is performed without any prior resource knowl-
edge, while the DBC algorithm relies on resource information like cost performance being made avail-
able and also needs to perform an evaluation in advance. However in some cases, the cost performance6.5. Experiment II - Economy-based Task Farming 101
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Figure 6.19: First execution in Experiment II.1 .
of a host to an application could not be calculated just based on general information like SPEC rank,
because a host may have different execution performance to different applications. This knowledge can
only be obtained from previous execution experiences. This indirectly increases the workload of the
user. In contrast, the Utility Classiﬁcation policy learns the knowledge automatically during the tuning
process and the users does not need to do any resource calculation beforehand.
6.5.3 Experiment II.2 - Small Grain Size
In experiment II.1, although the second executions completed 98% job on average, the initial executions
were not very inspiring (completed only 91%). We believe that the reaction of the AA to a resource
selection has not been optimised. Because the data grain size is one task (90 unit data) and no migration
policy applied in the application, when the AA decides to delete a host, the application cannot kill the
related process until the under processing task has been completed. The slow reaction resulting from
this causes the AA to over-estimate or under-estimate the AU of deleted hosts. For example, deleting
host 9 is supposed to make the ESD climb. However, due to the deletion delay combined with the ESD
dropping trend, the ESD might be smaller than the ESD before host 9 has been deleted and this has a
decremental effect on the utility evaluation for host 9. Moreover, the slow reaction will extend the tuning
process, and thereby affect the deadline and the budget satisfaction.
An easy way to speed up the application’s reaction time is to decrease the grain size. In this experi-
ment, we slightly change the data set: the master has 9000 tasks and each task only has 1 unit data. The
total data amount is the same as last experiment but the grain size is much smaller.
We use the same ESD function and the same QoS requirement: Deadline = 1980, Budget = 126000.
Table 6.5 shows the results. As we expected, the average performance of the ﬁrst executions increases
to 98%, which is much better than in experiment 1. In the second executions all the tests were 100%
completed within the grain size restrictions.
Figure 6.21(a) and Figure 6.21(b) show the history of ESDs and RCs of Test 5. Comparing with6.5. Experiment II - Economy-based Task Farming 102
QoS Requirement Algorithm Completed Time Cost
D = 1980, C = 126000
Utility Classiﬁcation (ﬁrst execution) 91% 1575 126000
Utility Classiﬁcation (second execution) 98% 1870 126000
DBC Cost Minimisation 98% 1939 125440
DBC None Minimisation 97% 1912 125900
DBC Time Minimisation 82% 1968 102350
D = 990, C = 171000
Utility Classiﬁcation (ﬁrst execution) 99.9% 990 169660
Utility Classiﬁcation (second execution) 99.9% 990 169850
DBC Cost Minimisation 86% 982 139800
DBC None Minimisation 99% 930 168690
DBC Time Minimisation 100% 933 171000
Table6.4: ComparingtheUtilityClassiﬁcationalgorithmwiththeDBCschedulingalgorithms[BGA00].
D = Deadline, C = Budget.
First Execution Second Execution
Completed Time Cost Completed Time Cost
Test 1 98% 1967 126000 100% 1855 126000
Test 2 95% 1980 121908 100% 1843 125814
Test 3 99% 1836 126000 100% 1851 126000
Test 4 100% 1860 126000 100% 1862 126000
Test 5 97% 1725 126000 100% 1859 126000
Average 98% (SD=1.9%) 100% (SD=0.0%)
Table 6.5: Test results in experiment II.2.6.6. The Utility Classiﬁcation Policy Summary 103
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Figure 6.20: Second execution in Experiment II.1 .
Figure 6.19(a), the tuning process in the experiment is ﬁne while the process in experiment II.1 is coarse.
After the execution, the AUs are much closer to the true values because the AA had more times to
evaluate the utility and was given more accurate ESD reactions because of the smaller grain tasks:
Host Type Utility Selection Probability
0 0.623 36%
1 0.170 15%
2 0.120 14%
3 0.098 12%
4 -0.003 8%
5 -0.156 1%
6 -0.020 7%
7 -0.076 4%
8 -0.124 2%
9 -0.176 1%
We can see the AU values decrement from host 0 to host 9. Host0  3 are assigned the absolute
advantages, and the utilities of other hosts are sorted according to their real cost performance. Unsur-
prisingly, relying on the AU table, in the second execution the AA completed the application 100% by
1859 UT; 126000 UC.
6.6 The Utility Classiﬁcation Policy Summary
The Utility Classiﬁcation policy classiﬁes hosts according to their historical performance contributions
to the application. According to this classiﬁcation, the AA chooses high utility hosts and withdraws low
utility hosts to conﬁgure an optimum RC to satisfy user’s QoS requirements. An important feature of the6.6. The Utility Classiﬁcation Policy Summary 104
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Figure 6.21: First execution in Experiment II.2 .
policy is that it does not require users to provide any information regarding applications nor resources
in advance. This unique feature helps users who do not have parallel computing background to execute
distributed applications very easily. Moreover, the classiﬁcation can be used to guide either manual
or automatic resource selection in future executions. The information systems like MDS and NWS
only provide a host’s benchmark performance, which might not be the real performance to a speciﬁc
application.
The policy can also collaborate with grid information systems. For example, the CPU load on a
host can be dynamic. The utility a host provides to an application will therefore also be dynamic due to
the load change. In this case, we need to use information systems to monitor the load and calculate the
utility taking account of the load. Moreover, resource information provided in advanced can improve
the tuning performance. For example, in experiment I, the AA can initially choose the highest CPU
rank hosts, which may provide the highest performance to the application. The tuning process can be
shortened by selecting the right resources in the ﬁrst place.
The utility (AU) used by this policy is similar to the reputation notion [AM02] which has been con-
sidered in a wide variety of systems. The online auction system eBay (www.ebay.com) is an important
example of successful reputation management. In eBays reputation system, buyers and sellers can rate
each other after each transaction, and the overall reputation of a participant is the sum of these ratings
over the last six months and can be used to determine the trust. PeerTrust [XLS04] developed a trust
mechanism for system in which peers can quantify and compare the trustworthiness of other peers and
perform trusted interactions based on their past interaction histories without trusted third parties. We
have adopted this idea to be used in the resource selection of distributed computing.Chapter 7
Automatic Resource Conﬁguration and the
DPPE Policy
This chapter continues introducing the Online Feedback-based Automatic Resource Conﬁguration
(OAC). In Section 7.1 we introduce another learning and tuning policy, the Desired Processing Power
Estimation (DPPE), and two experiments to validate it. In Section 7.2 we present the related work of
OAC. In Section 7.3 we summarize the OAC approach and present the comparison of the two tuning
polices.
7.1 The DPPE Policy
This policy was initially designed to support embarrassing parallel applications, whose execution per-
formances are only inﬂuenced by the processing capability of host. The policy calculates desired total
processing capability according to the current execution behaviour, and adds hosts to reach the desired
total processing power. It is based on an assumption that the ESD has a linear relationship with the total
processing capability:
Assumption
Ni = the number of computational objects on host i;
Pi = the processing capability (instruction per time unit) of hosts i;
M = the number of instruction of an object, given that each object has the same amount of instruction
T = the total time for completing the application.
Since an adaptive application can balance the load at any time:
N1M
P1  N2M
P2  :::  NiM
Pi  T
We can get:
P
Ni = N1 + N2 + :::Ni  T
M  (P1 + P2 + :::Pi)  T
M 
P
Pi
T 
P
NiM P
Pi
Therefore, ideally the reported ESD, which is related to T, has an approximate linear relationship
with the
P
Pi. According to the ESD and the current
P
Pi which is monitored by the AA, the AA
can estimate the desired
P
Pi. We use  to denote the desired
P
Pi that is supposed to satisfy the7.1. The DPPE Policy 106
performance requirement. For each report, t = (1:0=ESDt)  (
P
Pi)t (direct estimated). However,
in reality small variation in the many parameters that have inﬂuence on the performance (e.g. adaptive
overhead, load imbalance or operation system variation), a single estimation is prone to errors. For
example, a sudden spike in the CPU load may lead to a drastic drop in the ESD and therefore a sharp rise
in the value of . In response to this rise the AA will immediately make a large number of processors
available to the application. Such a reaction is not only superﬂuous, it can severely harm the performance
because of the remedial actions the AA needs to take afterwards and the delays they impose on the
system. The AA therefore need to ignore the noise and concentrate on the long term trends.
We apply a Kalman ﬁlter [WB06] to remove the effects of noise and get a better estimate of the
current . Kalman ﬁlters are essentially a method of discrete signal processing that provide optimal
estimate of the current state of a dynamic system described by a state vector. The state () is updated
using periodic observations of the system or recursive estimation equations. One of the main advantages
of Kalman ﬁlters is that there is very little computational and storage overhead as they are expressed
through recursive equations. The entire history of the system does not have to be maintained and it is
sufﬁcient to record the value of the current inner-state and the parameters of the recursive equations,
updated at every step [CMEM07].
7.1.1 Applying Kalman Filter
7.1.1.1 State model
We apply Kalman ﬁlter theory to address the one-dimensional discrete-time controlled process that is
governed by the linear stochastic difference equation:
xk = Akxk 1 + Bkuk + wk
where the xk is the true value of  at time k which is derived from the state at (k-1). Ak is the state
transition model which is applied to the previous state xk 1. Since the execution behaviour is difﬁcult to
be predicted, it is difﬁcult for the AA to determine the value of Ak in advance. To simplify this process,
we assume that the state does not change from step to step (or at least it does not change frequently) so
A = 1. Bk is the control-input model which is applied to the control vector uk. There is no control input
so u = 0. wk is the process noise which is assumed to be drawn from a zero mean Gaussian distribution
with variance Qk. The determination of Q is generally difﬁcult as we typically do not have the ability to
directly observe the process we are estimating. Here we assumed the process is relatively stable, so we
let Q = 1e   51. Sometimes a relatively simple process model can produce acceptable results [WB06].
At time k an observation (or measurement of ) zk of the true state xk is made according to
zk = Hkxk + vk
where Hk is the observation model which maps the true state space into the observed space. Our
measurement is of the state directly so H = 12. vk is the observation noise which is assumed to be
1We could let Q = 0 but assuming a small but non-zero value gives us more ﬂexibility in “tuning” the ﬁlter [WB06]; this can
also be reﬂected in the later “predict” formula (to make P 6= 0).
2We dropped the subscript k in several places because the respective parameters remain constant in our simple model.7.1. The DPPE Policy 107
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Figure 7.1: A histogram of observed  noise. N = 500, Mean = 0.00, Std.Dev = 0.19.
zero mean Gaussian white noise with variance Rk. Figure 7.1 shows a histogram of observation noise,
which is consistent with the Gaussian distribution. Because we do not evaluate the measurements before
the execution (the AA does tuning on the ﬂy), we need to set the measurement noise variance R in
advance. Bigger R value means the measurements have larger variation. The system will then more
“slowly” to believe the measurements. On the contrary, smaller value will make the system respond to
measurements“quickly”,thereforetheﬁlteredvaluescanquicklyadapttothedynamicsoftheexecution,
but also “trust” more noisy measurements. We assume R is constant in this model.
7.1.1.2 Kalman ﬁltering
TheKalmanﬁlterestimatesaprocessbyusingaformoffeedbackcontrol: theﬁlterestimatestheprocess
stateatsometimeandthenobtainsfeedbackintheformof(noisy)measurements. Assuch,theequations
for the Kalman ﬁlter fall into two groups: time update equations and measurement update equations.
The time update equations are responsible for projecting forward (in time) the current state and error
covarianceestimatestoobtaintheaprioriestimatesforthenexttimestep(Prediction). Themeasurement
update equations are responsible for the feedback, i.e. for incorporating a new measurement into the a
priori estimate to obtain an improved a posteriori estimate (Update). The time update equations can
also be thought of as predictor equations, while the measurement update equations can be thought of
as corrector equations. In the following, the notation ^ xnjm represents the estimate of x at time n given
observations up to, and including at time m.
Predict
^ xkjk 1 = Ak^ xk 1jk 1 + Bkuk = ^ xk 1jk 1
Pkjk 1 = AkPk 1jk 1A
T
k + Qk = Pk 1jk 1 + Q
Update
Kk = Pkjk 1H
T
k(HkPkjk 1H
T
k + Rk) 1 = Pkjk 1(Pkjk 1 + R) 1
^ xkjk = ^ x
 
kjk 1 + Kk(zk   Hk^ xkjk 1) = ^ x
 
kjk 1 + Kk(zk   ^ xkjk 1)
Pkjk = (I   KkHk)Pkjk 1 = (1   Kk)Pkjk 17.1. The DPPE Policy 108
The Kalman gain Kk will eventually converge. With a smaller R, Kk will have a bigger value,
therefore the observation zk will have a bigger inﬂuence on the true value ^ xkjk. Since initially the
AA does not have knowledge of the true value, it would hope that the measurements are reliable. We
normally assume R is small.
The Kalman ﬁltered desired processing power, which is ^ xkjk, is denoted by k.
7.1.2 The Policy
Upon receiving a ESD report, the AA ﬁrst calculates k. Further it checks if the ESD is inside the
satisfactory range. The default satisfactory range is 1:0  1:1. If it is not and the current
P
Pi 6= k,
the AA reconﬁgures the RC by adding, releasing or replacing hosts to make the
P
Pi reach k.
There are two additional factors we need to consider when making a reconﬁguration decision:
 The effect of RC reconﬁguration of the execution may take some time due to the time taken by the
application to adapt. For example, it may take a few seconds after a resource addition to see the
ESD increasing. Therefore when the AA attempts to add hosts, it must initially check whether the
ESD is increasing. If it is, it probably indicates that the application is adapting to the RC and the
ESD may gradually reach the desired 1.0 value after some time. In this situation the AA will not
perform any reconﬁguration operation. The same policy is applied when the AA releases a host.
 The ESD may ﬂuctuate under the same RC. For example, under the same RC, ESDt=1 = 1:05,
and ESDt=2 = 0:90. For the second report, the AA will try to reconﬁgure the RC since the ESD
is not in the satisfactory range. Fortunately we have already considered this problem by applying
Kalman ﬁlter to ﬁlter the ﬂuctuation. In this case, even though ESDt=2 < 1:0, the AA would not
do any actions since the current
P
Pi should have reached k.
Table 7.1 summaries the conditions to perform the three actions.
Note that, although the policy is initially designed to support embarrassingly parallel applications, it
is also suitable to support parallel applications that involve communication. In the following we use two
experiments based on two types of applications to validate this policy - a non-iterative embarrassingly
parallel application and an iterative parallel application.
7.1.3 Experiment I - Mandelbrot
We ﬁrst validate the policy by executing the Mandelbrot computation we used earlier in a homogeneous
environment. This experiment aims to show the policy’s quick tuning process and its ability to support
highly dynamic applications.
Different from the application developed by a local load balancing algorithm in Section 5.5.2, we
use the master-worker paradigm to build the adaptive application. The master distributes objects to
each of the workers. When a worker ﬁnishes an object, it sends the result back to the master and then
the master sends another object to it to compute. As we know, since not all the dots have the same
computation amount (the dots belongs to the Mandelbrot set have more computation, because they take
more iterations to reach the benchmark), the application has a variation of computation amount during7.1. The DPPE Policy 109
Actions How to perform When to perform
Adding
Add hosts until ESD < 1:0
P
Pi > k ESD <= ESD 1
P
Pi < k
Releasing
Release hosts until ESD > 1:1
P
Pi   minPi < k ESD >= ESD 1
P
Pi   minPi > k
Replacing
Request to add a host whose P ESD > 1:1
k+minPi 
P
Pi < P < minPi ESD >= ESD 1
If such a host is added,
P
Pi > k
delete the minPi host.
P
Pi   minPi < k
ESD 1 : the ESD value of last report.
Table 7.1: Summary of three actions: addition, releasing, and replacing.
the execution. Because we update the Mandelbrot canvas from the top down, the dynamic computing
amount will be low ! high ! low. The resource requirement therefore is dynamic accordingly.
The resource pool for the experiment is the 57 hosts Condor cluster. Some hosts may have light
load and the load does not change frequently. In order to see the change in
P
Pi, we set the standard P
of a host with load 0 as 1.0. The P of a host with CPU load l is calculated by 1:0=(1 + l).
We set the execution deadline as the performance requirement. The ESD is deﬁned as:
ne = the number of desired ﬁnished objects at time t = 3000  t=deadline
n = the number of actual ﬁnished objects at time t.
ESD = n=ne
The application reports the ESD to the AA every 20 seconds. The AA’s job is to make ESD  1:0,
with the least resources, to satisfy the execution deadline. Noise variance R = 10 4, so that the system
can quickly respond to the dynamic behavior of the execution and can also remove small noise signals.
Wedidtwotests, withtheQoSrequirementasa300secondsand600secondsdeadline, respectively.
For both tests the AA initially assigned 4 hosts. For deadline 300, the AA completed the application
after 283 seconds and used 23 hosts at most. For deadline 600, the AA completed the application by 558
seconds, using 14 hosts at most. For both deadline the AA made accurate resource estimation and both
deadlines were satisﬁed.
First of all, from Figure 7.2(a) and 7.3(a) we can see that Kalman ﬁltered estimations were much
smoother than direct estimations by eliminating small variations. And the ﬁltered estimations also fol-
lowed the dynamic resource requirement trend.
Figure 7.2(a) shows how the AA tuned the RC during the execution to meet the 300 seconds dead-
line. The k was continuously updated during the execution in response to the changing resource re-
quirements of the application. In the beginning, the AA kept adding hosts according to k. The ESD
value therefore kept increasing with the resource addition. Between time 100  200, we notice the ESD7.1. The DPPE Policy 110
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(b) The historical ESD values during the execution.
Figure 7.2: Satisfying the 300 seconds deadline.
has stopped increasing and remained around 0.8. This is because the increment of processing power was
neutralized by the increment of the resource requirement of the application at this stage. At the end of the
execution, due to a fall in computational load, k was dropping. As we anticipated, the AA did not only
satisfy the deadline but also aimed to use the least number of resources to get high resource utilization.
We can see how the AA started to release hosts after 250 seconds due to the k being updated. Also,
because of the decline in the computational load the ESD started to increase and ﬁnally reached to 1.0,
even though resources were being released.
Figure 7.3(a) shows how the AA tuned the RC during the execution to meet the 600 seconds dead-
line. The AA acquired 7 hosts in the initial stage (time 50 to 250) to satisfy the requirement since the
computation amount was small. The ESD slowly increased to 1.0 due to the time the application took
for adaption, as Figure 7.3(b) shows. Although k was smaller than the actual total P at this stage, the
AA did not release hosts because it detected that releasing one host would result in a lack of resources.
At a later stage in the execution, the AA detected that the ESD was dropping due to the increase of the
computational load. The value of k was increasing accordingly and the AA added more hosts to reach
the changed k to meet the performance requirement.
7.1.3.1 Compare with Manual Static Resource Selection
As we can see, the above policy is effective for automatically conﬁguring resources to satisfy a certain
deadline without the supervision of users. Moreover, the dynamic resource management makes it possi-
ble to use the least amount of resources to satisfy the deadline. Figure 7.4 shows the resource usages for
using the automatic selection approach and two manual resource selections to satisfy the 600 seconds
deadline. For the ﬁrst manual selection, we statically partitioned the workspace into 15 parts and each
part took charge of the computation of 200 rows. We allocated 15 hosts to compute each of them. It
ﬁnished the execution in 655 seconds, which exceeded the deadline. The poor performance was be-
cause of the static resource allocation and also the imbalanced load distribution (some hosts had to take7.1. The DPPE Policy 111
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Figure 7.3: Satisfying the 600 seconds deadline.
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Figure 7.4: Resource usage comparison between automatic and manual resource selection
more time to ﬁnish a part). For the second manual selection, we used the master-worker distribution
algorithm and allocated 10 hosts (10 workers) to execute the application. It completed the execution in
486 seconds. Although it satisﬁes the deadline because of its better load distribution, the resource usage
(
R T
0 (
P
Pi)t dt, i.e. theareainFigure7.4)inthemanualselectionisabout 20% higherthantheautomatic
selection. This indicates, by using our automatic selection with dynamic resource tuning according to
the execution behaviour, we are able to optimize the resource utilization - using the least resources to
satisfy the requirement so other users can utilize the saved resources.
7.1.4 Experiment II - Bulk Synchronous Parallel
In this section we validate the policy by a more complex execution situation - an iterative Bulk Syn-
chronous Parallel (BSP) model application in a heterogeneous resource environment. This experiment
aims to show the ability of the policy to support heterogeneous environments, and also iterative parallel
applications that involve communication and sequential fraction.7.1. The DPPE Policy 112
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Figure 7.5: The BSP master-worker model. WO = work object. In the time line, dark gray area denotes
computing time; light gray area denotes data sending/receiving time; white area denotes coordination
time.
TheBSPmodel[SHM96,MT04]dividesparallelapplicationsintoaseriesofsupersteps(iterations),
each of which consists of parallel running threads/processes with any number of operations. The most
important aspect of the BSP model is the barrier synchronisation which takes place at the end of each
superstep. The individual parallel threads perform only local communication until the barrier. At this
point all global communication takes place. Each superstep can be subdivided into three ordered phases
consisting of: 1. computation locally in each process, using only values stored in the local memory of
each processor; 2. communication actions amongst the processes, involving movement of data between
processors; 3. abarrierssynchronisation,whichwaitsforallthecommunicationactionstocomplete,and
which then makes the data that was moved available to the local memories of the destination processors.
The BSP model differs from many other parallel computing models in that it considers communication
actions en masse to simplify the parallelization.
Since the processes are independent within the supersteps, we can package the work to be done
in a superstep as separate work packets and farm them out to worker processes using a master-worker
model, in order to make a BSP application into an adaptive application. In each iteration, the master
continuously assigns work objects to the idle worker processes, which compute the work and return
results to the master. When all work objects are done, the master goes through the result work objects
stored in a work pool, and performs the information exchange operations by moving data from one work
objecttoanother. Wecallthiscoordinationphase,whichissequential. Afteralltheinformationexchange
operations have been performed, each object in the work pool is replaced by its updated version. The
next iteration begins as the master starts giving workers new work objects. Figure 7.5 illustrate the
master-worker BSP working process. We use W to denote the computing time, C to denote the data
sending and result receiving time and L to denote the coordination time. The time to ﬁnish one iteration
is then T = W + C + L.
In this experiment we use a synthetic BSP application. The application has two stages. In stage
one (from iteration 1 to iteration 20) the application uses 100 work objects per iteration and in stage7.1. The DPPE Policy 113
two (after iteration 20) it uses 40 work objects per iteration. Each object tasks 8 seconds on a Intel(R)
Celeron(R) 2.80GHz processor. For each iteration the master takes L = 5 seconds for coordination.
The resource environment is composed of two clusters. A Condor cluster composed of 57 hosts, each
equipped with a Intel(R) Celeron(R) 2.80GHz processor and a heterogeneous SGE cluster composed of
198 hosts. The hosts in the SGE cluster are equipped with different number of (1, 4, 8) processors with
processor types Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5462 2.80GHz and Intel(R) Xeon(R) X5355 2.66GHz. We use the
processor clock as the benchmark to set up P. We set the P value of a processor with 2.80GHz with load
0 to 1.0. The P value of a processor with 2.66GHz can be calculated to 0.95. The P value with CPU
load l is calculated by P(load = 0)=(1 + l).
The QoS is a desired execution progression speed of 0.03 iterations/seconds, which means
it requires to complete each iteration in 33 seconds. The application reports the ESD =
observed speed=0:03 in every iteration. R = 10 4, so that the system can respond quickly to the
stage change.
The result is shown in Figure 7.6. The speed was quickly tuned to the desired range (0:03  0:033)
after the application startup. The AA employed 56 hosts from both clusters to compose the RC at this
stage. After iteration 20, the execution went into the stage 2. Due to the sudden drop in the processing
load, the execution speed increased to around 0.055. The AA immediately realised this and adjusted k.
The AA then released some redundant hosts according to the updated value of k to tune the progression
speed back to the desired range. Since the policy is based on the assumption that the ESD has a linear
relationship with the total processing capability but in the experiment the ESD was also inﬂuenced by
the times C and L, a single k estimation included errors that could not be neglected. Fortunately the
policy is dynamic and the AA can always adjust the value of k according to ESD updates. That is
one of the reason why k was decreasing from iteration 30  50 - because the AA overestimated the
resource demand in the ﬁrst place and ﬁne-tuned it. Another reason was that during this time the load of
some hosts became light the AA therefore needed to recalculate the value of k. Finally the AA tuned
the execution environment to 17 hosts to satisfy the 0.03 requirement.
7.1.5 Policy Summary
This policy dynamically conﬁgures the execution environment using the least amount of resources ac-
cording to the estimated desired total processing power needed to satisfy users’ execution requirements.
Its quick tuning process makes it suitable to support short running applications. Although the assump-
tion used in the policy is not valid for applications that involve communication or other overheads, the
policy can also support them, because a single estimation of k does not need to be accurate. The value
just gives the AA a rough idea on how many hosts needs to be added or deleted. As we demonstrated
in experiment II, since the policy is dynamic, it can always adjust k according to the new ESD feed-
backs with the help of the Kalman ﬁlter. If the assumption is valid, such as for embarrassingly parallel
applications, the value of k can be accurate and the tuning process can be short. If the assumption is
not valid, such as for parallel applications, the AA needs to take more time to adjust k and ﬁnd the
optimum conﬁguration.7.2. OAC Related Work 114
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Figure 7.6: Resource conﬁguration for the BSP application. QoS = 0.03iterations/second
This policy is especially useful to satisfy deadline-constrain job execution without the need for the
users to provide information in advance. Current DRMs (scheduling systems) such as LSF [ZZWD93]
and SGE require users to provide the estimate job length before they reserve resources according to
the information to guarantee the deadline. The assumption is that users would be motivated to provide
accurate estimates of job length, because (1) other jobs would have a better chance to backﬁll if their
estimates are tight, but (2) would be killed if they are too short [TEF07]. Nevertheless, empirical studies
of traces show that user estimates are generally inaccurate [MF01]. A possible reason is that users ﬁnd
the motivation to overestimate - so that jobs will not be killed - much stronger than the motivation to
provide accurate estimates and help the scheduler to perform better packing. Moreover, the complexity
of deadline scheduling makes it uncommon in practical job submission circumstance. In contrast, our
approach requires no information from users as it automatically provides sufﬁcient resources to satisfy
the deadline. The AA simply relies on the FCFS policy in the DRMs rather than advance job scheduling
polices, therefore the AA can integrate any DRMs to provide the deadline guarantee service to users.
When users are greedy in terms of execution requirement (e.g. tight deadline), the AA will try to ac-
commodate the request and since we do not rely on advanced reservation and backﬁlling, the greedy
application will not be killed but it will run as fast as possible according to available resources.
7.2 OAC Related Work
The OAC approach involves the collaboration of many other research areas besides the automatic re-
source selection (Section 3.2.2). In this section we introduce other related work and the differences
between them and our approach.
7.2.1 Control Theory and Reinforcement Learning
The OAC approach is initially motivated by the Control Theory [FPEN01]. In a closed-loop control
system, a sensor monitors the output and feeds the data to a computer which continuously adjusts the7.2. OAC Related Work 115
control input as necessary to keep the control error to a minimum. Feedback on how the system is
actually performing allows the controller to dynamically compensate for disturbances to the system,
such as changes in slope of the ground or wind speed. An ideal feedback control system cancels out all
errors, effectively mitigating the effects of any forces that may or may not arise during operation and
producing a response in the system that perfectly matches the user’s wishes.
The Utility Classiﬁcation policy has borrowed the exploration/exploitation techniques from rein-
forcement learning [KLM96]. Reinforcement learning is suitable for an environment that typically can
be formulated as a ﬁnite-state Markov Decision Process, which is a discrete time stochastic control pro-
cess characterized by a set of states; in each state there are several actions from which the decision maker
must choose. In our research context, since resource environments and applications could be dynamic,
it is difﬁcult to deﬁne a reasonable state. For example, the reward may not be ﬁxed when changing
from state A to state B at different times if the application itself is dynamic. Even if we can create such
a deﬁnition, the huge number of states could be difﬁcult to track. Therefore we introduced the Util-
ity Classiﬁcation approach which classify resources based on a general basis rather than using speciﬁc
states.
7.2.2 Feedback-based Scheduling
Our approach uses feedback to tune the execution environment. The approach is similar to the feedback
controlreal-timeschedulingthathasbeenresearchedinrecentyears. Thereal-timeschedulingprojectby
University of Virginia [SHA+01b, LWK05] uses the theory to develop a resource scheduling algorithm
to give quality of service guarantees in unpredictable environments to applications such as online trading,
agile manufacturing and web services. Similar work can be found in paper [LSD08], which takes as input
a target execution rate for an application and adjusts the applications’ schedules to achieve those rates.
Our work differentiates from them by not directly tuning the input (RC) because we do not know how to
tune initially. We focus on learning information from the feedback and then performing the adjustment.
7.2.3 Performance Measurement and Tuning
Traditional performance measurement uses application instrumentation to capture performance data dur-
ing execution. The performance data is recorded and used either during the execution or later in post-
mortem analysis to determine performance bottlenecks and opportunities for optimization. Examples
are such as MATE [MCSML07], where an application is monitored, its performance bottlenecks are
detected, and their solutions are given and the application code is modiﬁed on the ﬂy to improve its per-
formance. This software is dedicated to PVM applications and aims to change the application code but
not the resource environment to guarantee the performance. The Autopilot [RVR+98] project is based
on a closed loop and allows parallel applications to be adapted in an automated way. It contains a library
of run-time components needed to build an adaptive application. Autopilot provides a set of distributed
performance sensors, decision procedures and policy actuators. The developer can decide which sen-
sors/actuators are necessary and then manually insert these in the application source code. The toolkit
includes a fuzzy logic engine that accepts performance sensor inputs and selects resource management
policies based on observed application behaviour. Paper [VAMR01] introduces the Performance Con-7.3. Chapter 6 & Chapter 7 Summary 116
tract where commitments are speciﬁed, and put forward an application signature model for predicting
application performance. It describes a monitoring infrastructure that detects when behaviour does not
fall within the expected range and ﬁnd out the bottlenecks.
Our approach is different from theirs in two aspects. 1. We rely on the QoS satisfaction feedback
ESD rather than performance data gathered by sensors. The utility-related ESD is more human oriented
and also has the ﬂexibility to contain more QoS information such as budget and user preference. 2. The
approach does not only focus on improving performance by eliminating the bottlenecks but also assume
we can manage resources to recompense the performance bottlenecks. For example, if an application
is running slowly due to the overload of one processor, traditional approaches will try to discover the
bottleneck processor by various performance measurement approaches and replace this processor with
a new one. In contrast, our approach will simply attempt to add a new processor to improve the perfor-
mance (since the application can adapt to the change). We replace the bad resources only when adding
new resources is not effective. This way avoids the complexity introduced by performance analysis such
as the Performance Contract [VAMR01].
7.3 Chapter 6 & Chapter 7 Summary
In this chapter and the previous chapter, we have introduced the on-line feedback-based automatic re-
source conﬁguration (OAC) framework based on the AA’s ﬂexible execution model to provide full re-
source management transparency to the application and users. In this approach, the AA automatically
tunes the execution environment on the ﬂy to satisfy users’ execution requirements according to ap-
plication’s performance feedback ESD. We introduced two learning and tuning policies to support this
approach. We used two experiments (iterative and non-iterative) for each of the policy to demonstrate
both policies are sufﬁciently general to support most types of applications. Using the OAC, even a user
without a parallel computing background can easily start and run a distributed application in an unknown
resource environment and obtain the required level of performance.
The two OAC polices have different advantages and disadvantages summarized in Table 7.2. The
Utility Classiﬁcation policy provides very high transparency since it does not need any information re-
garding either application or resources. The DPPE policy on the other hand needs the relative P informa-
tion, although the information can be just approximate. The high transparency of Utility Classiﬁcation
leads to a relatively slow tuning process because it needs to learn the classiﬁcation ﬁrst and in each tuning
operation it only deals with one type of resource. In contrast, DPPE can quickly add/release resources
to reach the estimated resource level at one time. Although both policies support parallel applications,
Utility Classiﬁcation is the better choice. This is because DPPE has difﬁculties ﬁnding the communi-
cation bottleneck and only attempts to add resources to compensate the performance loss, which may
not be effective for some execution situations. Moreover, Utility Classiﬁcation satisﬁes multiple QoS
requirements, while DPPE can only support single execution rate QoS, such as deadline or speed.
A potential limitation of the OAC approach is that the intelligence and automatics is based on sacri-
ﬁcing some time for resource tuning and especially application load balancing. The overhead introduced
by load balancing varies according to application types. Normally, adaptive applications that use ob-7.3. Chapter 6 & Chapter 7 Summary 117
Utility Classiﬁcation DPPE
Transparency High High
Tuning speed Relatively slow Fast
Supporting parallel applications Yes Yes
Finding communication bottlenecks Yes No
Supporting multiple QoS requirements Yes No
Table 7.2: Comparison of two OAC polices
ject graph approach will introduce overhead according to the size of objects that need to be migrated.
For example, in the experiment of 2D heat equation, a sharp performance drop can be observed dur-
ing the tuning process because of the object redistribution. We give another example of such overhead
in the lunar temperature mapping experiment in Appendix D. However, the overhead only exists when
the application performs reconﬁguration and it is always negligible comparing with the total execution
time. For the master-worker type applications, there is no such overhead generated, because the master-
worker paradigm is instinctively adaptive. For example, reconﬁguration overhead is not observed during
the tuning process of the Mandelbrot application and the BSP application, both of which are based on
the master-worker paradigm.Chapter 8
Federated Resource Negotiation
In Chapters 4  7, we have constructed a ﬂexible and transparent standalone distributed computing
model where a distributed application is dynamically and automatically provided resources by the AA
to ensure the performance QoS requirement. The resource management is transparent to the user, who
needs no knowledge about how resources are selected and allocated. Using this model, we can create an
autonomous multi-user distributed computing world where each application is taken care of by its own
AA, which in turn obtains the resources to run its client application. Figure 8.1 illustrates this notion.
Since the resources in the resource pool may be insufﬁcient to support all the applications, the AAs need
to compete to get the best facilities for their own applications.
In a traditional grid system, there is a centralized controlling dictator taking over and deciding
exactly who gain access to what resource at any one time, for example, the meta-scheduler. The rule
can be simply First Come First Served (FCFS) strategies, where all resource requests are considered
equally important and applications are executed in the order in which they enter a queue, or, priority-
based approaches may be used to advantage speciﬁc users depending on various conditions, such as the
importance of the request or historical usage. For example, Condor uses job checkpointing/migration
to satisfy the high-priority jobs according to user’s resource usage history. However, the centralized
resource management would involve a lot of rules and administration especially when the grid contains
many organizations who have their own polices.
By moving away from the traditional top-down and centric meta-scheduling model, we propose
an alternative, more ﬂexible approach called Federated Resource Negotiation, which lets the AAs
negotiate resource allocations amongst themselves during the execution. Each AA will try its best to
acquire resources from the underlying resource environment to satisfy the QoS requirement. The re-
source provision is simply based on local scheduling rules of a resource environment, normally FCFS.
When resources are insufﬁcient due to resource competition from other users, the AA can ask its peers
to transfer resources (Figure 8.1). The peer AAs can accept or reject such a request according to the
embedded polices. Each AA could have different polices. The whole resource management therefore
does not require speciﬁc rules imposed by DRMs - it is performed autonomously by the AAs themselves.
In this chapter, we construct a federated resource negotiation framework based on the AA platform
and present a pilot study about its usage. This chapter aims to demonstrate a potential extension based8.1. Framework 119
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Figure 8.1: A multi-AAs distributed computing world containing 3 applications, 3 AAs, and 3 virtual
machines.
Application ID ART UPID Gateway Daemon
1 4194306 golding.cs.ucl.ac.uk
91 381681666 leolau.cs.ucl.ac.uk
Table 8.1: An example of the AA-World table
on the ﬂexible and transparent model.
8.1 Framework
As introduced in Chapter 6, the ART (Automatic Resource Tuner) is the AA component that takes
charge of the resource management issues for the application. It decides how to conﬁgure the execution
environment, and asks the RD daemon to contact underlying DRMs to request resources. After sending
the request, it waits for the resource permits from the DRMs. When the waiting time of a request
exceeds a given boundary1 due to resource unavailability in the resource environment, the ART will send
a resource transferring request to its peer AAs to rent a resource. The request transmission is achieved
by contacting the peer AA’s ART daemon. As we know, each ART is a user-level process and has a
global unique UPID. The UPID of ART and other contact information of each AA can be gained from
the AA-World Table (Table 8.1), which can be download from the AA-Global-Server, a global server that
serves all AAs.
The request is actually a cross-VM (virtual machine) communication. In order to deliver the cross-
VM communication, each AA must have a gateway as an entry point for processes in other virtual
machines talking to processes in its own virtual machine. We use the ﬁrst spawned PMWComm in the
virtual machine (normally the one started on the local computer) as the gateway. When one ART talks
to another ART, according to the AA-World Table, the requestor ART contacts the receiver’s gateway
1Default 10 seconds. The resource allocation process in some clusters normally takes 1  10 seconds.8.1. Framework 120
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Figure 8.2: The federated resource negotiation is delivered by ARTs’ cross-VM communication.
which then routes the request to the receiver ART. Figure 8.2 depicts how an ART contacts another ART
to ask for resource transferring.
Once a peer AA receives the request, it needs to decide to accept or reject the request. If it accepts,
it will become the resource lessor and the requestor will become the resource lessee. The lessor then
transfers the resource permit to the lessee AA: it ﬁrst releases the application process on that resource,
and then passes the resource permit (resource address including cluster-gateway address if it is behind
the ﬁrewall) to the lessee. Note that it does not return the vacated resource to the resource pool but
transfers the right to use the resource directly to the lessee. In the resource pool, the probe job submitted
by the lessor still runs to hold that resource. Upon receiving the resource permit, the lessee deploys a
process and uses the resource in a normal way. Once the lessee ﬁnishes using the resource, it will return
the permit back to the lessor which can continue the usage.
8.1.1 Negotiation Policies
The rules guiding how to decide to accept or reject a resource transferring request is a key problem to
the approach. Each AA needs to be embedded a policy to make this decision. The policy could involve
many factors. For example, we can borrow the free market concept - every resource transferring involves
a cost. The requestor must pay to rent the resource. The request will only be accepted if the requestor
can afford the cost. If there are multiple requestors, the one that has the highest offered price can win
the resource. Another more intelligent policy is that the AA makes the decision based on whether the
remaining resources and the resources that could be used in the future are able to fulﬁll its own QoS
requirement. If the AA predicts it can still meet user’s requirement even if it lends the resource, it will
accept the request. Alternatively, the resource transfer can be set to only happen in the AA peers who
trust each other, such as AAs that belong to the same organization. The accept/reject policy can be so
complex that it can be a separate research topic. In this thesis we will not investigate advanced policies to
negotiate resources. Here we introduce a simple policy that aims to improve the application satisfactions
under a competitive resource environment to demonstrate the effectiveness of the federated resource
negotiation framework.8.2. Using the Federated Negotiation to Improve Multiple Application Satisfactions 121
8.2 Using the Federated Negotiation to Improve Multiple Applica-
tion Satisfactions
Under resource competition, certain applications may request speciﬁc resources that are currently allo-
cated to other applications, due to the lack of resources for that speciﬁc resource requirement. In this
scenario, we have a situation in which the request has to be held in the queue until that particular host
is being released by the other application. In many DRM systems migration is performed to attempt to
solve this problem. Migration is decided according to some priorities. For example, in Condor, the pri-
ority is set according to user’s resource usage history. This approach could have the fairness of resources
allocations in terms of the user, but it has no speciﬁc concern for satisfying an application’s requirements.
Moreover, the centralized approach is not scalable in the grid systems since each domain’s DRM could
has its own migration policies.
On the other hand, sometimes requests are being held in the queue not because of the lack of
resources but because the resources have not been efﬁciently allocated. For instance, in the Condor
pools at UCL, many jobs are submitted with no explicit details of execution QoS requirements, such as
deadline. These jobs are normally batch jobs such as parameter sweep applications, and they always
need large amounts of computing resources over long periods of time. Users are satisﬁed as long as such
jobs are running but not sensitive to the execution times. The problem is, once those jobs are assigned
resources, other jobs which have certain resource requirements may have to be held in the queue until
those particular resources are being released. For rigid QoS requirement applications, the delay can
signiﬁcantly affect the execution satisfaction of the user. The rigid QoS applications are normally short-
term high performance computing, especially the interactive applications where users require results
can be provided in a very short time. In that case, a job that has no or soft QoS requirements should
sacriﬁce execution performance and transfer some of owned resources to the rigid jobs to make as many
applications satisﬁed as possible. To address this situation, we introduce the so-called Sacriﬁce Policy.
Sacriﬁce Policy:
1. Any applications that have no or soft QoS requirements should transfer resources to the applications
that have rigid QoS requirements once the latter request federated resource negotiations.
2. The lessor application must remain at least one resource to continue the execution.
3. The lessee must return resource permits to the lessor once the rented resources become superﬂuous.
Userscansetthesoft/rigidparameterbyusingESDreportingfunctionReportESD P2P(esd;0=1).
0 means soft; 1 means rigid. The parameter is associated with the current ESD and resource require-
ments. Users can change the parameter during the execution.
8.2.1 Experiment
We use the resource negotiation between two applications to validate the federated resource negotiation
framework and the Sacriﬁce policy. We built the two applications based on the BSP model introduced
in Section 7.1.4. Each application has 100 work objects and each objects takes 3 seconds to run on a
Intel(R) Celeron(R) 2.80GHz processor. The ﬁrst application, called application A, is supposed to run8.2. Using the Federated Negotiation to Improve Multiple Application Satisfactions 122
for very long time and has a soft speed requirement = 0.03 iterations/second, which means it can tolerate
slow execution speed. The second application, called application B, is supposed to run a short time (15
iterations) and has a rigid speed requirement = 0.035 iterations/second. The test resource environment
is a Condor pool contains limited 20 Intel(R) Celeron(R) 2.80GHz processors. Each application is taken
cared by an AA which is conﬁgured with the OAC DPPE policy and the Sacriﬁce policy for resource
transferring.
We have a scenario where application A runs ﬁrst, and after 5 minutes application B starts. Because
the system has insufﬁcient resources to satisfy the demands of application B, application A should trans-
fer resources on the ﬂy to satisfy B. Once application B no longer needs the resources, application A can
continue to use the returned resources to satisfy its own requirement.
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Figure 8.3: An experiment of the federated resource negotiation.
As Figure 8.3(a) shows, the federated resource negotiation happened between time 400  600.
Since application A initially occupied 16 hosts to satisfy its own requirement, there were not sufﬁcient
resources left to satisfy application B. When the AA of application B (AA-B) started performing the
OAC, it realized the resource insufﬁciency and requested resource transferring from AA-A. According
to the Sacriﬁce policy, AA-A immediately vacated 15 resources and transferred these permits to appli-
cation B. Note that the resource transferring was performed more than once. This was because AA-B’s
OAC tuning process lasted 5 iterations. After the transfer, application B had access to 19 hosts and ran at
the satisfying speed 0.035 iterations/second, as Figure 8.3(b) shows. While the execution speed of appli-
cation A gradually dropped to 0.001 iterations/second, because it was supported by only one host. After
application B terminated the execution around time 900, AA-B returned the permits back to AA-A. AA-
A then immediately performed the OAC using the returned resources to satisfy the speed requirement.
As we can see the resource usage of application AA immediately raised to 18 (AA soon re-adjusted the
number to 16). The speed of application A was also tuned back to the satisﬁed performance level.
This simple policy has demonstrated effectiveness to support negotiations among two or a small
number of applications. However, when there are a large number of applications, the sacriﬁced applica-8.3. Chapter Summary 123
tion may starve with only one resource supporting - other applications may keep taking advantage of it.
In this situation, this policy may need to work with other fair-use or user priority policies.
8.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the federated resource negotiation framework based on the AA’s OAC
service. This framework allows the AAs to use resources in a service federated fashion: applications can
transfer their own resources to satisfy peer applications when necessary. This approach is similar to
the peer-to-peer grids [ABCM07] which is used to build grid infrastructures with a larger number of
sites. These grids sacriﬁce support for complex sharing policies in exchange for ease of deployment,
management, use, and growth, using P2P technology. For example, Condor ﬂocking [DLP+96] allows
a Condor scheduler to submit allocation requests to another cluster when no resources are available
locally. A similar notion has been applied to Internet Peering [Nor00], where Internet service providers
(ISP) provide connectivity to each other’s clients in order to reduce both cost and latency. Different from
them, our federated resource negotiation is achieved at the application-level rather than at the system
level. It is therefore more lightweight and scalable. It requires no additional sharing polices set into
clusters.
Our research of the federated resource negotiation is preliminary. There are some issues we still
need to address in the future, such as sophisticated negotiation policies, user account and resource au-
thority problem. However, we have demonstrated the possibility of achieving autonomous federated
resource negotiation based on the AA platform. The multi-application resource negotiation points to-
wards a multi-user, autonomous distributed computing world which is different from the current grid
computing notion in that each application is provided resource based on an individual resource manage-
ment without a central manager such as a meta-scheduler. In this computing world, each AA ﬁghts for
the best resources for their applications and a state of balance results. It is in constant ﬂux as applications
enters and exits.Chapter 9
Conclusion
The experience of working with the Condor and SGE clusters has motivated us to extend the batch com-
puting model to a more ﬂexible and transparent distributed execution model. The <submit ! resource
allocate ! execution> approach in current grid/cluster computing works well for batch type applications
that do not necessarily have speciﬁc execution requirements. For other high performance applications
with dynamic resource requirements and QoS expectations, this approach is inadequate or needs signiﬁ-
cant degree of cooperation from users. It is this requirement that has led to the contribution presented in
the thesis.
We have offered a ﬂexible execution model, being supported by a novel middleware system - the
Application Agent (AA). Based on the fundamental ﬂexible execution services of the AA, we have
introduced an automatic resource conﬁguration approach that greatly simpliﬁes the user experience. The
standalone, ﬂexible and transparent execution model with the federated resource negotiation framework
points towards a multi-user, autonomous distributed computing world. These contributions are unique
in that we rely on the existing grid computing technology (DRMs) to aggregate resources but break the
rigid execution process provided by it. We have demonstrated that by using the model we can provide
improved execution performance, distributed computing transparency and resource utilization.
It should be noted that the primary focus of the thesis has been on the possibility of resource pro-
viding for the application in a ﬂexible and transparent way. There are many potential issues that may
be associated with the resource provision that are not speciﬁcally addressed by the contribution of the
thesis, such as software reliability and security. These domains need further exploration in the context
of the issues covered here.
9.1 Contributions
Contributions can be recognised in three aspects. They are
 Flexible distributed execution - Flexible execution enables a running application to re-negotiate
computational resources assigned to it on demand at run-time, rather than only request or book
resources in advance. It is able to adapt to dynamic and unpredictable behaviours of both the
application and the resource environment. This is supported by:
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– Application Agent
 Resource management transparency - This is deﬁned as hiding the distributed nature of the execu-
tion of an application from its users so that the application appears and functions as a local desktop
application. It is divided into resource access transparency which hides the complexity to request
and access distributed resources, and resource selection transparency which hides the complexity
to select suitable resources to satisfy performance requirements. This is supported by:
– Two-layer Model
– Application Agent
– Online Automatic Resource Conﬁguration
 The Utilities Classiﬁcation Policy
 The DPPE Policy
 Federated multi-user resource management - Based on the ﬂexibility and transparency of the stan-
dalone execution model, resources can be more effectively used among multiple AA-enabled ap-
plications in a federated way. This is supported by:
– Two-layer Model
– Application Agent
– Online Automatic Resource Conﬁguration
– Federated Resource Negotiation
9.1.1 The Two-layer Model and the Application Agent
We have introduced a two-layer model (Chapter 4) to provide the ﬂexibility and high transparency into
distributed computing. The two layers have explicit division of work. The lower layer AA takes charge
of on-demand exclusive execution environment construction; while the upper layer, the application, is
responsible for making the best use of the provided execution environment. A signiﬁcant assumption laid
out was that the served applications must be adaptive applications able to autonomously balance their
load over allocated resources. This assumption was made according to the discussion on load balancing
in Section 3.1.2.
The middleware AA, which is mainly introduced in Chapter 5, is able to cooperate with the existing
grid and cluster infrastructure to discover, allocate resources dynamically on behalf of the application.
An application can use the AA API to control computational resources at any time during the execution.
Whenever there is a resource request from the application, the request will be re-mapped to the AA
which will complete the resource management. Users do not have to know how resources are discovered,
allocated, and deployed.
In addition to the “dynamic resource allocation for ﬂexible execution”, the AA has also provided
the “run applications anywhere” for distributed computing transparency and “wide-area computing” to
enable applications to be deployed and executed on the resources from multiple clusters/domains. The
AA is the fundamental software to support all the contributions.9.2. Discussion of Adaptive Application Related Work 126
9.1.2 Online Automatic Resource Conﬁguration and Two Tuning Policies
In Chapters 6 & 7, we completed the two-layer execution model by introducing the online feedback-
based automatic resource conﬁguration (OAC) based on the AA’s ﬂexible execution framework to pro-
vide high resource management transparency to the user. We extended the AA’s API and architecture to
implement this approach. The approach selects resources according to the performance feedback (ESD)
reported by the application. It differs from other automatic resource selection approaches in that the exe-
cution environment is conﬁgured on the ﬂy and the conﬁguration needs minimum collaboration from the
user (ESD reporting). With the introduction of the OAC, a user can run a AA-enabled application with-
out considering the resource management issue which includes resources selection, resource discovery,
resource allocation and resource deployment.
In Chapter 6, we introduced the Utility Classiﬁcation policy to enable the resource to learn and
tune under the OAC approach. The policy classiﬁes hosts according to their historical performance
contributions to the application. According to the classiﬁcation, the AA chooses high utility hosts and
withdraws low utility hosts in order to conﬁgure an optimum execution environment and satisfy the QoS
of users. We used two simulated experiments to validate the policy: a 2D heat equation application and
an economy-based task farming application.
The DPPE policy for the OAC approach was introduced in Chapter 7. This policy dynamically
conﬁgures the execution environment with the least resources according to the estimated desired total
processing power in order to satisfy user’s execution requirements. We used two real-world experiments
to validate the policy: a Mandelbrot computation and a BSP model application. Comparing with the ﬁrst
policy, it is more lightweight however has narrower applicable scope. The comparisons were detailed in
the summary section of Chapter 7.
9.1.3 Federated Resource Negotiation
With the help of the two-layer execution model - including the ﬂexible execution and the transparent
execution, we proposed a federated resource negotiation framework based on AA’s services in Chap-
ter 8. This framework allows multiple AAs to work together in a federated way: applications can request
resource transfer from peer applications, thereby constructing a multi-user autonomous distributed com-
puting world. We used a speciﬁc scenario which is to improve application satisfactions in a competitive
environment to validate the framework. Although this chapter only provided a preliminary investiga-
tion, it has made a step towards the autonomous distribution computing world which needs much less
administration efforts than grid computing.
9.2 Discussion of Adaptive Application Related Work
As we mentioned in several places, our model is based on the assumption that the served applications are
adaptive. There is much work performed related to adaptive or malleable applications in recent years. In
this section we distinguish our contribution by comparing it with the existing research.
Charm++ [LK01] provides a framework to create adaptive application based on the parallel objects,
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Charm++ are decomposed into a number of cooperating message-driven objects called chares. When a
programmer invokes a method on an object, the Charm++ runtime system sends a message to the invoked
object, which may reside on the local processor or on a remote processor in a parallel computation. The
chares in a program are mapped to physical processors by an adaptive runtime system. The mapping of
chares to processors is transparent to the programmer, and this transparency permits the runtime system
to dynamically change the assignment of chares to processors during program execution to support
capabilities such as measurement-based load balancing, fault tolerance, automatic checkpointing, and
the ability to shrink and expand the set of processors used by a parallel program. Adaptive MPI (AMPI)
[BBK+00] is an implementation of the Message Passing Interface standard on top of the Charm++
runtime system and provides the capabilities of Charm++ in a more traditional MPI programming model.
AMPI encapsulates each MPI process within a user-level migratable thread implemented as a Charm++
object.
Amber [FBCL91] is another object-oriented parallel-distributed programming framework support-
ing application reconﬁguration to adapt to the change of resource environments. Applications written by
Amber are decomposed into objects and threads distributed among the logical nodes distributed across
a set of physical nodes. A running parallel-distributed program can respond to three types of node re-
conﬁguration: the node set can shrink in size, stay the same size but change member-ship, or grow. The
runtime system of Amber provides the mechanism for object virtual addressing and migrating objects,
while the application takes charge of object load balancing polices to resolve load imbalances caused by
growth and shrinkage of the node set.
Barker et al. [BCCP04] introduces a framework and runtime software system PREMA for support-
ing the development of adaptive applications on distributed-memory parallel computers. The runtime
system supports a global namespace, transparent object migration, automatic message forwarding and
routing, and automatic load balancing. These features can be used at the discretion of the application
developer in order to simplify program development and to eliminate complex bookkeeping associated
with mobile data objects.
Desell et al. [DMV07] introduces a new type of application reconﬁguration, called malleability,
which dynamically change the granularity and data distribution to adapt to dynamic changes in resource
availability. The data redistribution however is based on process checkpoiting/migration rather than
object migration. The change of granularity is implemented by splitting or merging processes. The mal-
leability has been implemented in Internet Operation System (IOS) [MDSV06], a modular middleware
for reconﬁguration of distributed applications.
Systems such as VDS [Dec00] provide support for automatic dynamic load balancing through the
dispersion and migration of computation threads. VDS is a general load balancing library for irreg-
ular applications. The library shields the programmer from the need to implement functions that do
not strictly concern the application. Load balancing, termination detection, and data management are
done automatically. VDS supports various parallel programming paradigms such as parallel indepen-
dent tasks, fully strict multi-threaded computations, and directed acyclic task graphs. Moreover, VDS9.3. Future Directions 128
Adaptive Application Development Flexible/Transparent RM
OO Load Process Message Resource Resource Process
Framework Balancing Migration Passing Selection Allocation Deployment
Charm++   
Amber 
PREMA   
IOS   
VDS  
AA    
Table 9.1: Software related to adaptive applications.
allows the concurrent use of different paradigms in the same application.
Our system AA differentiates greatly from the above work in that we focus on the resource man-
agement for ﬂexible execution based on adaptive applications, which none of the existing frameworks
has considered. Table 9.1 summaries the differences. Firstly, the purpose of introducing adaptive ap-
plications in their work is mainly fault-tolerance for dynamic resource environments. While in our
research, the motivation of using adaptive applications is to construct a ﬂexible execution model that is
able to eliminate the disadvantage of the static submission approach in grid computing. Secondly, their
work concentrates on how to ease users to develop adaptive applications, including the parallel objects
framework, object load balancing, or process checkpointing and migration. They assume that the compu-
tational resources are dedicated but do not consider integrating their work into common grid computing
resource environments. While our work completes them by introducing a resource management system
residing between adaptive applications and resource infrastructures to automatically select, discover and
allocate resources to run the applications, in order to exploit the beneﬁt of the ﬂexible execution. The
work is important since the trend in distributed computing is to build a global resource clouds composed
of many geographically distributed resources. To run an application, users need to obtain resources from
the public resource clouds managed by various DRMs rather than use a local dedicated resource pool.
9.3 Future Directions
We have proposed in this thesis a number of complementary approaches, brought together to form a
ﬂexible and transparent distributed computing framework. All of these are worthy of further exploration
either independently or as an integrated set.
9.3.1 Development of the Application Agent
We have developed the architecture of the AA and provided a C++ implementation. To make it more
practical, further development will include fault recovery, job description standardization, resource
buffer service, application development framework cooperation, security, and Java implementation.9.3. Future Directions 129
9.3.1.1 Fault Recovery
Currently the AA is implemented with a basic fault recovery mechanism. If a process exits or crashes,
the local LComm will send a process crash notiﬁcation (based on PVM PvmTaskExit notiﬁcation) to
its PMWComm. The PMWComm will notify the master that this process has been killed, and then
spawn a new process on that host. If a host or a LComm fails, the LComm-LComm or PMWComm-
LComm will time out. The PMWComm will discard that host, and notify the master that the associated
process has been killed. Sometimes the failure is because of communication lost but not the host having
actually failed. In this case, if a LComm loses its PMWComm, the LComm will shut itself down. This
setup ensures that the virtual machine does not become partitioned and run as two partial machines.
A PMWComm daemon can spawn a backup PMWComm on another frontend machine in case that this
PMComm fails. The backup synchronises information with the original. Once the original fails (detected
by communication timeout), the backup will immediately take over the job. Similar setup can be applied
to the RD daemon.
The current fault recovery mechanism only deals with process/daemon recovery. Any data/message
loss due to the failure has to be taken cared by the application. For example, the application may consider
re-computing one or more iterations. In the future, we intend to evaluate the recovery system with large-
scale applications, and introduce more sophisticated fault tolerant algorithms.
9.3.1.2 Job Description Standardization
In some situations users may need to tell the AA the resource requirements via Name of executable.xml
to run applications. In the thesis we provided a simple requirement deﬁnition method based on XML
(List 5.1). In future development we intend to replace this method by using the grid job description
standard - Job Submission Description Language (JSDL) [AA05], which many users are already familiar
with. The AA will borrow the Resource Elements of JSDL to let users deﬁne the resource requirements.
An example is shown in List 9.1. A JSDL speciﬁed resource requirement will be converted by the AA
into various DRM recognisable submission languages.
Listing 9.1: JSDL based resource requirement
<jsdl:JobDefinition xmlns=” http: / /www. example . org / ”
xmlns:jsdl=” http: / / schemas . ggf . org / jsdl /2005/11/ jsdl ”
xmlns:jsdl posix=” http: / / schemas . ggf . org / jsdl /2005/11/ jsdl  posix ”
xmlns:xsi=” http: / /www.w3. org /2001/XMLSchema instance ”>
<jsdl:JobDescription>
<jsdl:Resources>
<jsdl:CPUArchitecture>
<jsdl:CPUArchitectureName>x86 32</ jsdl:CPUArchitectureName>
</ jsdl:CPUArchitecture>
</ jsdl:Resources>
</ jsdl:JobDescription>
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9.3.1.3 Resource Buffer Service
The Resource Buffer (RB) is a plug-in design in the AA. It was initially designed dedicated to an applica-
tion that cannot tolerate resource allocation delays. This service can be further developed and expanded
as a standard service of the AA.
In non-dedicated distributed computing environments, the amount of time it takes until a host is
allocated is sometime not bound. This is either because of the resource competition of other applications
or the overload of the resource submitter machines. In order to maintain the smooth execution of the
application which has dynamic resource requirement during the execution, the RB stores a number of
granted hosts that can be returned to the application immediately. We have chosen a simple periodic
policy to manage the RB in this case. The policy periodically reviews the RB to ensure that the RB is
kept to a predetermined host amount RL at each predeﬁned interval. For every time interval, the number
of N host requests is:
N =
8
<
:
+(RL   R) : R < RL
 (RL   R) : R > RL
where RL is the request (threshold) level and R is the current number of granted hosts in the RB. “+”
means that the AA requests to obtain N new hosts; and “-” means that the AA requests to release N
granted hosts. An evaluation of this policy is provided in [LNS08].
The RB can also be useful in the following circumstances:
1. When a request comes, the AA may contact a number of DRMs to request a resource allocation.
In this situation, more than one granted hosts would be returned by DRMs for this request. Rather
than rejecting redundant granted hosts, the RB keeps them for later possible requests from the
application.
2. After a process is released, the idle host will be returned into the RB for later possible requests
from the application.
3. Fault-tolerant: The RB keeps several backup hosts in case of some hosts in execution fail.
In future work, more policies will be introduced according to different circumstances. Users can
choosecertainpolicybeforetheyrunanapplication. Forexample, fortheﬁrstcircumstance, onepolicyis
to keep all the redundant hosts until the AA detects that the application does not request to add processes
for a long time. For the third circumstance, the RB can calculate the number of backup hosts according
to the reliability of the resource environment.
9.3.1.4 Cooperation with Other Application Development Frameworks
Future work will enable the AA to be compatible with other application development frameworks to fur-
ther help programmers to develop an adaptive application. The adaptive application development frame-
works such as Charm++ and PREMA allow users to easily develop adaptive applications based on their
object-oriented frameworks and migration services. Future work will enable the Charm++ or PREMA
based applications to run on the AA platform thus they can be beneﬁted from the ﬂexible and transparent
execution services provided by the AA. Future work will also allow load balancing frameworks similar9.3. Future Directions 131
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Figure 9.1: The two-layer model in the future.
to DLB [PYE+04] and work [JH97] to be plugged into the AA platform. These frameworks will be able
to monitor the resources (CPU load, network delay, etc) in the exclusive execution environment conﬁg-
ured by the AA and perform simple load balancing for the application. This work will need to involve
implementation modiﬁcations of both the AA and the frameworks.
The two-layer model introduced in Chapter 4 therefore can be extended as Figure 9.1.
9.3.1.5 Security
We intend to provide a GUI for user registration and authentication. Both registration and authentication
will be accomplished by connecting the AA-Global-Server which stores all the user information. The
authentication determines user’s authority to use certain sets of resources. According to the authority,
the AA creates virtual machines distributed across a number of authorized resource clusters managed by
localDRMs. TheAAvirtualmachineisrecognisedbylocalclustersasasinglevirtualusercalled“AA”.
This user is the only entity known to participating clusters and each host must recognise this user. The
“AA” user can be further assigned a separate queue by local DRMs but it can also be treated as a general
user and forced to compete with local resource demand. By restricting host access for “AA” locally the
cluster manager is also able to control how many hosts are to be shared.
9.3.1.6 Java Implementation
Currently the AA is implemented in C++ for Unix machines. In order to connect a heterogeneous
collection of Unix, Windows and Mac computers to compose a single large virtual machine, the AA
has to be compatible with all the possible computer architectures. Moreover, since the AA has the “run
anywhere” service, a more ambitiousprospect is torun the AA-enabledapplication on any devices, such
as PDA or smart phones. The Java programming language allows us to achieve these goals. The Java
based AA will be able to run on any Java virtual machine (JVM) regardless of computer architecture.9.3. Future Directions 132
The Java Native Interface (JNI) technology [SM] provides the possibility for the AA to communicate
with underlying C/C++ libraries such as PVM and MPI.
9.3.2 OAC Investigation
With respect to the online feedback based automatic conﬁguration (OAC) approach, we believe there
is much potential for more complex policies to be implemented by cooperating machine learning. One
possible extension of the Utility Classiﬁcation policy is that after learning the application’s resource
preference we can use the pattern classiﬁcation technology to decide whether a new resource belongs
among the “good” resources.
The investigation of ESD can be another future direction. In this thesis we use ESD functions to
combine multiple QoS requirements into a single value. In the future, we intend to investigate the pos-
sibility of using multiple ESD values, each of which will represent a single QoS requirement. Multiple
ART agents will be used to take care of each ESD report. For example, there is a ART to take care of the
deadline requirement and another one to manage the budge requirement. We will compare the two ESD
management approaches and investigate whether the later one is better by introducing more software
complexity.
As we mentioned, one limitation of the OAC is that it is not suited to the applications which cannot
tolerate the execution environment reconﬁguration overhead as well as application adaption overhead.
Future work will give a detailed overhead evaluation for different types of applications and provide a
guidance of which situations are more suitable to use the OAC approach.
9.3.3 Autonomous Distributed Computing
In this thesis we have introduced the federated resource negotiation framework to support multiple AAs
working together. We have made a step forward towards an autonomous distributed computing world
where each AA takes care of its own application and the resources are autonomously distributed among
AAs/applications according to the application’s QoS requirements and the resource negotiation policies
embedded in AAs. Further investigation will include the federated negotiation policies such as the
proposals we have made in Section 8.1.1, and validating the framework on large scale grid systems.Appendix A
Condor and SGE Systems
A.1 Condor
Condor is a batch scheduling DRM which was ﬁrst developed in 1988 at the Computer Science Depart-
ment, University of Wisconsin-Madison. It targets at harvesting unused computational cycles from a
set of user workstations. Condor provides scheduling with different policies and prioritization, resource
monitoring and job management. Resource owners maintain full control of their hardware and can set
policies on their acceptable use. Condor uses a proprietary ClassAd language [Ram00], which allows
hardware owners to describe their resources, and users to specify resource requests. A matchmaker com-
ponent compares them to match job requirements with appropriate execution hardware. Currently the
UCL Condor Pool contains about 1400 Windows PCs, and the UCL CS Condor pool has about 60 lab
machines running Linux.
A.1.1 Run Applications in Condor
AjobissubmittedtoCondorusingthecondor submit command. condor submit takesasanargumentthe
name of a ﬁle called submit description ﬁle. This ﬁle contains items such as the name of the executable to
run, the initial working directory, command-line arguments to the program, and resource speciﬁcations.
condor submit creates a job ClassAd based upon the information, and Condor works toward running
the job. Condor plays the role of a matchmaker by continuously reading all the job ClassAds and all
the machine ClassAds, matching and ranking job ads with machine ads. Condor makes certain that all
requirements in both ClassAds are satisﬁed.
For example, Listing A.1 speciﬁes 150 batch tasks called foo which has been compiled and linked
using condor compile speciﬁcally for Silicon Graphics workstations running IRIX 6.5. This job requires
Condor to run the program on machines which have greater than 32 Megabytes of physical memory,
with the speciﬁed platform. It expresses a preference to run the program on machines with more than
64 Megabytes of physical memory, if such machines are available. The Image size command advises
Condor that the program will use up to 28 megabytes of memory when running. Since these tasks are
independent with each other, Condor distributes them one by one as long as available resources exist.A.1. Condor 134
Listing A.1: Condor simple job submission sample
Executable = foo
Requirements = Memory >= 32 && OpSys == ”IRIX65” && Arch ==”SGI”
Rank = Memory >= 64
Image Size = 28 Meg
Error = err . $( Process )
Input = in . $( Process )
Output = out . $( Process )
Log = foo . log
Queue 150
Condor’s parallel universe supports parallel jobs which need to be co-scheduled. A co-scheduled
job has more than one process that must be running at the same time on different machines to work
correctly. Condor must be conﬁgured such that resources (machines) running parallel jobs are dedicated.
Listing A.2 speciﬁes the universe as parallel, letting Condor know that dedicated resources are required.
The machine count command identiﬁes the number of machines required by the job. When submitted,
the dedicated scheduler allocates eight machines with the same architecture and operating system as the
submit machine. It waits until all eight machines are available before starting the job. When all the
machines are ready, it invokes the /bin/foo command on all eight machines more or less simultaneously.
Listing A.2: Condor parallel job submission sample
universe = p a r a l l e l
executable = / bin / foo
machine count = 8
queue
Listing A.3: Condor-PVM job submission sample
universe = PVM
# The executable of the master PVM program is ” master . exe” .
executable = master . exe
Requirements = ( Arch == ”INTEL” ) && (OpSys == ”LINUX” )
machine count = 2..4
queue
Condor has a special parallel environment (Condor-PVM) to support dynamic PVM applications.
In Condor-PVM [Con, GKLY00], when a PVM program asks for nodes (machines), the request is re-
mapped to Condor. Condor then ﬁnds a machine in the Condor pool via the usual mechanisms, and adds
it to the PVM virtual machine. If a machine needs to leave the pool, the PVM program is notiﬁed of
that as well via the normal PVM mechanisms. Listing A.3 shows a example submitted ﬁle for Condor-
PVM. By using machine count = < min > :: < max >, the submit ﬁle tells Condor that before the
PVM master is started, there should be at least < min > number of machines of the current class. It
also asks Condor to give it as many as < max > machines. During the execution of the program, the
application may request more machines of each of the class by calling pvm addhosts() with a stringA.2. Sun Grid Engine 135
specifying the machine class. Condor provides support to PVM applications only based on the master-
worker programming paradigm and is limited to single domain computing.
Condor also provides a Computing On Demand (COD) environment to support interactive,
compute-intensive jobs. It allows the interactive jobs to come in with high priority and run instead
of the batch job on any given resources. A user must be granted authorization to a create COD claims on
a speciﬁc machine. In addition, when the user uses these COD claims, the application binary or script
they wish to run (and any input data) must be pre-staged on the machine. Therefore, a user cannot sim-
ply request a COD claim at random. The user speciﬁes the resource on which to make a COD claim by
condor cod request. If an application needs multiple resources, users must make multiple claims. Once
the claim is made successfully, a claim ID is returned to address this claim. The next step is to spawn
a COD job using the claim. The way to do this is to activate the claim, using the condor cod activate
command with the claim ID. Once a COD application is active on a COD claim, the COD claim will
move into the Running state, and any batch Condor job on the same resource will be suspended.
The setup of a COD execution is complicated. Moreover, since the resources still need to be claimed
in advance, it is difﬁcult to support interactive applications that have different resource requirements in
different execution stages, with the steering of users.
A.2 Sun Grid Engine
Sun Grid Engine (SGE), earlier known as CODINE (COmputing in DIstributed Networked Environ-
ments) or GRD (Global Resource Director) is an open source batch scheduling DRM system, supported
by Sun Microsystems. SGE is built on an agent master-slave model in which one server computer (mas-
ter) controls other clients (slaves). Master node (Master Host) serves as the only portal to the system
and offers a command line as well as graphical user interface to the cluster. Slave nodes (Execution
Host) are running an agent responsible for executing jobs, monitoring their status and report it back to
master hosts. Besides, they report to master host the resource information about underlying hardware,
software and execution environment from which complex resource selection can be made. Each execu-
tion host in the cluster represents one queue and each CPU on that host is one slot. Basically each CPU
will only be assigned at most one job regardless of its utilization. Parallel processing by PVM or MPI
can be executed, with one job spanning across a number of nodes. The queue scheduling is based on
ﬁrst-come-ﬁrst-serve (FCFS) model with customized policies and priorities. The UCL CS HPC cluster
managed by SGE currently contains 485 Linux machines.
A.2.1 Run Applications in SGE
A job submit to SGE is described by a shell script, which allows all options and the program ﬁle to
placed in a single ﬁle. The shell script can be written using the C shell, the BASH shell, or other shells.
Users submit the shell by qsub or a graphic interface QMON. Users can specify resource requirements
when submitting the job. For example, Listing A.4 requires a host with solaris64 architecture and 750M
memory to run a job speciﬁed in permas.sh.
SGE also supports parallel job submission by conﬁguring PVM or MPI environment. Similar toA.2. Sun Grid Engine 136
Condor, it requires users to specify the number of required resources in advance and only starts the
application after all the resources has been allocated.
SGE supports resource advance reservation, which allows resources to be reserved for a speciﬁed
user, administrator, or job. For example, Listing A.5 reserves an slot in the all.q queue on host1 or host2
or host3. The reservation is supposed to start at 12:00 on 1st of December and lasts for 1 hour.
Listing A.4: SGE submission sample
% qsub  l arch=solaris64 , h vmem=750M, permas=1 permas . sh
Listing A.5: SGE reservation sample
% qrsub  q ”@host1 , @host2 , @host3”  u leolau  a 01121200  d 1:0:0Appendix B
Application Agent (AA) User Manual
B.1 Feature
 C++ & Linux: This library is to incorporate into C++ applications running on Linux-version OS.
 Dynamic resource allocation: Resources can be added / released on-the-ﬂy. Computing scale can
expand or shrink on-demand during the execution.
 Transparent resource conﬁguration: Remote distributed resources are automatically selected and
conﬁgured to run the application in order to satisfy performance QoS requirements (e.g. deadline,
budget, execution speed, etc), without resource management from the application or the user.
 Run applications anywhere: An AA-enabled Application can be started on any Internet-connected
machines. The AA will automatically ﬁnd the path to connect resources and place proxies on the
key machines to make application processes communicable.
 Wide-area computing: The AA supports wide-area meta-computing, i.e. an application can be
deployed and executed on the resources from multiple clusters (geographically or administratively
separated, behind ﬁrewalls, NAT).
B.2 Installation
1. You must install PVM beforehand, and setup related PVM environment variables.
2. Unzip AA.tar.gz.
3. Go to the AA directory, normally $Home/AA.
$ make
Afterinstallation, threeAAdaemonbinarieswillbeinstalledintothe$Home/pvm3/bin/$PVM ARCH
directory. An AA console binary (aa) will be installed under the AA directory.
In addition, a demonstration application’s binary ﬁles including a master and a slave will be also
installed. The master binary will be placed under the AA directory. The slave binary will be placed into
the $Home/pvm3/bin/$PVM ARCH directory.B.3. Run 138
B.3 Run
1. Domain Tree (DT) conﬁguration.
Add your local computer where you will start the application into the DT. For example, if your local
computer has a public IP 80.88.192.115 which belongs to the PUBLIC domain, you can use the console
command: add node [parent] [address] to add it to the DT:
aa> add node PUBLIC 80.88.192.115
done !
aa> DT
0. PUBLIC
1. newgate . cs . ucl . ac . uk
2. condor . cs . ucl . ac . uk
2. morecambe . cs . ucl . ac . uk
1. 80.88.192.115
2. Resource environment conﬁguration.
Two default resource pools have been conﬁgured into the demonstration - a Condor cluster and a
SGEcluster, bothofwhicharefromUCLComputerSciencedepartment. Userscanaddmoreclustersvia
the AA console. Moreover, the AA allows users to add authorized dedicated hosts to run an application.
Adding dedicated hosts is also done via the console.
3. Run the demonstration application.
If you want to use the default clusters to run the application, you need to register ﬁrst - generate
your ssh public key using ssh-keygen and email the public key to h.liu@cs.ucl.ac.uk. Alternatively, you
can use your own authorized clusters.
A sample output is shown below:
$ . / Master 30
HOST=80.88.192.115
PVM ROOT=/ usr / share /pvm3
HOSTTYPE=i386 linux
USER=haoliu
PVM ARCH=LINUX
AAROOT=/home/ haoliu /AA/
Application ID : 1
parent PUBLIC
Starting local PWMComm on 80.88.192.115... Done
Starting RD . . . . . . . Done .
Connected clusters ( represented by frontend ):
local : 80.88.192.115
remote : condor . cs . ucl . ac . uk
remote : morecambe . cs . ucl . ac . uk

 
 Application Agent 
 B.4. AA Console 139

Process 4259842 added !
Send to 4259842
Process 4259843 added !
Process 4259844 added !
completed 1.35%
. . .
B.4 AA Console
The AA provides a console for users to conﬁgure and monitor an AA virtual machine.
aa> help
commands :
DT View the Domain Tree
add node Add a node into the Domain Tree
delete node Delete a node from the Domain Tree
clusters View current registered resource clusters
add cluster Add a cluster into the resource environment
delete cluster Delete a cluster from the resource environment
dhosts View dedicated hosts
add dhost Add a dedicated host
delete dhost Delete a dedicated host
vm View the hosts being used in current VM
quit Quit the console
aa> clusters
Name Type Submit Machine Frontend
<UCL CS Condor> Condor condor . cs . ucl . ac . uk condor . cs . ucl . ac . uk
<UCL CS HPC> SGE morecambe . cs . ucl . ac . uk morecambe . cs . ucl . ac . uk
aa> dhosts
Name Frontend
golding . cs . ucl . ac . uk condor . cs . ucl . ac . uk
hardy 1 18 morecambe . cs . ucl . ac . uk
aa> vm
Virtual Machine of Application [1]:
Domain Type Hostname UPID
1 Condor kerouac . cs . ucl . ac . uk 4259842
1 Condor golding . cs . ucl . ac . uk 4259843
1 Condor eco . cs . ucl . ac . uk 4259844
2 SGE graucho  3 38. local 4325377
2 SGE graucho  3 37. local 4325378
2 SGE graucho  3 37. local 4325379
If no AA-enabled application is running:
aa> vm
No application is running !B.5. Main API 140
B.5 Main API
AA(char** arge, bool ifART)
Constructor for master/control process. arge: the standard UNIX environment parameters. ifART: To
turn on the Automatic Resource Tuner (ART) service. 0: No, 1: Yes.
AA( char** arge)
Constructor for computation/worker/slave processes. arge: the standard UNIX environment parameters.
void AddProcess(char* pn)
The unblocked routine requests to add a process named pn.
void KillProcess(int upid)
The unblocked routine requests to kill a process upid.
int GetNotiﬁcation(int tag)
The routine checks if the notiﬁcation with label tag has arrived. If a matched notiﬁcation message has
arrived it immediately places the message into a new active receive buffer, and returns 1. Programmers
can unpack the receive buffer to get the targeted process UPID.
Three tags:
PROCESS ADDED: a process has been added.
PROCESS KILLED: a process has been killed
PROCESS KILLING: the local process needs to be vacated and prepares to be killed.
void DeployProcess(char* pn)
Automatic resource conﬁguration: Tell the AA which processes to be added/deleted. The AA will
automatically decide to add a number of pn processes on selected resources or delete pn processes. It is
different AddProcess(), which only adds one process at a time.
void ReportESD(ﬂoat value)
Automatic resource conﬁguration: The routine reports the ESD value to the AA.
void ReportESD P2P(ﬂoat value, 0/1)
Automatic resource conﬁguration with the federated resource negotiation: The routine reports the ESD
value to the AA. 0 means the QoS requirement is soft; 1 means the QoS requirement rigid.
void ReadyforKilling(int upid)
Automatic resource conﬁguration: The routine notiﬁes the AA the process (caller) upid is ready to be
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void StopAA()
Turn off all the daemons, turn off the AA virtual machine and release all the allocated resources.
void NewSendBuffer()
The routine clears the send buffer and prepares it for packing a new message.
void PkByte( int l, char* s)
Pack the active message buffer with a string s with length l.
void PkDouble( double )
Pack the active message buffer with a double data.
void PkFloat( ﬂoat )
Pack the active message buffer with a ﬂoat data.
void PkInteger( int )
Pack the active message buffer with a integer data.
void Send( int upid)
Send the data in the active message buffer to the process upid.
void ReceiveFrom( int upid)
The routine blocks the process until a message has arrived from process upid.
int NReceiveFrom(int upid)
The routine checks to see if a message has arrived from process upid and also clears the current receive
buffer if any. If a matching message has arrived it immediately places the message in a new active
receive buffer, and returns 1.
int TimedReceiveFrom( int upid, int32 t s, int32 t m)
The routine blocks the process until a message has arrived from tid. If no matching message arrives
within the speciﬁed waiting time, it returns 0, otherwise returns 1. s: second; m: minute.
Below routines unpack messages from the receive buffer, referring to corresponding PK* routines.
char* UpkByte()
double UpkDouble()
ﬂoat UpkFloat()B.5. Main API 142
int UpkInteger()
int WhoAmI()
Returns the upid of the calling process.
int GetParent()
Returns the upid of the process that spawned the calling process. If no parent return -1.Appendix C
Simulating the 2D Heat Equation Experiment
We have chosen the Java thread and the sleep() function to simulate the 2D heat equation experiment.
Figure C.1 shows the abstract simulation framework. We used 7 Java classes to simulate a heterogenous
resource pool, the AA, and the application which is composed by a master and a number of worker
processes.
HostType class: This class holds the information of a host type. The information includes process-
ing capability (P), location (L) and cost.
Resource Pool class: This class generates a resource pool (RP) which contains a number of differ-
ent host types created based on the HostType class. We generate 5 types according to Table 6.1.
AA class: The thread class simulates the AA. It generates an execution environment (EE) to run the
application. The EE is an array of HostType objects. The EE is generated by adding/deleting/replacing
hosts from the EE in the previous iteration. The actions are made according to the Utility Classiﬁcation
policy. This class has a function called reportESD(), which is called externally by a master thread to
report the ESD values.
Work Element class: This class holds the information of a data grid cell. The information includes
the grid cell’s index, the cell’s current interaction number, and the iteration numbers of the cell’s four
neighbour cells. It also contains a process ID, which is the ID of the worker thread that processes the
cell.
Masterclass: Thethreadclasssimulatesthemasterprocessoftheapplication. Itholdsa“dataGrid”
2D array which is created based on the Work Element class. The array stores the updated information of
all the 1000*1000 cells. This class has a function called reconﬁgure() which is called externally by an
AA class instance to receive a new EE conﬁguration.
Worker class: The thread class simulates the execution of a worker process. It holds a local
“dataGrid” array (a part of the entire dataGrid), which stores the data distributed by the master. It also
holds the information of the host where it “stays”. The host information includes processing capability
P and location L. It uses the sleep() function to simulate the processing time. For example, computing
10UD data is simulated by sleep(10/P * UT), where UT = 1000, meaning that for a unit time (UT) the
simulation sleeps for 1000 milliseconds.
Send class: The thread class simulates the message passing delay by sleep() function. For example,C.1. Simulation 144
AA extends Thread
A U :   f l o a t [ ]
S P : f l o a t [ ]
E E : H o s t T y p e [ ]
g e n e r a t e S e l e c t i o n P r o b ( )
a d d ( )
d e l e t e ( )
r e p l a c e ( )
r e p o r t E S D ( )
r u n ( )
Resource_Pool
R P : H o s t T y p e [ ]
g e n e r a t e P o o l ( )
Worker extends Thread
d a t a G r i d : W o r k _ E l e m e n t [ ]
I D :   i n t
P : f l o a t
L : f l o a t
s t o p : b o o l e a n
s t o p P r o c e s s ( )
r u n ( )
Master extends Thread
d a t a G r i d : W o r k _ E l e m e n t [ ]
d e s i r e d S p e e d : f l o a t   =   0 . 8
m a x I t e r a t i o n : i n t   =   2 0 0
E E : H o s t T y p e [ ]
d i s t r i b u t e ( )
r e c o n f i g u r e ( )
u p d a t e G r i d ( )
r u n ( )
1
1...*
1
Work_Element
i n d e x : i n t
i t e r a t i o n : i n t
1...*
1
1
HostType
typeID: int
P:float
L:float
cost:float
setAvailablility() 1
1...*
Send extends Thread
run()
1...*
1...*
1
1...*
1...*
1
1...*
1
1...* 1...*
1
1
Figure C.1: Object-oriented 2D heat equation experiment simulation framework
to send 10UD data from worker A to worker B with a 0.1 unit delay, it will sleep(10*0.1*UT). The class
delays 10*0.1*UT milliseconds then calls the related function of worker B to pass the data.
C.1 Simulation
A master thread and an AA thread are created in the ﬁrst place. The AA thread generates a Resource Pool
instance. The AA thread then chooses hosts from the Resource Pool according to the Utility Classiﬁca-
tion policy. After the selection, it generates an execution environment (EE) represented by an array and
passes it via reconﬁgure() function to the master thread. Upon receiving the new EE, the master stops all
the current worker threads by invoking the stopProcess() functions of the worker threads. It then starts a
number of new worker threads according to the new EE and distributes data to them by distribute() func-
tion according to algorithm 7. A new worker thread receives related host information and data from the
master when it is started. After processing a cell, each worker thread needs to pass the result to the cell’s
four neighbour cells. If the neighbour cells stay on the same worker thread, the updating is performed
locally. Otherwise the worker starts a Send thread to pass the result to other worker threads which hold
the neighbour cells. After updating an iteration, each worker thread sends all the local results back to the
master, which updates the central dataGrid.
Once updating an iteration, the master calculates the ESD and reports it to the AA thread by invok-
ing the reportESD() function. Upon receiving the value the AA thread enters into a new tuning turn.Appendix D
Lunar Surface Temperature Mapping
This appendix gives an overall evaluation of the primary contributions (the ﬂexible execution and the
distributed computing transparency) introduced in the thesis. We used the Lunar Surface Temperature
Mapping experiment for the evaluation because it was the project which initially motivated us to produce
this thesis. Referring back to the motivation chapter, our expectation was that we could run the tempera-
turevisualizationfromourdesktopwithoutworryingaboutunderlyingdistributedresourcemanagement.
We could dynamically change the resolution, which may cause signiﬁcant change of resource require-
ments. We wish we could continuously view smooth image output with minimal disruption even if the
resolution has been changed. To us (the users), the distributed application should be not different from a
desktop application. In the following, we will prove that we have made this dream ﬁnally come true.
D.1 A Little Experiment Background
Although the Moon is more than two hundred thousand miles away it affects the earth in a myriad of
ways. In recent times, with the dawn of the Space Age, some of the original mysticism surrounding
the moon has been dispelled by Armstrong’s and Aldrin’s 1969 landing of the moon. Despite this,
human has been always dreaming to someday colonise the moon, terraforming it to a habitable and
appealing alternative to earth. Colonising the moon is currently not possible since water is needed for
life and survival. The most viable solution, seems not to be bringing litres upon litres of water from
earth, costing an exorbitant amount in terms of logistic fees, but rather, to ﬁnd water within the moon,
extracting it, and purifying it for consumption, within a reasonable budget and timeframe. Finding water
in the moon is the ﬁrst step, and that is the step that this project deals with. Given accurate data of
the lunar surface, and precise data concerning the path and energy of the sun, we can calculate a map
of the predicted temperature of the lunar terrain. Comparing this with actual data sampled from the
moon, any discrepancies will need to be analysed, noting that a body of water beneath the surface may
manifest itself as one of those discrepancies. It is the wish of this project to bring man that much closer
to inhabiting the moon. [STB+07]
D.2 Mathematical Algorithms
The lunar surface is normally represented as interlocking triangular facets in 3D space. Each consisting
of its own set of sub-facets that shall be used to mode the heat conduction through a certain speciﬁedD.2. Mathematical Algorithms 146
depth. In this experiment we choose a 2D space to simplify the mathematical computation.
D.2.1 Surface Temperature
As a ﬁrst approximation, consider the surface of a smooth Moon illuminated by the Sun which is a
constant 1.495985 1011 m (1 astronomical unit) away. A single facet situated at latitude 0 and longitude
90 will see the Sun rising on the eastern horizon (longitude 0 ) at t=0, passing directly through zenith
5.9014105sec(6.83035days)laterandsettingonthewesternhorizon(longitude180 )after1:180305
106 sec (13.6607 days). The luminosity of the Sun is 3:826  1026 W and the energy impacting on the
lunar surface when the Sun is in Zenith is therefore 1:34  103 W m 2. Because we have assumed
that the Moon that is smooth as a billiard ball, reﬂections and blackbody radiation emitted by a facet are
radiated straight back into space.
The temperature on the surface is determined by the balance between the energy absorbed from
the impacting sunlight, the energy lost through blackbody radiation and the energy conducted into the
subsoil. The surface temperature is thus given by:
T
n+1
S = Tn
S +
t
Cv
QS
where QS is the energy ﬂux across a unit area of the surface:
QS =
Lo
4r2(1   Ab)sin+(	)   J0   "IRBT4
Here Lo is the solar luminosity (3.90 1026 W), Ab is the bolometric albedo (here 0.1), "IR is the
infrared emissivity (here 0.98) and B is the Stefan-Boltzman constant (5.669 10 8 W m 2 K 4). The
effective area is proportional to sin+(	) where 	 is the Sun’s angle with the facet horizon; contributing
only when the Sun is above the horizon. The term J0 is a constant (2 W m 2) originating from
internal energy sources. Under constant illumination, the surface should reach a steady state with the
surface temperature
T =
4
v u u
t
Lo
4r2(1   Ab)sin+(	)   J0
"IRB
 387K, which is the maximum temperature at the lunar
equator at noon.
D.2.2 Heat Conduction
Below the lunar surface, energy is transported by heat conduction. The energy ﬂow across a unit area
(Q) in the presence of a temperature gradient is:
Q =  
@T
@z
W
m 2
where 
W
Km
is the thermal conductivity.
Now consider a one-dimensional column of subsoil extending down from the lunar surface. If the
column is divided into N volume elements of equal depth x and horizontal surface area S, the energyD.2. Mathematical Algorithms 147
change in the volume element during the interval t is the difference between the amount entering and
the amount leaving averaged over the volume:
E
n+1
j   En
j
t
=
Qn
j+ 1
2
  Qn
j  1
2
z
Introducing the speciﬁc heat Cv = (
@Q
@T
)v
J
kg K
(the energy required to cause an increment in tem-
perature for a ﬁxed volume), this formula becomes the one-dimensional thermal conduction equation as
t ! 0 and z ! 0:
@T
@t
=
1
Cv
@
@z
(
@T
@Z
)
where T is the temperature and  the density. The speciﬁc heat is calculated using an approach by
Golden [Gol77]. Based on analysis of lunar soil samples obtained by the Apollo mission, it represents
the speciﬁc heat (measured in J kg 1 K 1) as a polynomial of the form:
Cv(T) = 785:6+498:6(
T   T300
t300
)+73:7(
T   T300
t300
)2+1139:2(
T   T300
t300
)3+782:5(
T   T300
t300
)4
for temperatures above 300 K and below 350 K. Above this limit we use an expression by Wechsler et
al. [WGF72]:
Cv(T) = 849:5 + 160:4(1   e
T T350
T100 )
The notation uses subscripts to indicate values so T100 = 100K. The conductivity is given by the
expression:
 = c[1 + (
T
T350
)3]
where c is the phonon conductivity (9:22 10 4 Wm 1 K 1) and  is the ratio of “radiative conduc-
tivity” to phonon conductivity.
D.2.3 Energy Flux Fraction
The energy a facet receives from other facets due to blackbody radiation becomes a primary factor to its
temperature when the facet does not receive sunlight. The surface fraction between facet i and facet j is:
Fi j = (cos(6 i)cos(6 j)Si)=(4(Di j)2)
where 6 i is the angel of facet, Si is the area of facet and Di j is the distance between them.
The energy a facet i receives from all the other facets therefore can be calculated as:D.3. Application Development 148
P
Fi j(
Lo
4r2Absin+(	) + "IRBT4)j
D.3 Application Development
The application is developed based on the Distributed Object Graphs approach (refer to Section 4.2.1).
Facet Object: A facet object calculates the temperature of a facet surface according to the math-
ematic algorithms introduced above. It communicates with other objects to exchange the blackbody
radiation data. In every time step, each object broadcasts its outﬂux data to all the other facet objects,
which calculate inﬂux fractions based on the fraction formula. If the objects are in the same process,
data transfer will be internal to the process, else it will use the message passing service of the Herder
processes. The number of facets is decided by the geographic proﬁle and visualization resolution. The
higher the resolution is, the more facet objects are generated.
Herder Process: The process holds a number of facet objects and provides a communication bus
for object data transfer with the help of the AA’s communication service (LPWComm, PMWComm).
It is also responsible for object migration once the Master process decides to redistribute objects. An
application normally has several Herder processes to improve execution performance.
Master Process: The process is responsible for data (facet objects) distribution, load balancing, and
receiving result from the Herder processes. It is the process which starts and communicates with the
AA’s RD (Resource Discovery) and ART (Automatic Resource Tuner) daemons.
Control/View Process: The process developed based on GTK+ is started on our local computer and
only communicates with the Master. It generates temperature plots according to the temperature data
passed by the Master. It also provides a console for users to change the resolution.
D.3.1 Load Balancing
The Master performs load balancing based on Algorithm 7. Load balancing is performed when the
execution environment is changed due to the AA’s automatic tuning as well as when the data structure is
modiﬁed due to a resolution increasing or decreasing.
Load balancing involves object redistribution and object migration, i.e. move facet objects from a
processor to a less loaded processor. Once the Master calculates a new object distribution, it broadcasts
the object-process mapping (object index ! process UPID) to each Herder process. The Herder pro-
cesses then contact related processes to transfer objects. For example, a new mapping is:
Object Index Process UPID
0  99 4259842
100  150 4259843
... ...
If process 4259842 currently holds objects (0  150), according to the new mapping it will contact
process 4259843 to migrate objects 100  150.
An object O is transferred by: ﬁrstly, an empty facet object O’ is created on the receiving Herder
process. The sending Herder then passes all the attributes of O to the Herder, which ﬁlls object O’ with
those attributes. Finally, the sending Herder deletes object O.D.4. Application Execution 149
D.3.2 ESD Report
The Master process calls ReportESD() at the end of each timestep. The load balancing overhead, which
is the time taken to perform load balancing, needs to be eliminated before reporting an ESD to the AA.
The overhead is tracked by adding two gettimeofday() before and after the load balancing function. By
doing so the AA can receive more accurate performance$ resource information to help its tuning.
D.4 Application Execution
D.4.1 From the User’s Point of View
We started the application on a laptop by simply invoking “./LunarTemp”, without any manual resource
conﬁguration. We set the execution QoS requirement to be 0.2 second/timestep, which means that we
wish it takes 0.2 seconds to process one timestep so that the View process will have enough data buffer
to generate visualization images smoothly.
We started the application with resolution scale = 10. After about 2 seconds wait, the application
started to produce images smoothly. At the 500th step, we increased the resolution to 100. The image
updating speed immediately became very slow. Soon after the speed had a quick raise. The speed then
vibrated for about 100 seconds before ﬁnally returned to the satisﬁed 0.2 second per timestep.
During the entire running process, the temperature data was steadily generated by 0.2 (or less)
second per step except a temporary spike due to resolution change. The satisfaction interruption was
negligible comparing with the whole execution which had 50,000 timesteps and took about 3 hours.
From beginning to end, we had no worry about resource management issues and were highly satisﬁed
by the smooth visualization.
Figure D.1 shows the execution speed and the speed with reconﬁguration overhead eliminated. The
latter was used to generate the ESD. Figure D.3 shows the temperature mapping updating.
D.4.2 Under the Hood
The resource management was taken over by the AA with the DPPE policy conﬁgured. When the
application was invoked, the AA was immediately activated and began to discovery resources from
underlying resource infrastructure. Here the candidate resource environment were two LINUX clusters
in UCL computer science department. The resource conﬁguration during the execution is shown in
Figure D.2.
With the resolution of 10, the application generated 196 facets. Since the AA did not know how
many resource it needed to satisfy the application, it initially added 5 nodes. With learning execution
feedbacks, it calculated the most efﬁcient resource conﬁguration and released 4 redundant nodes after
20 steps. As shown in Figure D.1, the speed had a little change after 20 steps (4 nodes was released) but
was still far above the requirement.
After the resolution was changed, the number of facets had a sharp increase (1847 facets) which
caused very slow execution speed. In order to maintain the QoS requirement, the AA immediately
began to add more nodes into the execution according to the updated resource requirement under the
new application conﬁguration. The adding procedure was taken a couple of times because the AA triedD.4. Application Execution 150
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Figure D.1: Temperature mapping application execution speed. The vibration during the speed recovery
process is due to application reconﬁguration overhead.
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Figure D.2: The number of resource conﬁgured during the temperature mapping execution.
to calculate the least number of nodes that can satisfy the requirement based on the feedback of each
reconﬁguration. After this period, the AA still kept adjust the number of nodes. Once the speed deviated
from the QoS level (either too high or too low), the AA would add/delete nodes to make sure it was
the most efﬁcient conﬁguration to guarantee the QoS requirement. As we can observe in Figure D.2,
there was another increase of node number around the 1800th step. This was because some nodes being
used were suddenly overloaded due to job startups from other users. This resulted in unsatisﬁed speed
therefore more nodes were needed.D.4. Application Execution 151
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Figure D.3: Lunar temperature mapping. The ﬁrst row shows low resolution images that were generated
inthebeginning500steps. Thesecondrowshowshigherresolutionimagesthatweregeneratedafterwe
improved the resolution. The temperature changed over time with the inﬂuence of sunlight, blackbody
radiation and energy conduction.
2D Lunar crater model - Latitude: 8.5e+01, Shadowpoint (Distance): 9.0e+00, Timestep: 1.0e+00, Ge-
ographic mode (Distance, Altitude): f(0.000000e+00, 1.738500e+03), (1.000000e+00, 1.738200e+03),
(2.000000e+00, 1.737900e+03), (3.000000e+00, 1.737750e+03), (4.000000e+00, 1.737650e+03),
(5.000000e+00, 1.737600e+03), (6.000000e+00, 1.737450e+03), (7.000000e+00, 1.737200e+03),
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